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(1.

The California Postsecondary Education Commission was
created by the Legislature and the Governor in ,1974 as the
successor tea' the California Coordinating Council for Higher
Ediication in order to coordinate and plan for education in
California btoyond high school. As a state agency, the
Commission is responsible for assuring that the State's
resources for postsecondary education are utilized effectively
and efficiently; for promoting diversity, innovation. And
responsivesess to the nieds of students and society; and for
advising- the Legislature and the Governor on 'statewide
educational policy and funding.

The Commission'thnsists Of 15 members. Nine represent the
general public, with three each appointed by the SPeakerof-tke
Assernblyf the Senate Rules dommittee, and the Governor. The
other six represent the major educational systems of the State.

The Commission holds regularpublic meetings throughout the
year at which it- takes actioh on staff studies and adopts
poSitions.on legislative proposals affecting Astsecondary
education. Further information about the Commission, its
Meetings, its staf, and its other publications may be obtained
from the Commission offices at 1020 Twelfth S'treet,
Sacramento,California 95814; telefrhone (916) 445.7933.
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ORIGINS OF THE REPORT

During the last 'five years, the cost of attending college in -California
increased sharply, while the State increased student aid funds only minimally,

and the federal government severely reduced its aid programs. As a result,

concern has risen about the continued ability of the Sfate's -grant programs

to provide college access and choice to financially needy undergraduates.

This Increasing concern was evident in Supplemental Budget Languagem'adapted

by the Legislature in the 1984-85 Budget Act calling on, the *mission to

/ examine the California' Student Aid'Commission's grant programs`:
-

Student Financial Aid Study. In order to assess the extent to
which existing state student financial aid programs .meet stated

goals, the. Legisature directs the California Postsecondary Educa-

tion Commissibn to examine the characteristics of Student Aid

Commission grant program applIcants and recipients over the past

Several years. \ This assessment should inclUde, but not bg.., limited

to, 411, analysis \of the folfowing:

(a), the charactriskcs of applicants and application patterns;

(b) program proVisiois affecting eligibility; .

(c) characteristics of recipients
among students and segments;

(d) mechanisms and P%-ogram provisions affecting the distilution
of awards, including determination of need, 'income ceilings,

number of first-tiaste' awards, and criteria for rationing
available first -time aw

/

.(e) program vlationships including the interaction among state

grant programs and between state programs .isd [the] federal

Pell Grant program; and'

(f) the renewal process including the coma u4t,Y college,, reserve

portion of the Cal Grant A program and renewal requirements

for other Cal Grant A and B recipients.

ThePo s ts c onda ry Education Commission sha II/. submit -a preliminary

report on program characteristics to the Joint Legislative. Budget

Committee and the fiscal committees by. Novstmber 30, 1984, and a

filul report 'outlining a range of possible policy options and

their implications by' February 15, 1985 (Item 6420-001-001).
,

This repart constitutes tffe preliminary report; on :program characteristicg

called for in this Supplemental Budget Language. It also represents the

second part of the Commission's copprehensive ,analysis of how California

students meet the costs of attending college aid of the effectiveness of

N 4



existing State apd federal financial aid programs it ;assuring access for
needy students.

The first part of the Commission's analysis was the staff report, Meeting
the Costs of Attending College, released is April 1984 That initial report
examined the fiaanCial characteristics of the "$tates-undergraduates.and the
differences in the.econemic cirymstances of students attending :.he different
segments; explored the cost of 'attendance in thesevnents and looked at the
Jactors that produce cost Aifferences; analyzed how undergraduates and their
faMilies.meitthe cost of attendance; and described"how siminr students in
di.fierent segments use parental contributinas, student contrib4tions, grant
aid, and loans to meet their college costs.

The current report focuses on those,California undergraduates who,in recent
years applied for financial assistance fromthe.State's two major undergrad'
uate grant programs -- the Cal Grant A State Scholarship Program and the Cal

Grant B Opportunity Grant Program -- and the much smaller Cal Grant ;C Occu-
pational Training Grant Program.' In Part One it describes the-,general
characteristics of all Cal Grant applicants and recipients and recent trends.
In Parts Two through Fonr it examines each, program in terms of the Legisla-
impels charge in its Supplementary Budget Language, including recent trends
in application patterns, provisions affecting eligibility,,characteristics

,of applicants and recipients, factors affecting the,d4tribution of awards,
program interaction, and the renewal process. In each part, it attemp yi to

identify .the factors responsible for changes in these program chara
istici.

The issues raised in this report -- and to be addressed" still further in a
subsequent rgport due to the Legislature in February 1985 -- include these
questions:

e.

1. Are the State's major Cal. Grant programs effectively meeting their'
stated goals and the needs of California's financially needy.college and
university,undergraduaies?

How do existing eligibility. requirements, program provisions, funding
evels, and statutory limits on the number of grants affect theAdistri-

btktion of awards among,students and segments?

3 'What impact gave increasing educational costs and cutbacks in federal
aid programs" had on the effectiveness of State programs and on the
relationihip among State, federal, and institutional aid?

,And would. some other program structures, eligibility requirements,
program provisions, or funding levels better meet program goals and' the

needs of California studeats;

SOURCES: OF DATA
.

The primary sources of data for this analysis are theiCaliforaia Student ;td,0 .
Commission's complete applicant/recipient files. .for, both first-time ,and



ewal applicants for Cali Grant A, W, and C awards for 1980-81 thrp.ugh
3-84, :and its rfiles on institutional costs and characteristics. These

coMputeriied data files have been. merged into ,four student aid master files.

14. Poitsecondary Education Commiss300-Al staff' -- one file for each ,of' .the four
1

41,11 atioitiaward years.. These files contain -specific ,informationAon he
demo 3phic, financial, and academic circumstances of each- ippricant,. as
well s an assessment, of the applVants' costs or "budget" at the iasti!--,-1
tutin that he or she see to attend, the ability of parents to .contribute
toward meeting thane cos the 4pplicants' individual earning*, eligibility

,

far frederal Pell Grant aid and other relevant data. "-

tInformation gain.ed from the -analysis- of these data were supplezaentedtwith ..
data on program characteristics4published by the -StudentAil Commission
Research Office, the S udent Aid Coranission's.Student .Expenies and Resources
Survey, the College Seho rship Seri,,,ice, and other availably' source.

4'-

s
,..--

ASSIRIPTIONS'
i,

a
. 1 j

In Undertaking this study, the Commission staff has operated
general assumptiong:

An 'analysis .6f ,tle char.acteristics of 'Cal Grant 'app icants and recipients'
will inciesse ,understanding,rof the ways in which d 'ographic. factors;
institutional charges influence- the number and typ s of students who
see'k financial atsistance to ttend Csollege.

-,40P.- wi

;

Angfexamination of .clia es in t. `characteristics of Cal Grant tecipients
wilr,increase understanding o the ways in which appli title( 'patterns
and program provisions influence the diskicibution of awards among students
and segments as well as the appropriateness of current statutory restyle-
tlons on the number of grants and the adequacy' of present funding'levels.

. .

An analysis of the interaction among Cal Grant programs and between them
aid the federal Pell Grant,program will reveal the extent to-which each
program serves different or similar groups of students and-the extent to
which they cpmplaament one another, and 3.

. An examination of the renewal process .particularly the Community
College !..reserve portion of the Cal Grant A irogram and the renewal-
requirements for other Cal Grant A and B recipients -- will illuminate.
the extent to,which these programs fagilitate the transfer of financially.
needy .undergraduates' film Community Colleges to four-year' public and
ndependiat institutions: and the timely. progress of other .grant: recipk-

eats fromIdior-division work toward the baccalaureate degree.

The 'Commission welcomes reactions .to this report and, in particular, to its
success in achieving these understandings, in order to assure, that the final

-resort 'in' this 'series 411:ontlin-e, for the Legislature the :best, ,possible
policy (Rations for State-tfuied:'student financialaid in the future.



:ONE

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS K. CAL GRANT AP'PLICArS AND RECIPIENTS

Ten facts charac ertze" the,th:ree major undergraduate Cal Grant programs of
the California S uclent 'COMMiSSiOn and their strden,t applicants and
grant reci$ints

k'The competition for th -14,933 new Cal Grapt A, 6,825 Cal Grant B, and 1,337
Cal Grant- C awards has increased greatlfin recent years because of the
sharp' rise in the number of applicants. Total aPplications have increased
from 69,027 in 1980-81 to 90,996 in, 198Y-84 for Cal Grant A, from 41,437 to
56,082 for Cal Grant B., and frost 14,934 to 21,972 for Cal _Grant C.

LOW RATES Cr APPLICATION COIVIFLETION

The niunber of students' completing. applications is less than the number who
begio .the applicatton procss, particularly' in the Cal. Grant B program, In
1910-81,only 60.3 percent of those who started the Cal Grant /3 application
piocess actually completed the required. forms, and in 1983' -84,-`59.,4 percent
did sb The comparable figures for t4e Cal Grant C progum were 58.8 and
63.7 percent, and for the Cal Grant A,pcograis, 72.5 and 73.4 percent.

-These figures strongly suggest that high ,Achieving students from either
low-income or more advantaged backgrounds have less difficulty than do..,
ditadvantagedA students completing all the paperwork required to apply far
financial aid. The Student Aid c.ommission has made efforts to simplify that
process in recent years, 1-.utt,tie problem persists.

4,1

3.. LITTLE.INCREASE N APPLICATIONS. FROM INDEPENDENT INSTITUTIONS -

The size of the independent iistitutions' Cal Grant .applicant fools incpeased
much more slowly than those of. otheriparticipatifig segments:

The number of tat Grum A apPlicants from independent institutions
increased by only 1,095, or just -6.7 percent betWeen 1980-81 and 1983-841
at a time when State University applicants jumped by-9,547 and those
from the University grew "by 5,045.



Their Cal Grant B applicants increased by only 627, compared t9 3,956-in
'the Community Colleges, 1,720-iin the State University, and 1,97 in the)
University.

Their Cal Grasnt C applicants rew, by just 244, compared to 3,678 in the r
CoMmunity Colleges, and 2,54 in proprietary and other private institu-1
tions. (The University and taste University do not participate in this'
vbcational-technic.al training grant program.),

4. DECLINES IN ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS. FROM INDEPENDENT INSTITUTIONS

The number of low-income and `diddle-incomea rant A .applicants to the
University and State University increased over.the oar--yearperiod, but at
independent institutions, substantially fewer students applie'clamilies
with incOmes below $316,000. Increases in, these applicants .also occurrekl. in
the Cal Grant .B program at the three public segments, but again at indepen-
dent institutions fewer students applied from families with incomes below

.A24,000. In fact, in both of these programs,* almoit the entire increase at
independent institutions, `occurred among applicant,s from families whose

incomes, were too high to remain eligible for grants. ACleast 60 percent of

the increase in the. UniveriityFs. Cal Grant A pool and 72 percent of the
-growth in its -Cal Grant B pool also occurred among similar applicants, but
the State liniversity-'s applicant pool exhibited similar growth only in the,

Cal Grant B'program'_.

RELATIVE DECLINE? IN MIDDLE INCOW APPLICANTS

In both the Cal. Grant A and B prpgrams, the relative size of the middle-

income -applicant group declined considerably. Much of the apparent 'upward,
shift in the income distribution among applicants'to these programs stemmed

from the impact of inflation on family incomes, but adjusting .fo'S

the greatest increase in applications actually occurred among thoie with
1980-egnivalent incomes below $12,000 -in both programs and above '$42;000 in
'tkke Cal, Grant & program or above $36,000 in the Cal Gtiant B program.

INCREASING GAP BETWEEN NUMBER OF, GRANTS AND NUMBER OF
FINANCIALLY-NEEDY APPLICANTS

1*-1

Between 1980-.81 and 1983-,84, V\le .statuto.ry limits on the number of new
awards in all three programs were not increased, but the number of financialiy-
needy applicants increased sharply, as did the competition for the limite4
number of new grants..

The number of new Cal Grant A awards remained at 14,933, but the number
of, needy eligible applicants 'who were turned down without a grant
increased from 15,215 to 271208..

-6-



The gap between :.thee number of.peedy eligible applicants and, authorized
new Cal Grant B awards widened from 10,692 to 261498. ,Most of these
fully-qualified'ahlican,ts were from extremely lowincOme, disadvantaged
families, and yet for every one of threw who received a new Cal Grant B
award, more than three were turned .away.

. ,

The gap was widest in the Cla Grant C program expanding from 5,981 to

16,999 and increasing the ratio of
-4

successful to unsuccessful applicants
.

from i- to 1:8. If i .

INCREASED IMPACT OF ELI,GIBILITX LIMITATIONS

Each'program has certain provisions thafaffect eligiblity and, the distribu-
.

'

All prdltra ms require potential recipients to demonstiate'finIncia nod,
butt-04er the four years they ill restricted eligiblity still further., i

The Cal Grant A and C programs use th$ same income telling. .Yet after

1981-82, this income ceiling/ 'not.. adjusted to reflect inflation.
This eliminated sizable numbers of the Most academically ab19, Cal Grant
,A applicants from the University and independent ins%tutions. Its

impact was less dramatic in the Cal Grant C prograhronly because a

smaller proportiotkof its applicants exceeded the income ceiling.

The Cal Grant B program, on the other'iland, uses an income-family size

matrix in its scoring system to limit,eligibility. it eliminated sizable

numbers of applicants from large families with,incomes over.$22,500
because it weighted,income, more heavily than family size in determining

program eligi ility.

The statutory limit on new awards greatly increased competition for

available new grants and made all elements for' rationing each program's

awards more sensitive. In the Cal Grant A program,'heightened competi:
tion raised the.grade-point cutoffs, particularly in 1981-82. In the

Cal Grant B program, all elements of its complex scoring system became

relatively more important, but most decisive were applicants' grade-Point

scores and those t4ey received'on a series of subjective questions abut

,their background .aid goals. finally, in the Cal Grant C program, with

nine eligible applicants for every new grant, the designation

of job market shortage occupations ill- elements in its scoring

system proved critical for selection.

,tacoa of new awards;

I

REDUCED PROOKTION'OF AWARDS TO 'NEWHIGH SCHOOL. GRADUATES

Dramatic ,increases the number of older applicants decreased.the
-chances of applicants just finishing high school to secure grants. In

the Cal Grant A prograM, the practice of allocating new, awards oa the

basis of the percentage of 'needy eligible applicants at each academic

16



eve1, together with this increase in the number of older applicants
hifted more new grants to self-supporting applicants and to those who
were already,parollid in college and away from those applying directly
from high school. In contrast, the 16 unit limitation for eligibility
in the Cal, Grant B program assured-that almost all its new grants
went to recent high school graduates. Yet in the Cal Grant C program,
older applicants included students already enrolled'ill vocational pro4.,
grams as well as those seeking job retraining and those who Iliad begun,
their postsecondary education in academic programs and then switched to
vocational - technical training. These older applicants secured a larger
percentage of .available new Cal Grant C awards by scoring better On-the
prograse-s eligibility-criteria, since a greater percentage of these
awards were not reserved for those who had already begun their'postsecon-

.

dary education.

INCREASING 'GAP BETWEEN. THE SIZE OF EACH GRANT AND
EDUCATIONAL COSTS

The rapid increases in the costs of attending either public or indepen dent.
institutions not my exceeded the rate of inflation? the rise in faiily
incomes, and t.1* availability of federal Pell grants, but also the reduced
assistance of 61 Grant awards. The lack of adjustment in the maximum
amount of Cal Grant awards foi these increases meant that recipients got
insufficient funds from their gralati to cover their educational costs.

The unmet need of. Cal Grant A recipients increased frolt$1,622 in 1980-81
to $2,889 4 1983-84 at the State University, $1,374 to $2;474 at the
University, and from $2,124 to $4,320 at independent institutions.

The unmet need of Cal-Grant B recipients increased even more Although
thetr grants included $1,100 for subsistence, the fact that first-year

recipients cannot receive grants for tuition or fees meant that extremely
low-income first-year recipients faced major costs at four-year institu-
tions that were uncovered by eiXter. their Pell or Cal Granta. In fact,

by 1983-84, the average remaining need of these first-year recipients
ranged from $2,175 at the State Universityto $7,460 at.independent
institutions.

4
4

The same general .trend was evident for Cal Grant C recipients, because
not.their maximum grants have bien increased since the program's, inception

in1gt74, while college and proprietary school costs have risen sharply.
41,

11. _ _901e_ of ult. ronsgt1Puces ,oL the failaire_sd bath_..fedeial 0;14 C4-1 Grant _aid

to increase the number dfawards or to cover,their traditrouAl share of
college costs has been'a subltantial increase in the number of students
relying on loans to help finance-their educatidns and a rise in their

aveIage cumulative indebtedness.'



10. LOW RATES OF RENEWAL AMONG COMMUNITY COLLEG& STUQNTS

The Community College reserve portion of the Cal Grant A program provides

betWeew 2,000 and 3,000 new reserve awards each year to high-ability students

who plan to transfer to a -fo4f -year institution'after attending a Community

College. However, less 'than half of the new recipients, in .the :reserve
program either renew their .awards .or transfer with 'them the ; f9llowing year,

and even fewer remain in the progrik at the end of two years. These numbers

are 'quite low considering the reCipients' high level of prior academic

achievement.

The renewal rate of first-year Cal - Grant B recipients attending Community
Colleges is slightly above 60 .percent, but it is unclear how many of these
recipients eventually transfer successfully to fourayear institutions and

complete tlteir baccalaureate.

Further research will,be undertakin to identify the reasons for these facts

and suggestiOns for action will be outlined as needed. in the ,Commiss'ion's

final report on these grant programs.



CAL GRANT A' APPLICANTS AND RECIPIENTS

The Cal Grant A Program, established as the California State Scholarship
program in 1955-56, provides grants to a limited number of talented but
financially needy undergraduates so that . they can complete four years of
college at the institution of their choice. When the 1960,, Master Plaq
Survey Team suggested that some iof the State's impending enrollment growth
be accommoda.ted at independent institutions,'they goals Were expanded to
include encouraging independent institutions to expand their enrollments
Later, it sought to assist these institutions to attract and maintain thei4
enrollments. Noaetheless, its basic objective remains largily uhchanged --
to assist academically' able, financially needy students to attend either.
public or independent colleges and universities.

eeespite the general, continuity of its objpctives, the Cal Grant, A Program

has expanded and changed dramaticalfy over the past three decades. Flom

fewer than 1,000 first-time awards in its -early: years, the number of awards
increased steadily to 6,060 by 1970-71, aid foklowing Legislietive approval
for substanlial increases in this number during the early 1970s, to 14,930
by 1977-78, where it has remained virtually unchanged through. 1983-84. Total
Cal Grant A awards, iitluding .renewals, have remained between 39,500 and
40,000 awards over the rist sevAn years, whild total program fUnding peaked'
at 04.3 million in 1981-82,and then'dec4ned to $61.8 million in 1983-84,

APPLICATION PATTERNS AND `CHARACTERISTICS OF APPI.,' CA.NTS

The total number of applicants fore first-time Cal ant ..,! awards increased
dramatically betwien 1978-79 and *.1.983-84, but this increase haA been uneven,
as illustrated in -Fignre 1 on page 12. From 54,6 applicants in 1978-79,
the number increased slightly to 58,636 in 1979-80, roe to 69,027-in 1980-81,
jumped to 92,180 in 1981-82, dropped to-87,236 in 1982-83, and then rose,
again to

tot
1983-84., The most striking change was the sharp increase

in 1981-82, followed by relative stability since then. The reasons for
thes two patterns are not clear, but several possible causes will be examined
la e report.

. -
Not all of these appliCants completed their. applications. Some failed to

provide all the necessary information, while others did not submit a Student

id_Application tor California to the College Scholarship Service,. Still

other" plicants were 'ineligible for a Cal Grant .A award, either because
they di not. wish to enroll in a program of at least two years duration,
were, ;n t enrolled or planning to enroll for at, least six units per term, had
already completed more thAa sT* semesters or nine quarters of postsecondary
study,` sought to attend institutions that are not eligible to participate,
had not bean residents- of Californ a for at least one year, or were , not
citizens or permanent residents of the. United States. Still others failed

to file all the needed foram before t the annual deaaine of February.9th.



Total ApplicantS and Eligible Applicants for First-
rime Cal Orant-A "Wards, 1980-821 to .1983-84

TOTAL APPLICANTS

N/A

20
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California Student Aid Commission Applicant Recipient Data Tapes

All of these applicants were ineligible for grants and are not 'discussed
hereafter. The remaiding eligible applicants.are the ones for whom complete
information exists, and thus they are the only ones whose characteristics
are analyzed here.

Applicants' Choice of Institution

The overall growth of more than 33 percent in the number of eligible first-
time- applicants between 1980,83, and 1983-84 was .not..distributed _evenly among

the four-year segments, as Table 1 shows. Among the three major segmental,
participants in the program, the California State tniversity, had the greatest

absolute and relative increases-in applicants: more than 9,500, or more
than 52 percent. nr r, 81 percent of this increase occurred in 1981-82

A similar, if leis dramatic, pattern was evident the University of. Cali-

fornia:, an increase of 5,045, or 36 percent. Again, nearl; 80 percent,of
that increase occurred. in 1981-82.



TABLE 1 Number of Ca2 Grant A Applicants bg Segment,
2980-81 to Z983 -84

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 01983-34

Number Number 'Number NumberSegment

State Unyersity

University

Independent

Other Private

TOTAL

18,303 36.6%: 26,064

14 010 28.0 '17,983

19,488

1,467 2 9 1,629

50,028 100.0%, 65,172

40.0% 27 006 414% 27,850

27.6 18,733 28.4 19 055

29.9 18,430 27.9 17,323

2.5 1,780 2.7 2,531

100.0% 65r967 100.0% 66,760

41-7%

3,8

100.0%

Source: California Student Aid Commission (CS 4) Applican4iRecipient Data Tapes.

Independent institutions, however, failed to increase the: size -of their
applicant Pool appreciably. As in the two public segments, the number of
applicants increased between 1980-81 and '1981-82 by 3,260, or by over 20
percent. But the number* of independent-college applicants then dropped by
more than 1,000 in each of the next two years. Overall, the independent
institutions' pool increased by only'-1,095,.or 6.7 percent, over this four-
year period.

Proprietary and other- private institutions, such as the American Conservatory
Theatre-, Fashion Institute, and Westland College enrolled no more than 3.8
percent of applicants over these.years, but they increased their number by
almost as many applicants as the independent institutions -- 1,664 -- and by

.72-5 Percent.

As a result of these varied growth rates, the segmental distribution
changed in important ways. State University applicants,accounted for nearly

. 4,2__perctat__of all -gligible_applio2nts 19.83-1144, _co9:lared,.tO les& than .37_
percent fou.r years earlier. iniVersity applican' accounted for nearly
identical proportions, of thial- applicants in both periods, while .those from
independent colleges and universfties dropped sharply from over 32 percent
of the total, in'1980-81 to just under-46 percent in 1983-84., This shift. is
only One of a musber of important changes in. the distribtitaion and composition
of the Cal Grant A applitant" pool in the past four, year's that have had a
profound effect on the distribuqon of awards among students and segments.



As noted earlier, students may apply for a new Cal grant A award if they
have not yet completed six semesters or nine quarters of postsecofidary
education -- typically their third or junior year The Student Aid Commis-
siOn defines four different academic levels based on applicants' status at
the time they apply for awards: Level 1 consists of students applying as
high school seniors; Level 2, of college fieshmen; Level 3, college sopho-
mores, and Level i4 upper-diVIsion students who have ant completed their
junior year.

The distribution of applicants by academic level Nand segment has changed
ma0edly since 1980-81, as Table 2 shows, primarily by an. increase among

Nilmber of Cal Grant A Applicants by Be Rent and
Academic Level, 19610-81-to 1983-84

Segment 1980-82- 1981-82 . 1982-83 - 1983-'84

and Level Nuiber % . Number Number % Number

State Unversity
Level 1 13,031 71 2% 16,523 63.4% 171086 63.3% 17,379 62.4%

Level 2 2,101 '11.5' 4,093 15.7 4,201 15.6 4,171 15.0
Level 3 2,429 13.3 4,261 16.3 4,569 16.9 4,.,918 17.6

, Level. 4 # 742 4,0 1,186 4.6 1,148 4.2 1,382 5:0

university
Level. 1
Level ,2
Level 3
evel 4

endent
el 1

evel 2
Level 3
Level 4.

e

8,644 61.7 10,856 60.4r 11,150 .59.5 .11,616 61.0
2,074 14.8 2,980 16.6 3,154 16.8 2,807 -14.7
2,406- 17.2 3,099 17.2 3,1.91 1/.0 3,364 17.6

886 1 6.3 1,047 5.8 r,237 '6.6 1,;68 6.8

10,316 63,6 11,569 59.4 10,863 58,9 10,643 61:4

2,594 16.0 3,484 17.9 3,440 18.7 2,846 16.4
2,295 14.1 3,134 16.1. 2,915 15.8 2;671 15.4
1,023 6.3 1,301 -6.7 1,212 6.6 1,163 6.7

Proprietary & Other Private
Level 1 819/ I55.8 \ 843 51.7 934 152.4
Level 2 4371 29.8 5,38 I33.0 550 130.9
Level 3 176- 12.0 195 12-.0 235 13.2
Level 45 3.1 50 3';1 61 3.4'

All Segments
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

1,238 48.9
903 35.7
304 12.0
86 3.4.

12,818 65.6 39,801 61.1 740,045 60.1 U1877 -61.2
7,207 14.4 11,095 17.0 111248 17 0 10,727 16.1

7,306 14.6 10,690 16.4 10,912 16.5 11,257 16.9

2,697 -5.4 3484 5.5 3,659 .5.5 3,899 5.8

Note:,, Level 1 is high school seniors; 2, college freshmen 3,' college
sophomores; and 4', upper-division students who lave not complete'd
their junior year. .

Souice: CSAC:,Appricant/Reciiient Data Tapes.



those already enrolled in college.- In 1980-81,05;6 percent of allappli-

cants were high School seniors applying for a new award for the4 freshman

year in college, while the other 34.4 percent)of applicants were already

enrolled .in college. By 1083-4,4, 8,059 more high school, seniors applied

than had four years earlier, but they accounted for 61,2 pezcent 'of all

applicants. Now' nearly fourout of every ten applicants were already

enrolled in college ,- an increase of 8,673 since 198(1,,81..

The most pronounced.shift between the proportion If applicants who were high

school seniors and those already enrolled in college occurredin the State

University and in 'proprietary and 'other private institutions eligible. to

participate in the Cal Grant A program..At the. State University, the percent

age of all applicants who were high school seniors dropped from 71 to 62

percent. At the proprietary institutions} the percentage's declined from 56

to-49percent. /

The number of applicants in each segment-who were high school seniors versos

'those who were already enrolled, varied markway among the four segments over

this period, as Table 5 shows. In the StateUniversity, for example, the

high school applicants increased
*by

4,348, or S3.4 percent, while those who
were already enro110. increased by 5,199, or 98.6 percent. In the Univer-

sity, the masher of high school applicants increased by 2,972, or by 34.4

percent; while those from students already enrolled climbed by 2,073, or

TAB4E Change in the Number of Cal Grant A Applicants by.
Se Obent and Student Levet/ 2980.k-82 to 2983-84

Ser ;acid Level

State University. -..-

Hil,h School Seniors 13,031 -.171379 +4,348 +33.it-

Alrady Enrolled..` 5,272 10,471 :4.5,1'99 +98A5

University. _ .

High School Seniors 8,644 11,616 +2,972 +34.4

Already Enrolled , 5,366 7,439 +2.,073: +38.6 ,

, .

Independent

High School Seniors 10,316 10,643 + 327% + 3.2

Already Enrolled 5912 6,680 + 768 +1310

1980-82 1083-'84

Number AtotAr..

Chagpe
Number Percent

Proprietary and Other Private

High School' Seniors
Already 'Enrolled`

All Segments

819
648

'1,238 419 .s/451.2

1,293.` + 760 +99.S

.

High School Seniors :. ,32',818, 40,877 = +8,059' +24.5
1.7,210 25,883 +8 673 .+50.4Already. Enrolled

Source: CSAC Applicant Recipient Data TaPes:



'

38.6 percent. The slow rate of growth iu the number of independent college
and university applicants was particularly evident in the increase of just

.-- 327 high school-seniors, or 3 percent; and an increase of 768, or 13 percent,
in already, enrolled applicants. Among proprietary institutions, the largest
increase also occurred among already enrolled applicants, where the number
nearly doubled.

Sinceithe number of first-time .awards in the Cal Grant° A program is deter-
mined in part by the proportion of all applicants at each of the four educa-
tional levels, the shift toward an increasing number and percentage of
college freshmen and sophomores applying and the segmental differences za
these patterns had a major'.effect . on the eventual distribution.. of awards
with more awards-going to State University and proprietarY students'.

The Dependency Status of Applicahts

Any description of the financial resources of California's student aid
applicants must resolve the question of whose income is most approiSriate to
consider -- that°. of the applicant!s- parents or that of the applicant and, if
married, his or her spouse. The answer to this question depends on whether
applicants are financially dependent on their parents for financial support

or are financially independent and serf-iipporting.

Federal and California criteria for determining students' dependency status
differ; with the State criteria being more stringeet: According to the

State's definikion, students are considered financially independent if they

-meet three tests: (1), they were not claimed as income' tax dependents by
their parents or legal guardians for ,both the past three years and the.
current school year; (2) they did not live in their parents' or legal,
geirdiansk. home for more than 04.x weeks_ in the 'past three years or 'the
\urient one; and (3) they did not receive $750 or more in direct financial
sport from their parents or legal guardians ie, any of these years.

There hilt been only a slight _increase in the ratio of dependent to indepen-

dent applicants during these four years, -although the number of independent

applicants has increased at a subStantially faster rate -- 65.4 to 28.6

percent as Table 4 shows,' In the State University and at proprietary;.

institutions, the -number- of independent or self-supperting appl.'cants more

doubled and increased from 14.7 to 21.6 percent and from 2 .2 to 26.4

per nt of all State- University and 'Proprietary institution a plicants,
resp ctively. In part, the marked increase in these applicants. in these two
segments was yet another reflection of the substantial ieorease these' seg-
meats experienced in the number at,.their.applicants.who ve,re_already,enrolled.
Most pre-freihman applicants are still dependent on their parents for support,
while those already enrolled in postlecondary -education are somewhat older
and may meet the State's three-yeer criteria for independent status.

At the University of California,
applicants increased at dearly
continued to account for seven
independent institutions, on the

the number of its dekndeat and independent
identical rates, and dependeht applicants
out of every eight In the

other hand, the.number of a porting
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t, TABLE 4 Depe4nd ney StatzliS ot -.4 Cal Grant A' .App:Ucant ..bit Segment,

198..0-81 to 71983-$4. . 16A k

'Ti, Change. l98081

Segment, 1980781 -.1.98f82 198?-83: 1983 -84 to I§83-4

and°5tatus Number:. .Number .Number Number Number Percent

s,8t,ate 11iversj..ty: (
i..; eiCS`

.

Dependent 15,6127:. H214162'' 21,562' 21,850 Y +6,218. + 39.8%

Independent 2;691. 4,902 4 5,444 6,020 +3,329 +123_7
:.,

University

Dependent
Independent

Independent.

Dependent
'Independent

15,806 16,-,gs2 16,680 ...+4,392 + 35.7

'2,177 2,4511 2 375 + 653 A. 37.9

.1

14393 _ 17,157 16,332

1;835
.

2,331 21098
.

Proprietary,and Other Private

,Dependent 1,171 1 204 1,338 1 863 692 59.1

Independent. 296 425 442 668 372. +125.7

. 15,539 +1,146. + 8%0
2.81,784 - 51

All Segments

101ependent '40,472'
Independent 6,556

55,335 55,531 55,913
9;837 14,436 10,847

+12,441 + 28.6

+ 4,291 + 65.4

Source: CSAC Applicant/Recii4ent Data Tapes.

'applicants 'increased only in 1981-82, and then declined sharply for two

successive. years, so thla 51 teweF self-supporting applicants applied from

that segment in 1983-84 than had applied.three years earlier.

.71r
greater significance was the unevenness,in the segmental sharis of the

ncreasing numbers of dependent and independent applicants. Almost exactly

half of the oveiall'increatie in the nUmber'ofdependent applicants occurred

in t,he State University. University applicants accounted for an additional

35 percent, but independent Institutions accounted for scarcely 9 percent,,

At the sabe'time, ielf-supporting State University applicants accounted for

78 percent of the overall increase among these applicants; those at the

-University, for 15 percent; anfl -those at independent institutions, for
tie

As noted earlier, at least 70' Percent, of all Cal Grant A applicants in each

sement "depend on their parents ford financial support. In the University
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and independent institutions, nearly 90 percent are dependent. Table

shows how the family-income distri'bution Or dependent applicants in all

four segments has changed,over the past four,years.

As might be expected, segmental differences in the fajellyJincome distribution

of these applicants reflected differences in the family-income distibution

of their undergradaates and the substantial differences in their gist of

attendance. For example, over 75 percent of these applicants thethe low-

priced State University came from faiilies with incomes,of less than $24,000
in 1980-Bllas did 63 percent in 1983-84. In:the somewhat higher-priCed
University of California, on the other hand, 55 percent of its depen4ent

appliCants came from families -with incomes below $24,000 in '1980 -81, but

only 43 percent d*d so by 1983-84 as the cost of attendance increased sharply

and an increasing proportth of middle- i:ncomea students now songhtofinancial.

aid in -order to attend. At independpnt institutions, only 51 percent of

dependent applicants were from families, with incomes of less than $24°,000 in

198081, since many middle-income studehts required financial aid to meet

'their high costs;and nearly 10-percent of dependent, pplicants came from

families with incomes of-$42,000 or more By 1983784;. just 38 percent, of

dependent applicants at these institutions had family incomes below $24,000,

while over 27 percent were from families earning $42,000 or more.

.The most striking changes occurred'ip.the family-income distribution of

fivancisll dependent applicants .at'independent institutions. The number, of

'these applicants declined between 1980-81 and 1983-84, with an overall loss

of 1,911, and sizeable losses in every fimilrincome category below $36,600.

the,droli in, applicants in the categories of "Under $120000" and "$12,000 -

$23,999" approached 20.percent.' A small increase of 176 dependentapplicants

occurred -in the $36,000.to $41,999. income -range, but the only sizeable

increase occurred in the range of $42,000 or more In other words, almost

the entire increase in the dependent applicant.pool at independent inqitn--

tioris occurred, among students whose families had incomes that exceeded the

Cal Grant A program's income ceiling for eligibility,' although many of them

could demonstrate financial need Since the cost of a.singlo year at tese

institutions often reached $11,000 to $13,009 412 1983 84:

The decline in the ,percentage Of dependent applicants from families with

incomes below $24,000 and the,rapid increase in the percentage*of applicants.

from families wah incomes above $42,000-stemmed in part from the impact of

inflation during this period. In analyzing the financial circumstances of

these applicants, the important questions. are whether their actual family

income4istribution change ,between 1980-81 and 1983-84 in constant dollars

and, if so, hoW and to, what extent. To answer these questions, the family-

_income 'laiitributiorLidisplalmi ialaitle.5_for. Cacti segment during 1983784 was

adjusted for actual changes since 1980 in the median family income of Cali-

fornia families whose heads were between 40 and 54 years"of age. This age

range was used because these families were most likeiy,to have children of



2ralii,ly-Incole DistributI6n:o.f FinanciaLly Dependent
Cal Grant A Applicants by Segment,- 2980-82 to 2983-84

Segment And ,, - Change
,

Income .in 1980-81 1982-83' 1983-84 -1980-81 to 1983-84
Thousands ".- # t 471 # t- _

State:11n ivesity
.$0-11.999 51433
,12-23 ;,6,073
24.-3,499 3,204
56,'-41:9991 556
42 and Up, 346

`

L*iversi
407,11.9,99 540
12-23;999 4,282
24-35.90 '3,551
36-41.999 1,074
_42 and Up 841

Independent

I!

34,8' 6,6,02 31.2 6 695 31.0..6,757

38.9 7,454.f'35.2 7 313 33.9 7,060

20.5 41116 23.2 '4,640 21.5 4,698

3.6 1,132 5.3 "1,264 5.9 '1,350
2.2 1,058 5 1,650_ 7.6 1,965

20.7 2,871 18.2 2,909

34.8 4,854 30.7 '4,518
28.9 4,341 27.4 4,226
8.7 1,584 10.0 1,671

6.$ 2,156 13.6 2,958

$0-11.999. 2,855 19.8

12-1E3.999-4,4,540 31.5
24- 35,999 4,232 29.4

36-41.999 1,409 9.8

42-and itg 1,357 9.5

2,962
'4,652

4,751
1,849
2,943

Proprietary and Other Private

$0-11.999 345 291.5, 327 27.2'

12-23.999 421 40.0 417 34.6

24-35..999 288 .24.6 289 24.0

36-41..999 68 5.8 96 8.0

42 and Up 47 4.0 15 6.2

17.9
27.7
26.0
10.3.

18.2

2,943
4,294
4,025
1,596,
3,822

30%9 +1,324 + 20.0%
'32.3 '+ 987 13.2

21..5 +1,494 + 30.4
6.2 + 794' +142.8.

9.0 +1,619 +470i6

17.7

25.7
24.1
9.6

22.9

17.3 2,509 15.4 2,255 14.5

27,1 4,222. 25.S 3,647 23.5

27.7 4,101 25.1 3,810 24.5

10.8. 1,629 10.0' 1,585 10.2,

17.2 3,870 23.7 4,242 27.3

+ 403
+ 12

+ . 474
+ 522
+2,981

4322 '24.1,;

429 3211

321 2.4.0

111. 8.3
1554, 11.6

Source: CSAC ApPlicant/RecipieV Data Tapes.

+ 15.9
,+ 0.2
+ 13.3
+ 48.6
*354.4

4-- ,

600 21.0
893 19.7

- 422 - 10.0
+ 176 + 12.5
+2 B85 +212.6

482 25.9 + 137

588 31.6 + 167

469 ,25.2 + 181

130 7.0 + 62

194, 10.4 +, 147

A 4,)

. K
, . 1.

college-age. --Table -f) -on page 20-shows--the -income-distribution -in both -years
in terms of 1980 dollars and includes an index' based on the relative' size' of
each- income .group.. This incleX is designed to reveal the character of changes
in the family,income distribution of these applicants betwepn 1980-81 and
1983-44. .



TABLE 6 Falai 1.y Income Distribution of, F ninac.Wly Dependent'
-Cal Grant A Applicants by Segzr.za;- :2970-82 and 198-84,
in 'Constant 2980 Dol2ars

1980;.81

Segment and Ingime Number 'Percent

StAte University

$0-11999 5 433--, 34.8%
$12,000 - $23,999 6,073 38.9

-1240000 - $35,999 31204 \20,5

$36,000,- $41,999 .556 3%6,

,142 000 and Above 346 2,2

Univerlfty

$0 - $11,999 .2,540 20'..1,

000 - $23-,999 4,282 ..34.8

$24,000 $35,999 3,551 28.9
$36,000 - $41,999 1,074 . 8.7

$42,000 and Abirve 841 6.8

1.3

Independent

Hp' .. $11,999 . 2,855 19.8 .3,260' 21:0

$12,000 =. $23099 4,540 31.$: 4,804 30.4-

$24,000,35,999:, 4,232 29.4 4,230 274.
S36,000.- $41t999' 1,409 9.8 1,371 8-.81

$44000 and Above: 1,357 ' 9.5 , 1,872 12;0

'4.

198384
Number Percent Change Indexrar.wifp.

'8,839 '40.51r. +3,406 316,

.:.'7,896. 36.2 2 41,823"93
3;741 A 17.2 + -537 84.

':645: + H-89 83

709 34- 363 145

'4,110

4,276
1,239 ,

1,619

24.7

32,6
25.7
7.4
9.7

Proprietary and Other Pr 5.tate

$0 - $11,949
$12000%. $23,999
$24,000 - $35,999
$36,000.- $41,999
$42;000 and Abbve

sources

345

421
288
68
47

'29.5

460.0

24.6
5.8
4.0

+.140 '19

+1,454 V_
+ 725 :89

165 85

4-, 778' 143

$75 106

-264? 96

32
38 .90

515. 126.

648 34.8. + 303 11&

717 38.4 + 296 36.

366 19.400 7.8 80

-188

4 50# 64 3.

CSAC Applicant/Recipient Data Tapes. Computations by Postsec;ndary
Education Commission Staff using data from Department of Finance
Current Population Surve data on median incomes in California. of'

families with hea etween-14nd 54 yirs of age.

These appear quite different from thae in T ble 5. Of particular note is

the. marked increase in. the proportion of applicants at.both ends of the
income spectrum and the relative decline in the size of the middle-incOme

group, especially' those with 19804eViva1ent incomes between $24,000 sand

$41,999. -This pattern is evident iu all three major segments although at



independent institutions, the relative size of the,lowest imxpme category did
not increase as rapidly at they did at the State University and UniVersity.
The size of the independent institutions'. middle-income group did not decline
quite as sharply as in the public segments either, where the percentage of
applicants' in. the $24,000 to $41,999 ranges were = only 83 to. 89 percent as
large as they had been four years earlier, although the incomes that corre-.
sponded to the 1980 "$24,000 to $41,299" range had increased to between
$30,600 and $53,550 by '1983-84. And at upper levels, a marked increase
occurred in applicants from families with 1980-equivalent incomes of $42,000
and above in 1983-84./ More applicants from such families were attending
independent than- public institutions at ..both the start and end, of this
period, but this group increased by more than 43 percet in both public -

segments by 1983-84, probably ia responseto rapid increlies in their required
fees and other attendance costs` beginning in 1941'482.

Income Distribution of Financially Independent Applicants

The income of financially independent or self-supporting applfCantS includes
both taxable and non-taxable earnings of the applicants themselves and, in
the case of marriled ,applicants, the earnings of their spouses Table 7 on

page 18 shows the income distribution of these applicants for each segment.

As Table.? showi, the State Universityiudthe largest number of self-sup-
Porting applicants during this period. It alsoLexperienced the most'sub-
stantial increase in such applicants, with the, number more than' doubling.
The University and the proprietary institutions had more modest:increases,
with the rate of increase most marked. =wag those with. incomes $6,000.

as

As ,"with financially dependent applicants, .the trend among self-supporting
applicants at independepi.institutions gives cause for concern. Although

these institutions .still had over 1,780 independent students applying in
1983-84, they experienced an overall drop of nearly 3 /el:cent in the number
of these)ipplicants. Their number oaf those with incomes below $3,000 dropped
by 82 or by nearly 9 percent, while those with incomes between'$3,000 and

$6,000 declined by 95 or early _18 percent. Moreover, although the number of

applicants with incomes i the "$6,000' to $8,,999" and "$9,000 to $11,999"

ranges increased over the four years, theyalso showed marked declines after
peakiwial 1981-82 or the following year furthermore, the inceease

applicants ilth incomes of $12,000 or more leveJled of after 1982-83, and iu

constant dollars the size of this group also clined over the foUr-year

.period. Whatever the full explanation for 'this pattern, which almost cer-

high in;the size-,of the 'self- supporting applicant pool__
includilboth the psychologipal and .very real financial barrier pf

tuition e decline

--

at independent ,institutions cannot be ,attributed to Cal Grant A income
ceilings or the inability of such applicants to demonstrate their need fo

r substantial amounts of aid.



Student and Spo4,e Income Of Financlallg Independent
Cal Grant A App cants by Segment, 298011- to 1983=84.

Se -gment 'and
Income in
Thousands

1980-81 1981-82

State University

$0-1.999

3-5.999
678.999
9-11.999 .

12 and Up

University

0-2.999

3-5.999.
6-8.999
9-11.999
12 and~ Up

Independent

$0-2.999

3-5.999
6b -8.999

9-11.999
12 aad'Up

1,49555.6
838 31.1.
Z.41 9.0

3.0

"36 .1.3

1982-83

2 685 54.8 2

1 317 26.9 1

538 11.0
163 3.3
188 3

1,077 62.5 1,359
'456 26.5
122 7.1
33 1-.9
34 2.0

942 51.3
534 29.1
176 9.6
88 .4.8
95 5.2

517
180
57
64

Change
1982-84. 198d 81 to 1983-84

# A

14-53.5 3,253 54.0 .+ ,758 +117.6%
45 24.7 1i$465 24.3 + 627 + 74.8

744 13.7 799 13.3 + 558 +231.5
267 4.9 250. 4.2 + 186 +229.6'
174 3.2' 243 4.0 + , 207 +575.0

If

62.4.

23.7,
8.3%

2.6
`2.9

1 / 2qP 51.5
50 25.2
-273 11.7
142 4.8
1.58 ,6.8

Proprietary, and Other Private

ti

$0-2.999
375:999
6-8.999
9-11.999

and "Up

138 46.6 2ft
100 33.8 -128

2 ,1O.8 42

16 5.4 27
16 5.4 22

48.5
30.1
9.9
6.4
5.2.

1,455 59.4 1;433 60.3

626 25.5 560 23.6
232 9..5 230, 9.7

69 2.8 66 2.8
69 2.8 86 3.6

+ 3564+ 33.0
-+ 104 + 22.8
+-' 108 + 48.5

+ 33 +100.0
52 +152.9

998 47.6 860 48.2

528 25.2 439 24.6
300 14.3 218 12.2 4:

101 4.8 .95 5.3 '+
171 8.2 17,2 9.6 +

171 38.7 . 222-33.2
139 31.4 228 34W '+
78 17.6 116 11.4 +

24.:5.4 52 7.8 +-
30 6.8 ' 29 4.3( +

- 82 - 8.7
95 -.47.8
42 + 23.9
7 + 8.0

77 +.81.0

84 + 60.9
128 +128.0
8,1414.

402.546225.0
+ 81.2

.?%

Source:. CSAC Applicant/Recipient Data Tapes.

Grade-Point Distribution of ,Applicants

The Cal Grant A program was originally called the State Scholarship program,

and awards are still distributed or rationed amotg eligible students with

demnnstrated _financial_ need on the basis 6f .their grade-point averages. As

Table 8 shows, sizeaBle differences exist in. the grade-point-distiibution of

4c3ra4AApplic.ants-ainOng-~t,he segments.

In part, these differences are a reflection of the academic selectivity 'of

each segment% The University of Califoa's bighadmission standards were

evidenced by nearly half of its lapPlicalrnt6a having 3.4 gAige-point-averages

and nearly-three-fourths having- averages above 3.0. On teS other hand, more

than 50 percent of the State University's applicant's and over 55 percent oe

-22-

30



TABLE 8 Gracie-Paint Distribution of Cat Grazit A Applicants by
Seg.-gent,- 1980-81 to 2983-64

Segment and' 1980+81 '1981-82 1982-83 1983 -84-
Gr e Point # # #

Sta University

Under 2.5 4,163
2.5-2.79 3,115

2.8-2.99 2,093
-3.0-.3.19 2,634

3.2 -3.39. 2,234
3.4 & Up 427

University

'Under 2.5
2.5-2.79
2.8-?.99
3.0-3.19

3.4 & Up

Independent-

Under 2.,5

.2.5-2.79
2.8-2.99
3;0-3.19
3.Z-3.39

22.7%

1"1.4

14.4
12.2'

22.0

.6,173 23.7%
4,540 17.1;

3 277 12.6,

3,654 14.0
2,906 11.1

5,514 21.2

6,632 24.6% ,6,743
4,726, 17.5 4,839
3,235 12.0 3,512
3,784 14.0 3,878
3,081 11.4 3,191

5,545 203 5,686

Change ,

1980-81 to 1.983 -84

0

24.2% +2,58Q +62.0%
17.4' +1,724 :+55.3
12.6' +1,419 +67.8

13.9 +1,244 47:4f
11.4 957 +42.8

20.4 +1,659 441.2

1,038 7/4.
1,071. 7.6
J,030" 7.4
1.623 '11.6
1,996 14.2
7,252 51.8

1,982 12.2

2,082 12.8
1,658 1:0.2

2,073 12.8

1,978 12.2
-3.4 & uo, 6,455 '39.8

PrOprietary and Other Pri:vate

1,535
1,556
1,422
2004
2,589
8,577

8.5 1,689

8.6 1,680

7.9'. 1,539
12.8 2,441
14.4 2,556
47.7 %--8.828

9.0

9.0

13.0
13.6

47 1

1,754 9.2

`1,722 9.0
1,479 7.8
2,122 12.2
2,583 13.6
9.177 48:2

2,7.73 14.2 2,591.,.. 14.0 V,504
2,805 14.4 2,588 14.0 2,424.

$ 2,099 10.8 1,777 10.7 1,887
2,648 13.6 2,429 13.1 2,316
2,239 11.5 2,199 -11.9 2,042
6,924 35.5 6,646 36.0

Under 2.5 402 27.4

2.5-2.79 263 17.9

2.8-2.99 184 '12,5

3.0-3.19 .199 13.6
3.2-3.39 135 9.2

3.4 & Up 290 19.8

471

309

,212
228
135

28.9

19.0

13.0
14.0
8.3
16.8

6-,151

529 29.7.

,340 19.1
218 12.2
258 r 14.5

(-178 10.Q
257 1-4.4

724

400

319
'349

154.

421

+. .716 +69.0
+ 651 +60.8
+ 4467 +45.3 -

+ 699.

+ 587 +29.4
+1,925 +26.5

14..4 + 522 +go.3
14.0 + -341 +16.4
10.9 + 229. +13.8
13.4 + 243 +11.7
11.8 + 64 + 3.2
35.5 - 304. - 4.7

28.6 +

15.8
12.6
13.8 "+
6.1 +

16.6 +

322 +80.1

137 -+52.1
135 +73.4
150 +75.4
19 +14.1

131 +45.2

Source. CSAC Applicant/Recipient bats Tapes.

-r

those- from proprietary institutions had grade-point Averages below 3.0,

althoUgh more than 20 percent of the State University's applicants had

averages- of 3:4 -or --hettr. -The-averages -of -the independent -inatitutious'. ----

applicarits fell in between those of the University and the Stati University --
35 to 40 percent had grads-point' averages of 3.4 or above, while at least as-

percent had ,ayerages bllaw 3.0.

The most rapid 'increases occurred among applicants in the losier end of the

grade-point -spectrum. Overall,- there were nearly 7,000 more applicants with
grade-point averages below 2.8 by k983-84 than in 1980-81. Suchwaverages



have rarely been high enough in recent years*, secure a Cal Grant A award,
although some of these applicants secured Cal-Grant B -awards a topic that
will be developed more fully later.

9

The number of applicants with grade-point averaggrizboiie 3.0 increased.quite
substantially..-- up 3,963 for those with grade averages of 3.0 to 3.39, and
3,411 for those with averages of 3.4 or above. This growth greatly. Nightened

0,the competition for the limited number of first-time awards. By 1983-84,
38,003 applicants with averages of 3.0 or-better, including 21,168 with
averages of 3.4 or better; were competing' for.. only 14,900°3:Lew awards.. Not
all of these applicants"were able to demonstrate financial need, however,
and many others who could demonstrate need were from families with incomes
above the 'program's ceiling.,

e

While the number of applicants atpublin institutions with grade-point
averages of 3.4 or better increased by 3,584, the number of such applicants
at independent institutions dropped by 304. In fact, the number of appli-'
cants at independent: institutions with averages of 3.0 or above increased, by
just three, compared to an increase of 7,071 in the two pUblic segments.
Furthermore, 'a large proportion of independent institutign applicants with
high averages came from families with inc.osies above the. Cal Grant A ceiling.

. PROGRAM PROVISIONS AFFECTING
THE.DISTRIBUTION^ OF NEW CAL GRANT A AWARDS 4

'The changes discussed above in the Cal Grant A applicant pool had a consider-
able impact on the _distribution of .new, awards among students and segments.
Yet, at lelast five program provisions and features had an .even More dramatic
impact on this distribution: (1) procedures for setting student budgets"and
determining financial need, (2) methods for setting and adjusting the family
income ceiling, (3) .statutory limits on the number of new awards, (4) unit
limits on applicant eligibility and they allocation of new awards among
students at different educational levels, aria (5) the 'use of grit's:le-point
averages to distribute awards. The, following paragraphs examine each of
these provisions isr turn and evaluate its impact.

Setting Student Budgets and Determining Financial Need

el

Setting and Adjusting Student Budgets: Systematic variations obviously
exist among stuc4nts in their educational costs or .'budg,ets," regardless of
the institntion they attend: For instance, _those who reside at home and
commute to campus generally spend less than those who dive- -away from honie",-

,either in dormitories or off. and the costs fet4 those living away'
from home tend to be higher in certain areas than in others. Similarly., the:
expenses 4fbiarried students or single parents are typitally greater than
those faced"by single studerics, including as, they do highEr costs for housing,
food, an child care 4



The Student Aid Commission and ,most financial,aid offices distinguish among,

six different-student budget cateviries basedon these systematk: differences
in students' marital status and residence: during the school-year: (1)

single at home, (2) single on campus, (3) single, off campus, (4) married

without children; (5) married with children, and (6) single parent. Through

its Student Expense Budget CoMmittee,'the ,Student Aid Commission devaops
and,annually updates expected student budgets,ia each of these categories

for use 4.11 assessing the ability of students,and their families to pay fa;

college and thus students financial aid eligibility. The finaf element in
owl individual stbdent'$ budget is the tuition-and re(luired fees charged by
the institution that he or she seeki to attend.

Determining .Parents' Expected Contributions: To be eligible for, Cal Grant.,
awards, applicants must demonstrate financial need under the nationally
utilized need analysis system developed by the College Scholarship Service

(CSS) to assure 'Consistent, equitable ,treatmInt for all financial aid appli-

cants. The College Scholarship Service explains the assumptions of this

"uniform methodology" as follows (1983, p. 9)

The underlying assumption of the CSS need analysis system is. ttiat
parents have an obligation to finance the education of their

children to the extent that they are able. . Anothe'r major

assumption of the CSS need analysis systet is that the size of the

family and any, extraordinary expenses that the- family may have
must be considered in order to measure the true ability of the

family to contribute to educational costs-- So, too, must such

factors as the age of parents, the Value of the parents' assets,
and the number of Working parents beweighect -- factors that will

alter a family's financiaLstrength.

For financially dependent students, then, the Size of expected parental

contribution is a major sieterminant in assessing students.' ability to pay

the costsof attendance and hence in assessing their financial neiskl.

Setting Student Contribution Levels The College Scholarship Service, the

California Student Aid .Commission, and nearly all financial aid officers

expect students as well as their parents to help pay the costs of their

eaucation. Often referred to as "student self help," this contribution can

take a variety of forms, including savings from summer employment, earnings

from ',aca'demicoyear e,xployment, and
,!

obligations to repay loans, Student

contributions from savings and earnings are considered issiediate or direct

forms of 'self-help; while loans 'are indirect because of their 'deferred

.repayment ligation. Only direct forms of self-lielp are examined in this'

'section..

For financially Aependent applicants, the California Student Aid Coossission
uses standard student contribution levels that-vary depending -upon-their
parental contribution levels because of its belief that .students' earning'
potential varies depending upda the financial position of their family and
its recognition that some low-income families expect their children to
contribute some of their earrings Ipport the family itself. In

1980-'81, it* expected student contribution levels ranged frOm $275 to $875
for pre-freshmen and froi $425 to 975 ,for continuing students. By 1983-84,
these levels ranged from $200 to $1,800, depending on parent contribution



levels, with the maximum student contribution level being reached at approxi-

mately $24,040 of family income. Contiading students were expected to
contribute an additional $150 at each family contributionileyel.

For financially .independent or self-supporting applicants, the Student Aid

ComMission uses the _"uniform methodology" to assess their ability to help

pay the cost of their education, but it also sets a-minimum contribution
level for these students which has varied Over the years from ,,$1,620'4 in

1980-81 to $2,340 in 1933-84 for single students and married studeuts with

children under seveqears old. Ma ied %ludents with no,young children( are

.expected to contribute more, and to amount varied depending upon, whether

the spouse is a student as well.
,.-

Defining Need: Once the-student budget, parental contribution, and' student
contribution are lietermined for an applicant, the Student Aid Commission
assesses whether an applicant has financial need by subtracting the expected

contributions from the student budget. Demonstrated financial need, there-

fore, is relative and not absolute. That is, the level of "unmet need"
depends reit only on thi relative financial resources of applicants and their.

families, but on the cost of attending their chosen institution. Applicants

from low-income families are likely to demonstrate -financial need irrespec-

tive of whether they seek.tolattend a relatively low-priced State University

or a higher-priced independent institution. On the other hand, a student

from an upperlmiddle-income family may not be abl to demonstrate financial

need at a Stite University, but still may show considerable financial ascot

,at'a higher priced institution.

Identifying Minimum Need and Unrecognized Need. If financially independent
applicants can demonstrate a minimum level .of financial need at the institu-*

tion they seek to 'attend, mad if their families' Incomes are below the

program's income ceiling, the Student Aid, Commission defines them as needy

eligible applicants and.they enter the,pool of applicants actually ,competing

for the new Cal Grant .A awards available each year If on the other hand,

their familieo' incomes exceed the program ceiling (a subject discussed in

more detiil later), these students are inel4gible to compete for AlCal,axant

A award regardless of their levels of demolistrated financial need or grade-

point averages.'"For example, the average remaining or unmet meed of depen-

dent applicants At independent institutions from families with incomes of

$42,000 or above was more than $2,000 in 1983-84, but the income of these

applicants' families was above the program's ceiling.

Setting and Adjusting the Family Income and Asset Ceilings

vrhe.Student Aid Commission mo fies the uni rm methodology by imposing
.

family income and asset ceilings that taiget eligibility "t0-applicants below

those ceilings who can demonstrate financial need. Fbr dependent applicants

in 1980-81 the family income ceiling was $33000 and the asset ceiling

$140,000, having been raised from $29,900 and a115,00 respectively the

previous year., 'The Student Aid Commission has adjusted both ceilings from

time to time, but it his not adjusted them for inflation,on i regular basis..

In 19,81-82, it introduced a variable income ceiling, with levels of $33,000

for families with three or fewer members, $36,000 with four, $39,000 with



five, $42,009 with Six or more members, and '$42,000' with three or more
members when 'two or more children were in college. That same year, it
raised the asset ceiling to $168`,\000, but because of legislative -concern
both ceilings have remairked at these levels since then.

\Rapid ilicARses in California real `estate prices in recent'years have been
evident to ail, and the need to adjust the asset ceiling to reflect such
changes . readily apparent,. On the .other hand, the income ceiling an the'
appropriate'athod' for adjusting it have been the center of soMe coutro
and conf4sion.

ants
, .' -sPart .of problem stems frbm disagreearits about' what year to use as the
basis for adSusting the income ceiling and.part from debates over what index

is most .appropriate to use to measure the\ impact of, inflation on family

incomes.- For' example, if 977-78 is used as the base year and the California
Consumer Price Index used to adjust, for inflation, then the family income

, iceling 1583-84 should have been '$48,000 `instead of averaging $37,500.
On the of hand, if the actual change in California median, family incomes
for famili s whose head was between the -ages 'likely to have children in

college is, used as an index for inflation, the ,results are .different... and
depend on the base year selected as well,. . If 1580-81 is used, the ceiling

in 1983-84 should,havebeen,.$42,075, but if 1981-82 were used-, the variable

ceiling would have ranged from $37,850 to $48,150.

.

Aside' from these methodological debates, prOblems arise froa the symbolic
aspects of family income as a'measure of affluence,,or of the ability to pay.
Family income is a poor indicator of the ability to pay, and thus even a
variakle income ceiling with its allowances for, differences in family size
a.c1 tee number of children in college is only ough index of family finan-
cial regou-rces and of -a- tr ibutefamily's ability to toward their childrene,
education. The uniform'Methodology takes into consideration not only family:
size but, a wide range of other factors, including whether gone, or both parents
are working, the number '8f child en in college, and the capacity of the
family, to contribute feria both income. vsets. Though perhaps less
readily understood as a symbol of program eligibility, a parental contribu-
tion ceiling would be a more precise and exact measure of the ability to pay
and would provide a more equitable basis for including.or excluding applicants
from program eligibility: Further, because. the uniform methodology sukes
the necessary adjustments for inflation and its -impact on family maintenance
costs as well as. on LaCoste in determining expected parental contribution
levels, a parental contrib.ution ceiling would not require annual adjustment.
Setting such a ceiling the first' year would not, however; be a simple task. -.,,.`

.1. -

Humber of Applicants Above the Income Ceiling: As noted earlier in the
section on the income distribution of twit tilts, substantial growth has

.442 ,0-60' or -more7'isli. --Of -whom -are -aboVe the rograes' 1983-84 -incme ceiling
. occurred in the number of dependent applican from families with incomes of

which averages $37,500. This is particularly true among applicants at the
University of California and independent institutions. Further, sizable
increases have also occurred in.the number of applicants from families with
incomes between $36,000 and $42,000, and many of these applicants are also
ineligible because of the income ceiling. As Table 9 shows, the proportion
of applicants with incomes above the ceiling has increased in all three
major segments If the ceiling: had been adjusted fully for changes in
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TABLE Number of Cal Grant A Applicants Ineligible
tbe XACOVe Ceiling, in Current and Constant

Item

State
University

University

lindependent

Note:

ource:

1980-81 and 1983-84.
Current Dollars

1980-81 1983-84
Numbr\ Number

fo
,

1,483 8.1%. 2 641 9:5% +1058 2,052 7.4%

2,666 19.1 620 24.2 +1,954 3,83k 20.1,

c0nStant.

Dollars
Change ;' 1983-84
NuMber Number: %

3 771 23:2 5,03529.1 +1,264 4 227
.

Because the computations ar..e based on an average family income
ceiling for 1983-84 of $37;600, the figures are not exact; but
they provide a treasonable aPPrO imation of the magnitude of the
changes involved.

24.4

Because c,
DcAllars,

ePifferenq
itrliumbefN

.Ct4rrent\tO
COlistant Dollars

+ 589

+ 781e

+ 808.

CSAC Applicant/Recipient Data Tapes. \Adjustmeats to family income

levels based on changes in California Median family incomes since
'1980 in the.Department, of: Finance Current opulatign Surmeyils

median family income, changes ,in the proportion of 'all applicants above the
ceiling- would have been negligible in the University and independent institu-

\
tions, and the proportion would have actually decreaied at the State Univer-
sity. Indeed,' if the income ceiling Iliad been adjUsted. fully for inflation

in these four years there' would have been nearly 2 200 additional financillly

4ieedy applicants in .1983-84' eligible to compete for available awards. More-

than two-thirds of th,ese were Oplicants at the University and ;the independent

colleges

Current program Definitions of 'Needy Eligibile Applicants: The determina-
tion of financial ,peed interacts with the family income ceiling to define'

which applicants will actually.. -be considered eligible to compete for new Cal

'Grant A awards. These two factors shape the size of the eligibli applicant
pool in each segment and obviously affect the final' distribution of awards.

Table 10 on the following page showi the tremendous increase, in the number

of needy eligible applitauti' that occurred at the State University at all
academic levels over these four years. The higher index values among State
Univeraity Level -3 and 4 eligible appliCants reflect 'the higher percentsie

of -independent -students among its applicants at. these -levels their-exemption

from the income ceiling limitations, and their generally, ability to
demonstrate. financial geed hecauie of limited financial tesources. On the

other hand, the marked increase in the indei value in 1983-84 among its

eligible applicants at all, levels reflects the sharp increase in its required

fees and the corresponding reduction from 35,5 tp 22.9,percent in the propor-

tion of applicants who were because they could' not demonstrate'

sufficient financial need. -
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TABLE 0 Needy Eligible Cal Orapt A Apklicants by Segment and

Ac ademic Level 1980-8.Z to 1983-84.
Change

1983-84 1980-81 to 1983-84Segment 1980 81 1981-82

& Level Number Index

State University

'6;784 .521

2 1,225 .583

3 1,732 .713
-4 '584 ' .787

Total 10,325 .564

Above Ceiling .081

No Need .355

'4,829

1,174
1,523
588

.559.

,566
1604
.575

Number Index

8,377
2,264
3,000

930

14 571

5,936.

1,710
2 033

733

Total 8,114 .57.9 '10,412

Above Ceiling .191

No Need -.230

iidei)endent

1 6,592 .639

2 -1,717 .662

3, 1 .606 .700

4 689 .674

1982 -83,

Number Index

.507 8,755 .54

.553, 2,199 .521

.704 3,120 .683

.784 890 .774

.559 14,964 .554
'.062

.379

Number Index Number Percent-----N-

11,567 .666 4'1;784 + 70.5%;

2,586 .620. +1,361. +111.1

3,570 .726 +1,838 +106.1

1,110 .803 + 526 ,+ 9,0.1

'18 833- .676 +5,508 ,+
.095

.229

.547- 5,793 .520

.574, 1,613 H,511
,,2,019 .6931-

.700 821

.579.. '10 256/: ..547

.163

.258

6 323

1;.430
4 073

802

10 ,628

7 222 .624

2,343 .672

2,252 .718

-909 .699

Tdtal 10,644 .653'. '12 726 .653/

Above Ceilmag .232 ". .199

No Need .115 .148

1

2

4-

Proprietary and Other Pri yate

591 .722 11648

340 .778. 441
139 .790 152
3& .153

Total 1;105 .753,- 1 281

Above 'Celing '.121',

No'Need .120

.544

.509.

.616

.632

.558

.242

.200'

+1,494 + 30.9

+ 256 + 21.8'
+ 550 36.1

214

+2,51.4 +' 31:p-,;Y

22 .582 6,451 .606 341 2.1.

,143 .623 - 1,879 ),660 + .162

.5

:7.88`

1;:k)46 .668 1,807 676 + 201

188 .650 764 .657 75 + 10.9

.608 10,901 629 297 + 2.
.291

.080

.769

,820
.79
:800'

.786

.076'

684 .732 840 ..678 9

436 .793 672 .7441' + 3

.17,7 .753 207 .681 + 68

59 .686 + 24.

'1,348 .757 1,778 .702 .673 + 60.9

. 102

. 196

51 .836

. .

Note: Level 1 is high soh6o1 seniors; 2, college freshmen, 3, colge

----soPhomotes; anli 4, --uPperltdiviciall- staaelas- Atha have zat-SOMpleted
.their. juniOr year

Source: CSAC Research, eemorandum, Deceiber 12,.1983. Index computed by
Postsecondary Education Commission staff to express the'percentage
of applicants in a,particular category who are needy eligibles.

At the same timt, the inde4ea for thosi above the family income
ceiling and those below the ceiling 'who caPnot dem4hstrate financial

peed are the percentage of applicants eitidated to, be excluded from

eligibility on thosi grounds.



The nUmber of needy eligible applicants at the University 'increased by
early 31-percent between 1.980-81" and 1983-84. Increases in its required
ees were also sizabily, and the proportion of its applicants with incomes

below the ceiling -who 'could not demonstrate minim= financial need declined
slightly from 23 to 20 percent,. .The reason the University'!s_ overall index
,declined, however, was because of the sizable increase, --' from419.1 to 24.2
percent in Ole proportion of its .applicants whose families' incomes
exceeded the program ceiling-

Independent.. instiettions not only failed to increase the size of their
overall applicant pool appreciably, but they experienced an even smaller
increase in the Lumber of financially needy applicants ,with incomes below.
the program ceiling. This 'was particularly true for pre-frestusan applicants,
where the number who were eligible actually dropped by 141. As the income
ceiling and "no need" indexes show, this decline and the miniscule growth in
these applicants were primarily the result of the inability of independent
institutions as4 whole to, arkedly increase the number of their applicants
from families with incomes lielow the CaInGrant A, income ceiling. In 1980 -81,
76.8 percent of all their, ,applicantS were from families with incomes below
the ceiling; but by 1983-84 just 70.9 percent were Mo'reover, as the earlier
discussion of the-changing income distribution of applicant pools in constant
dollarti showed, indePendent institutions actually increased both the number
and propoition of applicants with* family incomes below $24,000 and above
$42,000, but they failed to increase the proportion between $24,0'60 and

''$41,900. Their failure to increase 'significantly *either pre-freshman or
already-enrolled applicants. placed them at an increasing disaidvantage
competing-for new awards, but the increased number of University and State
University applicants who could dethonstrate financial need, plus restrictions.
on created by the income ceiling, heightened competition alid
further limited the 'relative and absolute size of the independent institu-
tions' pool of 'potential recipients.

Statutory Litnits on the Number of New Awards

Tile number ,iie4Cal,Grant A awards is set by statute at 14,930 a year and
has remained virtually., since the late 1970s. This) represents

a slightly larger of the high spool graduating class now than it

did, earlier, but 9f course high school seniors are not the only students

eligible and applyingjor. new awards: As noted earlier, increased numbers
of current college students have been applying.

No discussion of the implications of changing any of the other major program,vi
provisions 'wouLd be complete without reference__ to this limitation on the
number of new awards,-`since this number has a largeimpacten theeffect of
other provisions. The constant nUmber of awards makes competition for
new awards 4 "zero-sum gamel:',_ since the inclusion of newly eligible groups
.or the exclusion ,of .once eligible groups results, in some applicants who used
to receive awards losing but to newly eligible applicants; For 'example ,
while the income' ceiling in the pasthas not been adjusted4regularly to
reflect inflation, a chapge i,n the income ceiling aboye.the rate of inflation



would. - alter. the composition of applicants -eligible to compete, for awards "by

increasing the number., of high grade point average eligible applicants from
the higher inc,pme ranges.' The result would be on increase. in the grade-point
cutoff and a, reduction in the amber ,of new recipients with slightly lower
grade-point averages -- often appli.ants With lower family incomes as well

On the other hand, if the number of first;time awards were increased without,

rt a concurrent increase in applicants' and."a change in the incote ceiling, the
grade-point cutoff would drop .7,- as it did in 1984-85 to -2.86 from the ,prior

year's level of 3.11. Illustrating the fact that the number of new grants
is a major factor in any discussion-of who the program serves, -the failure

to change this number between the late 1970s and 1983-.84 -meant that other
changes in program procedures, eligiblity requirements, and applicant pools
altered the characteristics of first-time recipients and -the segmeas they
attended.

Student. Lerels, and th Allocation of New Award.s

As. Table 10, showeg, the number of needy eligible applicants h
greatly since 1980-812ln all segments and academic levels.

The State University experienced the ,greatest increase in needy. eligible
applicants who were 'financially independent or, who came from fan llies with
incomes below the program's income ceiling. In all, 3,724 of its> increase
of 8,508 in these applicants occurred among studints already enrolled.

In^ the University, the increase of needy;eligible.applicants was more modest

and balanced, with 1,020 of, its 1,494 additional-applicants being already
enrolled.

Independent institutions, however, -eiperienced an increase of just 438 needy
eligible, applicants who were already enrolled and an even smaller overall
increase of 297 needy applfiants with family incomes below the ceiling. The

.number of applicants who applied directly from high school and qualified for
the program .actually declined by 141.

These shifts in the segmental distribution and . :educational level of needy,
eligible applicants, had a major impact on the distribution of recipients.
According to Student Aid Commission procedures, each educational level:.
receives the same "percentage of new awards as it has needy eligible-appli-
cants. Separate grade-point cutoffs, are developed for each educational
level and, for those already enrolled, their college rather than high' school
grade-point average is used This situation, in, turn, raises queitions about
the equity of a competition for new awards based on the college grade-point
averages of ,students from a wide array of institutions with often vastly
different 'academic -standards "

As noted earlier, the *Cal Grant A program permits students who are already
enrolled in college, but...who have not yet Completed their junior year, to
apply for awards. Thin policy has several important implications that have
not been discussed or debated for some time



First, since there are a fitied number of new grants that can be renewed
for up to three years or, graduation, whichever comes first, allocating
them to pre-freshmen would increase the duration of assistance and possible
influence choice but not change by number of students Aided.

Second in some small measure, this policy may help financially needy and
AZ''

'academically able undergraduates stay in college and cvap4te their
degrees, but it does not significantly promote access or choice since
these itudepts are already, attending college.

third, the policy of allowing applichiions from students who have not yet
complited their junior year has beneficial implications for some Community
College transfer students with solid academic records by permitting them
to apply for and possibly receive a Cal Gra'nt ,jk award after they have
transferred to help cover a portion of their uppei-division tuition and
fee costs . Coupled` with the Community College -reserve part of the Cal
Grant A program that will be described later, this feature has.the poten-
tial to provide financial aid for a small number. of transfer students,
but may or 'may not be the best way to accomplish this purpose since
itudents-'4already enrolled in four-year colleges are also,permitted to
apply under these criteria. he-Cal Grant B program,/ on the other hand,.
has a 16-unit aiaitatiou on applicants, and.thus does not offer similar
assistance to those who neglect to apply for 'yr fail to receive a Cal
Grant B award for ,their freshman year in college.

The Grade-Point Average Rationing Mechanism

Grade-Point Cutoffs; The Student Aid Commission has always distributed:or
rationed the limited number-of new Cal Grant A awards on the basis of eligible
applicants' financial need and academic achievement with the applicants'
grade- point; average used as the criterion of academic achievement. Since
the number of new awards has not increased in recent years, while the needy
eligible applicant pool has grown, the percentage of needy eligible appli.
cants receiving awards has decreased, and the grade-point-cutoff has increased.
Table 11:shows the cutoff levels for each atadesaic. level over the last four 4.1

years the'-effecti of the marked >increase in the competition for awards
because',,,of the sharp lump in the number of needy eligible applicants in
1981-82,1s clearly evident. Because the grade-point cutoffs for high school
seniors (Level 1) and freshmen (Level 2) involve their high school grades,

whilit those for appliOnts at the other academic levels (3 and 4)..involve
college grades, direct comparisons between the two groups' cutoff..levels are
not appropriate.

-Grade-41oint Aveiagel and the- 'Income Cel lA The -interaction between -the
income ceiling and various grade-point cutoff levels has a particulaily
decisive impact on the finale distribution of new awards. Although some
applicants . from loW-income -families with high grades and ii)plicants from
higher-income famil' ve low grades, in. general applicants' socio-
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TABLE 12 Grade-Point Cutoffs for the CSI Grant A.P.rograin
by Academic Level of,-Applicants, 1980-81 to 1'983-84-

AcaderiC
Level

L

Level

Level 3

Lever 4

Note:

Source:

1980-81

2.91

3.01

3.,11

.1981-82

3.21

d

3.11

3.21

1982-83

3.01

3 11

3.01

1983-84

3.01

3.02\

Level 1 is high school seniors; 2', college freshmen; 3, college
sophomores; and 4, upper-division students who have not completed
their junior year.

oln Research. Does not include alternates who. may have received
iwards at a later 4me.

w.

economic status,corresponds with their prior'academic performance. That 'is,

the greater the edu'cational level of an applicant's parents and the greater
the family income level, 4, more likely the applicant is to have' achieved

.high grades. Table 1.2 iliustrates-ins,1 particularly telling mander how ehis

general relationship and the ihcome ceiling has'altered the competition for
awards among financially needy lipplicants at tie University'and at indepen-
dent'institutions-in the last fiw years. This table shows that the State
tniversity was 'the only major segment to subStantially'increase the number
of high grads-point average applicants in' this period. At the University,.

What app are to 'be an impressive increase in applicants with 3:4 or better
grade1551nt averages is.in fact a xery small increase in high achieving
eligible applicants, because most all of this increase in applicants with
excellent academic records occurred among those from families with incomes
above,the program's 1983-84,income ceiling. And among independent insti4
tution applicants with 3.4 grade averages or better, the overall drop of 304..

applicants ,in this select group was made even more serious. The bulk of the

increase,in high performing applicants at these institutions occurred among
those with family incomes of $42,000 or more. By 1983-84, nearly one out of

every three appliCants at these institutions with gride-point averages of

3.4 or 'above came from families with incomes above thes'income ceiling.

,Althongh the vast majority of these high achievers could demonstrate financial
need, they were ineligible to compete Hi- awards. Fugther, among the remain='

ing.eligible applicants, 1,590 few had outstandineacademic recordi and
family incomes below $42,000. No der, that fewer Kniversity and indepen-

dent institution applicants receive Cal Grants in the latter years of this.

period.



TABLE 22 Number of Cal Grant A Applicants with Grade Point
Averages of 3.4 or Above by Segmedt and Fami.Zy 2"ncor4e
Level, 1980 -82 and 1983-q4.

Segment aid Family Income Level

State. University

A/1 Applicants with 3.4 and Up 027 ,686 + 1,659

3.4 and Up with Income $42,000 and Up V116 535 + 419

3.4 and Up with Ilicome Under $42,000 3,911 5,151 . 1,240

1980 -81 .1983484 Change

University

All. Applicants with 3.4 and Up

3.4 d Up with Income $42,0004 and Upa

3.4 d Up with Income Under $42,000

Inds endent

7,212_ x,177 + 1;925

519 '.2';244 + 414725

6,133 6,933 -+: 200.

All Applicant ith 3.4' and Up- 6,455 6,151 - 304

3.4 and Up w th Income $42,000 and 14) 760 -2,046 + 1,286

3.4 aid Up with Income Under $42,000 . 5 695 4,105 - 1,590

Source: CSAC Applicant/Recipient Data Tapes.

DISTRIBUTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF 'NEW CAL GRANT A RECIPIENTS

As a "result sf the fixed number of first-time Cal Grant A awards and the

increased co petition for then, th'ere have been marked shifts in the distri-

bution and characteristics of new recipients.

Number, of New, Recipients

Table 12 summarizes the shifts that -have opcurred in the segmental distribu -

tion of new award winners since 480-81. Is that yea 5,461' recipients

attended independent institutionsZ 5,008 attended the University, 4,Q84

attended the State University, and the remaining 370 attended proprietary

and other private institutions. By 1983-84, however, the number of first-

time recipienti at independent institutions dropped by 1,099 to 4,362; the

number at the. University increased by s317 to 5,325; the number at the State
_
University inCreased by 669 to 4,753; pod the number- at' -other. -private 'insti-

tutions increased by 112 to 482.- The drop in reciPient&.st, independent
institutions had actually begun earlier and since 1977-78 h14-amounted to a
decline of 2,493 recipients. ' The University as well as the independent

institutions was affected. Although the University enjoyed a modest 6

percent increase in new recipients over the lour-year period, its' number of

new recipients has declined by 364 since 1981-82.

-34-



TABLE 13 Number of New Cal Gran A BeciPiex4

1983-84
Number,Segment

2980,81 to 1983-84

,1980-81 1981-82
Number .Number

.

1982-83
Number

State
University 4,084 .4,140 4,478

`University. .5,008 5,589 5;497

Independent .5,461 4,913 4,592

Proprietary 370 291 ..372

4,753

5,325

4 362

482

IV-Segment,

Change
1980-81 to 1983-84
Number Percent.

+60 +16.4%

-+317 + 6.3

-1,099 -20.1

+112 +30.3

Source: Enclosure H-1 3, g8ikc Agenda, October 1983.

-
Academic Level of New Recipients

As noted- earlier, the number of students already enrolled in college who

appliy-for Ca]. Grant A awards has increased Substantially in recent-years-in

both lbsolure and relative: terms. Si*e the percentage of new awards at
each educational level is directly related to the percentage of needy eligible

,applicants at that.level; the number of first-time aware winners who are
already enrolled in college has jumped significantly in recent years, ass .

Table 14 shows.

The dramatic drop of 1,224 first=.time Cal Grant 'A recipients who were high

School -seniors at the time they applisEt and the corresponding increase as

the number of awards going to applicants who were already enrolled in college

is simplY"i tunction of changing application patterns and the program proce-

dures ;hat assign each educational level the same percentage of awards as it

has nee4.yelikblepplicauts.

The State University showed a substantial increase of 649 first-time Cal

Grant A recipients in. the last fourLytars, but'it was entirely the prodUct

of an even greater increase in its recipients who were already enrolled,

since its pre-freshman recipient declined by 245. In fact, the odds of,

receiving a new Cal Grant for needy eligible State University appliOants who
were alrekdy in attendance were about twice as, great as for those who were

high school seniors -- 37.1 percent compai-ed to 19.4 percent in 1983,84.

.14

The_everr_diminishing.numher oflirst7tiMe recipients at independentinstitu-ticp
was-primarily the result of a 1,046 recipient drop among those applying

out of high school, although these institutions also. experienced a net'loss

of 53 first-time recipients aichg theit applicants who were already enrolled.

The failure to increase significantly.the overall size of their applicant

pool., the drop in their number of needy eligible: re-frestunan applicants,

and the elimination of many of their highest-achieving applicants because of

the income'ceiling Were the major factors contributing to this decline.

am
-35-



TABLE ,p4 'Number. of -New Cal Grarit A Recipients by Academic Level
azid Segment, 298P-82 to 1983 -84

Segment
and Level

81 1981782
Number %Number

State University

'Level 1
Level 2
Level .3

Level 4

U#versity

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Levi' 4

Independent

Levell
Level 2
'Level 3
Level 4

Proprietary

Level 1.
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

2,402 58.8%
588 14.4
835 20.4
259 6.3

1982-83
Number 1

1983-84
Number

2,095 50.6% 2,262 50 r 5% 2,15.7' 45.4%*
780 18.9 , 815 18.2 871 18.3

1,007 24.3 1,084 24'.2 1,319 *27.7
258 2 317 7.1 406 8.5

3,049 60.9 3,386 60.6
-822 16.4 .1,031 18.5
.850 17.0 894 16.0

287 5.7 278 5.8

3,551. 65:0" 2,977 60.6 2,711 ..59..0 2,505 57.4
875 16.0 925 18,8 926. 20.2 879 20.1
739 13:5" 754 15.3 661 14.4 702 16.1

2915 5.4 257 .5.2 294 6.4 g76 6.3

& Other

188 51.0`

129 34.9
44 11.8
9 2.5

11 Segments .

Level' 1

Level 2
--LeVOI 3-

Level 4

108 37.0

115 39.6
,-54 18.7
14 3.1

9,190 64.6% 8,566 57.4%
2,414 16.2 2,851 19.1
2,468 16.5 2,709 18.1

851 5.7 807 5.4,

Note: Level 1 is high school seniors; 2, college freshmen; 3, sophomores;
and 4, upper-division students who have not completed their junior
year ,.

Source: CSAC Applicadt/Rectpient Data Tapes.

150 40.2
143 38.6

, 57" rs.2
22 3.4

143 29.6
234 48.6
77 15.9

28.' 5:9s.

',..1.44

8 838 57.2%. _7 2966 53. 4%

2,803 18.8 2,833-19;0 -.___

2,625 17.6 3,064 20.5
973 6.5 1,059 7.1

Only the University showed increases in new recipients at all academic
levels, and these increases were quite modest. in fact, since 1981-82, the

.,,,,,University actually experienced an overall decrease in the number of new
iecipients, and these losses were concentrated amtrrg pre-freshman and fresh-

. scan applicants. 'fli size of the University's applicant pool increased



substantially, but the income ceiling eliminated most of the growing nu4ber
of high-achieving applicants from eligibility.- FurthermOre, its 'high academic
standards and grading policies may have reduced the chances of its remaining ,
eligible already-enrolled applicants.

The increase in recipients at proprietary institutions was similar to 'that.
in the. State. University, althongh on a much sMaller, scale: The growth it
their new awards occurred entirelyamong students who were already enrolled
at the time they applied.

The Dependency Status of New Recipients

Tai)le-15 showi the changes that have occurred in the past four years in the
number of finandially dependent and iedepeedent or self-supporting stupients
who have received new Cal Gr4nt A awards. The shifti-in the distribution. of
recipients were similar to, but more substantial haul, thk shifts in the
number of applicants'in each group and segment. here a're several reasons ..-

for this patters: ,

First, independent or
modest incomes, which
family income ceiling.
fully reflect changes
1980 did not adversely
limit the eligibility so

Second, independent students are most heavily concentrated among appli-
cants who are already enrolled in college, so their collegiate grade-point

averages and the grading standards within their institutions affect their

chances of receiving a Cal Grant A award.

self-supporting aPPli6ants tend to have small oT
exempt thew fer all practical purposes. from thei
Thus, the failure to change the income ceiling to"

in family incomes r.esulting,from inflation since
affect ipdependent students, but it ,did decisively
f large numbers of dependent students.

Most of the increase in new Cal Grant A recipients in the State University

was accounted for by the addition of 578 more'independent recipients.. The

same pattern was evident on a smlaller scale in the proprietary institutions\
where the greatest increase occurred among independent students already

,7'earolled there. ,
By contrast, more fhaa two-thirds of fhe increase innew

recipients at;:the Universitycwas _accounted for. by dependent students. At

independent institutichp, the greatest losses:occurred among dependent
recipients, typically those receiving new awards out of high school oAx

their freshman year. The financially independent student applicant pool of
these institutio4s dropped by 51, while their new recipients who wee finan-
cially indePendent'declined by 77.'

...



TABLE 15 Number of First-Time Cal Giant As,Reci,pients bg
segment and iffpendency Status, 2980-82 to 2983-84.

Segment
and Status

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84
Number Number Number Number

State University

Dependent 3,260

Indepe.udent 824

University

Dependent 4,308

Independent 700

3,145
995

3,217
1;261

Change
198t-81 to 1983-84.

Number Percent

+ 2,8%
4- 68.6

pendent

4.900
689

dent 4,761 f ,4,256
ndependent -700 657

Proprietary and Other Private

Dependent 282 183

Independent 88 108

All Segthents

Dependent 12,611 12,484

Independent 2,312 2,449

4,722
775 ,

3,960
632

4,536
789

'28298 + 5.3
+ 12.7

52
120' 193' 4' 105

- 21.5
11.0

-4- 2.5
+120.7

Settoe: CSAC Applicant/Recipieft

A

12,151
2,788

:14,915

3,007

Date _Tapes..

-696. 7
+ 695-

5.5
+ 30.1

Income Level of New Recipients

Table-16- shows that major shifts have occurred in the ,income distribution of
dependent Cal Grant A recipients in the past four years. The most signiff-
cant .decline occurred in thee number of low-income recipients: a drop 'of 209
from families, with incomes below $12,000, and of 1,334 from families with
incomes between $12,000 and $24,000. The drop in the number of recipients
in the "Under $12,000" category was almost entirely th'tk result of a drop of
326 recipients, or 35 percent, atindependent inptitutions, althougla'declines

in the "$'12i,000 $23,999a-categOry occurred- in -all- -segments -and.. .ranged from.

15 to 35 percent.

Becaulte of the overal*Ioss of 696 ctependent recipients, the increase of 857

recipients from families with incomes above $24,00Q did not offset the
louses 'at the lower income ranges. The independent institutions were the

°only ones to ezperiesee a decrease in dependent recipients frixe families



TABLE. 26 "'mom Distribiltion. of Dependez2t Grant 4

_Segment and

Recipi,ents;bv Segment, 2980-82 to 2983-84

Income Level

State University

Under $12,000
02,000 23,999
$240000 - $35,999
$36,000 - 41,999
$42,000 '& Up,
Total Dependent
Independebt

University

Under. $124600

$12,000 - 23,999
$24,000 - 35,999
$36,000 414999
$42,000.4 Up
Total .Dependent'
Independent

Independent

Under $12,000
"$12400.-r.-231999
$240000 350999:
$36060 41099_

-$42,000 & Ug
Total Dependent
Independent

1980-81
Number

1981-82
-Number

701 597
1,476

708 940

3 142

0 0
260 3,145
8* 995-

754 745:'

'2,258 2,132
1,288 -14637'

377
0

4008;, 4,900
700 689

928 660
2,066: 1,532

1,596
14' 460
0. 8

4,761 4,256
700. 657

Proprietary and Other Private..

.Uuder $12,000 $49:

$12i000 - 234999' 120
$24,000 7' 319.99 -

$3§,000.7 41;999
$42,000 4.Up 0

/ Total Dependent- 282,

Independent. 88

All Seglaents

Under-$12,000 2,472 2,054
$12,000 23,999 6,292 5;241

,42440000 354999_ ` 4,255_
'-$3640 - 41,909 25. '-996

$42,000 & 145. 17

Total Dependent:, 12 011 12,484

Independent 2 312 24449

4,52

101

82
17
0 7

183
108

Change
1982-83 1983-84 1980-81 to 1983-84
Number Number Number Percent
41.001.1110*

* .

.098 777.-
1,493 1',575.- 273
888 ..841 + 133

138 %.158

0 : 0

3,217 3,351 t:91
1,261 1,402 + 578

798

2,064'

1,468
387

5

4,722
775.

799

1 923
1,492
' 313

9

4,536
789

+ 45
- 335
+ 20Ik
+ 305

+ 9

+ 228
+ 89

+10.8%
-14.8
+18.8

+ 2.8
+68.6

-6.0

-14.8
+15.8

+ 5.3
+12,7

623' -602 326

1,502:, 1,354 - 712
1,458 1,402 - 345

368 370 + 356
9 11 + 11

-35.1
-34.5
-19.7

_3,940 3,739 -1,022N -21.5'

632 623 - 77 -11.0'

61
100
76
14
0

252
120

85
,102

90
12
0

289

193

4

18

+ 17

+ 12
0

+ '7

+ 105

N'

- 4.5
-15.0
+23.3

+ 2.5
+120.7

2,180 2,26& 209 = 8.4

5,1.59 4,954 -1,338 21.3 '.

___.3.4.890.1L _:14.ti2.5, _._.____ _ 9 _ ,___: +__LO .?".:_t___________

969'. 853 + 828

14
,I) +:. 20'. .r

12,151 11,915 - 696 -! 5.5

21788 3,0(17: .+:695 +30..1'.

Source: CSAC Applicant/Recipient .Data Tapes.



With incomes between $24,000 Viand $36,000, and their loss of 345 of these
recipients was barely offset by an increase 61 355 in the same group at, the
State Universityt. ,University, and:proprietary institutions.

Tbe greatest growth'in the number of dependent recipients was ia,the "$36,000 1-
$41,999"'income.range, and the income ceiling generally-excluded appl4cantsi
with incomes above $42;000. 'Indeed, some of the,effects of adjusting, thiS)

eeiiin is 1981-82 and then letving it unchanged in subsequent years are
Ievident in_the inheases n ta number of recipients with family incomes

between $24,000 and $42,000 'in 1981-82 and then the subsequent declines in

those numbers in every segment in each of the next .two years.

Some of the shift in dependent recipients from the lower to tWe'middle,
portions of the income distribution in these years was more apparent than
real --'due to the effects of infletion on family, income coupled, with the

failure to adjust the income ceiling after 1981-82. Indeed, when the income

distribution of new :recipients in 1983-84 is expressed in constant 180
dollars, the results appear far different. Instead of increasing slightly

in the State University and University and dropping sharply at independent

institutions, the number of recipients from families with 1980-equivalent
incomes under $12,000 increased by nearly 75 percent in the two public.

segments and declined by less than 3.percent at independent institutions

Changes in the number of recipients in the "$12,000 to $23,999" family

income group were also lower after income levels were aajusted for'ini

tion -- declining by 5 percent at the State University, increasing by 7ty

5 percent at the University, and declining by 11 percent at 'independent

institutions.

Examining changesin the intoner distribution of dependent recipients in

constant dollars shows that major shifts occurred in the - number of recipients

frog families with 1980-equivalentincomes of $24,000 and above. Indeed,

the number of recipients from famill'es with 1980-equivalent,incomes between

$24,000 and $35,999 plunged'40 percent,in the State University, 31 percent

in the University, and 50 percent at independent institutions. Although the

number of recipients with incomes of $36,000 or more in current dollars

increased sharply from 25 to 873, the number with 1980-equivalent incomes of

-$36,000 or more virtually disappeared -- to only seven -- by 1983-84.

1

Grade-Point Distribution of New Recipients

The heightened competition for new, Cal Grant A awards-because of the sizable

increase in financially needy eligible applicantsled-p increases in the

grade-point cutoffs and to marked changes in the grade-point averages of

recipients. Table 17 shows that the surge in applications in 1981-82 and '

the sizable increase_inthe income geiling th4t_YeAr Produced a major shift

pward in the grade-point distribution of new recipients. Iu that year, no

pplicant with a grade-point average below 3.0 received an award, and the

number of newrecipients with averages between 3.0 and 3.2.dropped shayply.

The following year also saw no recipients with grade-point
and

below

3.0, but the nusSer with 3.0 to 3.19 averages increased again and by 1983-84

approached 1980-81 levels in-all except the independent institutions.



The number of recipients with 3.4 grade-point averages or better increased

in 411 except the independent institutions, and would have been even-larger
had 'the income ceiling kept pace with inflation. As it was,.only i08 percent

of university and State University applicants and 40 percent of independent
institution' appl*atts with averages at the top of the grade-point-range

received nOw awards;.most of the others failed to meet the program's income

ceiling, although some failed to demonstrate sufficient financial need..

TABLE 27 Grade-Point Distribution-of New Cal Grant A Recipients
by Seomento 1960-82 to 2983-84

Segment and 1980-81 1981-82
Grade Point NUber Number

State University

Under 2.8
2.8-2.99
a.0-3.19-
3.2-3.39
3.4' and Up

s4

University

Under 2.8
2.8-2.99 26

3.0-3.19 709 15.1

3.2-3.39 965 1,236
3.4-and Up - 3 308 4,202

1.

57
1,117
1,054
1,898

.0

207
1,319
2,614

0

Independent

Under 2.8 1 0

2.8-2.99 60 0

3.073.19 1,067 202
3.2-3.39 1,100 1,238
3.4 and Up 3,233 3,473

Proprietary and Other Private

Under 2.8 0

2.8-2.99 . 6 0

-3.0-3.19 121 21

3.23.39 79 94
3.4-and Up 164 176

Change

1982-83

Nuiber.
1983-84
Nuisber

1980-81 to 1983-84
Number

0

0

914
1,298
2,266.

.0

182
1 128
1,294
2,14

0
+ 124

11

+ 140

351

82. 56

687 702. 7
1,123 .1,077., + 112

3,687 3,466 158-

0 0:' 1

0 159 99
745 , 794 273

,
1,094', * 960 '140
2,753 '2,449 784

0

39 33
102 112 9
116 133 54
154 198

Source: CSAC Applicant/Req!ient Data Tapes.
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Ethnic C,onapbsition of Nevi Recipients

The Cal Grant A program provides, grants to financially-needy, academically
talented applicants, including many ethnic minority students. Table 18
shows the ethnic composition of new recipients. and the minor shifts that
have occurred in recent years;

,

Because of the substantial increase in the numher of recipients who declined
to state their ethnicity in 1983-84, the most reliable comparison of the
shiftsthat:have occurred is based .on the data for the years from 1980-81
,through 1982-83. These shod that when the income Ceiling was adjusted by
more than the rate of inflation in 1981-82, there was a corresponding,rise
in the grade-point cutoffs for eligibility and a decline in the number of
America4 Indian, Black,, and "Other" ethnic recipients- while the number of
Hispanioa ined-itable and the number of whiles, Filipinos, and Asians
ilicrease The following year, there was no adjustment in the income ceiling -

and applicant pools' income profile in constant dollars more closely
resembled that of 1980-81,. Consequently, the ,grade-point cutoffs were
reduced somewhat, and the number of Black, Hispanic, and Asian recipients
increased above both 1980-81 and 1981-82 levels, while the number of Whites
and Filipinos declined. The changes in 1983-84 are difficult to assess,
because of the sharp increase from 60 to 991 recipients who declined to
state their ethnicity. It appears'that if the ethnicity of these recipients
were known, the ethniscomposition of the 1983-84 recipients would be similar,

that in 1982-83, ,except for the continued #crease in the number of
Hispanic recipients.

TABLE 18 Ethnic Compositiori of:New Cal Grant A Recipients,
1980-82 to 1983-84

1980-81 1981-82

Ethnicity Number %, Number

American,.
Indian 80 0.5 4Q 110 07 A -'73. 0.5

Black -970 6.5 890 6.0 1 080, 7.2 '926 , 6.2

Hispanic ' 1 560 10.5 1,540 '10.3 1,690 11,3 1,882 12.6

Filipino 510 3.4 650 4.4 410 2.8 400 2.7

N83f84
Number

Asian

'White 8,660 58;1 8,900 59.7

Other 860. 5.7 310

Unknown 130' "0.9

2,140 14.4, 2,250 15.1 ,710 18.2 2,637 17.7

8,340 56.0 '7,567 50.7,

448 3 . 0

Source:\ CSAC, October-1983 Agenda, Tab



While the percentage of, ethnic minority re6ipients in the Cal Grant. A program
is not as high as it.is in the Cal 'Grant. B prograi, the overall number of
Black, and Hispanic students' receiving Cal Grant.',A awards is nearly identical
to the number receiving Cal Grant B awards.', In the four-year institutions,
however, the number of ethnic minority recipient in the Cal Grant A program
was Substantially ,treater. For example .in 1983-841 there were at least 926
Black Cal. Giant A recipients. at four-year institutions, but only 355 Black
Cal Grant B recipients. There were at least 1,882 Hispanic Cal. Grant A
.recipients compared to 1,112 and 2,637 Asian'recipients compared to 1,248 at ;,'s
four- year institutions. Furthermore, over 3;0500 students each year will&
down offered Cal Grant. A awards: 60 to 65 -percent of these dc;), sO to vaccelit a
Cal Grant B award and Sizable numbers of these recipients are frOm ethic
minority .groups. While tnli 35 perceht of all applicants to either .program
apply to.both, those who do are generally high- ability/financially-needy
ethnic minority 'students, many of whom lave their choice of which )wars they
want, to accept.

\,_

CAL GRANT A RECIPIENTS, PELL GRANTS AND REMAINING NEED

In providing a limited number of academically talented but financially needy
undergraduates .with assistance in meeting the cost of tuition and required
fees at the colleges and universities of their choice, the. Cal Grant A
program waif designed to complement and supplement 'federal financial aid
programs rather than supplant them. Consequently, any assessment of its
effectiveness must includeran examination of (1) the degree to which its
awards 'cover recipients' tuition and required fees, (2)" kntgraction With
the federal Pell. Grant program, and (3) the extent to Which these two
important grant sources meet the financial needs of Cal Grant A recipients.

4

Coverage of Tuition and Fees

Originally; Cal Grant A .awards were designed to cover either tuition, and
required fees, unmet need, or a specified maximum amount, whichever was

less. Now, as Table 19 shows; the maximum grant level restricts the portion
of tuition and fees that the award actually covers at independent institu-
tions, and insufficient appropriations by the State since 1980 -81 have

forced the Student Aid Commission to limit substantially the portion of
recent fee increases, covered for grant recipients at public institutions.

At independent institutions, average tuition and required fees paid by Ca

Grant A recipients increased much more rapidly than the maximum grant,
. the last five 01;tn. ,the 4,4tq

notinflation or of increases in family income. The maximum grant has not
covered average tuition and fees at theie institutions since 197 -75, when

it covered 95 percent; but in ,the past four years, .the failure to adjust it

even for inflation has reduced its coverage from 69 to 52 percent.,
4

In the public universities, the Story has been much the .s
dollar gap between tiac maximum Cat Grant A award and required f



Average nation and Requi-zled Fees and Maximum
Cal Grant A Awards *by Segiiienti 2980-82 to 2983-84

State University
_Average Max.: Cover-

Y,.Ar Fees A____ AEI

1980-81 $222 $225 100 $775

1981-82 316. 255 ..81 997

1982-13 565 247 49 1,S4

1983-84 692 277. 40 1,X80

CSAC Research, Memorandnis, October

Univer it Independent

Average Max; HOver -. Average Max. COver-

jeeS' Award. :-ruition Award -!.9,e;

$774 .1:00 $4,635 '$3.,200 60'

819 82 5,411 3,400 03:,

843 *5 5,992 3,330 56

884 64 '6;572 3, 400 52

.been a$ great: In the State University, Cal Grant awards covered 93 to 100

percent of required fees thr I.. e 1970s. Beginning in 1981-82, however,

the fee increase that 7eir including an emergency surcharge,at mid-year,
was not fully covered fo Cal Grant A recipients, and this pattern was

repeated both in 1082-83 nd 1983-84 when Cal Qrant A awards.covered only 49.

and 40 percent of Stati University fees, respectively. \At the University,

too, the program has f led since 1981-82 to cover its-traditional 92 to 100

percent of required fees -- dropping by 1983-84 to 'only. 04percent coverage.

The Pell Grant program originated,in 1972 as a limited federal 'effort titfc

target grant aid .to low-incomd students who had historically not partici-

pated fully in higher.eduration. Known as .. "Basic Educational Opportunity

Grants" during their early years, Pell Grants were initially targeted to

undergraduate students from families with incomes below $15,000. Passage of

the"Middile Income Student Assistance Act by Congress came too late to have a

major .Wict on California.students during the 1978-79 year,.but by 1979-80

the expansion ckfoPell, Grant- eligibility was resdily,apparent in all segments.

The increased of large numbers of middle-income students 'fr9m

families with' incomes below $25,000 per year as well as "many lows- income

students was most evident in the '68 percent increase in Pell Grant funds

that year for independent college and university students, but there were

also increases of 38 percent at proprietary schools, 29 percent at the State

University, 28 percent at the Univers,ity, and 23 percent in the Community

Colleges.

since 1979.801*howevernn__further explans.ion..in the program_ has occurred.

The Zederal administration's, concern over risingfederal-studeat aid costs

.and, growing federal deficits led to.across-the-board reductions in the size

of Pell awards in 1980-81 and 1981-82. --Then a major shift in administrative,

regulations for the prOgram in 1982-83 greatly restricted eligibility and in

effect ,repealed .the. Middle Income Student Ass4stamci* Act., The impact of

these cumulative decisiOns about program eligibility anti--funding4ere again

most -evident at LadePeAcient institutions which enrolled large numbers of



middle-income students. Between,1979-80 and 1982-83 Pell Grant ifundin
these institutions! students dropped by nearly 26 percent -- froM $
million to s$23.5 million. Smaller decreases occurred at the University,
ommunity Colleges, and proprietary schools, although the State UniversitY's'

undergraduates received more. Pell Grant .funds in 198314 than ever before.

The restrictions in federal Pell Grant eligibility and fueling had important

'because

on :Cal Grant A and .other fiaanc'al aid,recipients in California
'because they occurred at a time when tuition and required fees in California
were rising sharply and State grant funding. as not increasing. In 1989-81,

60 percent of the new Cal'Grant4A recipients and 66 percent of the renewal
recipients :at independent institutions were also Pell Grant recipients. At

the University,tle corresponding figures were 68 and 76 percent respectively;
and at the State University, 76 and 79 percent, respectively. By 1983-84,

however, the' pattern changed. Scarcely half of the. Cal Grant A recipients
at independent institutions received Pell,Grants, and only 58 percent of

those at the Unilersity, did so. 1 At the State University, the restrictions
in Pell Grant eligibility did not have,as'great an impact because a larger
percentage of its recipients were independent or self supporting and did not

lose eligibility. Ia all, nearly 70 percent of the State University's Cal
Grant A recipients still had Pell Grants. Throughout this period, the
-majority of all Cal Grant, A recipients received Pell Grants, but the majority
of-Californies Pell Qxant recipients did not receive Cal. A awards.

,

Costs, Cpntrilmitio Grant Levels, and 'ReinaEni Need

The costs ofattending California colleges and universities have incr
substantially during the past four years. In 1980-81, the average cos
attendance for dependent Cal Grant A recipients was approximately $3,900'
the State University,,$4,400 at the_ University, $8,000,at an independent

4 institution, and $6,600 at a proprietary institution. '11r1983-84, however,
tuition and fee increases and the rising expense of room, board, books,
supplies, and other items raised the average cost of attendance for dependent
recipients to $4,900 at the State UniversictY, $6,600 at the University,
$11,300 at independentl'institutions, and $8,600 at proprietary institutions

P.arental and student contributions of dependenfwvitudents increased during
this period as well, but-not as rapidly' as college costs. In 1980-81, new

Cal Grant A recipients' and their families contributed an average of $1,730
at the State University, $1,876 at the,University, $2,541 at independent
institutions, and $2,335 proprietary institutions. By, 1983-434, these

average total family contributions had increased to $2,408, $2,545, $3,309,

and t3,064, respectively.-

_over the saatc_pertod, neither average'PellGran nor_average Cal Grant A
award levels kept pace with rising college cost In fact', while average

Pell Grant aid remained faMy'constant for low-in recipients, it declined

,overall because of the loas of eligibility of most middle-income Cal Grant A
recipients. Furthermore, the leverage Cal Grant Alaward increased -by. only
$50 for new State University recipients, 'despite a 4470 increase in required
fees; by less than $70 in the University, despite a $605 increase in required
fees; and by $309 in independent initi Lions -despite a jump of $2,160 in

average tuition:



'The net ,result was a pattera of sharp -increases in tuition and, fees and
other college costs, a less dramatic increase in parent aed student contri-

, butions, very little improvement in,grant support from.either Cal Grant A or
the Pell Grant programs, and a sabstantial increase it remaining need -- the
amount 'left to pay through. institutional aid funds, term-time employment, or
loans.

In the State University, the average new Cal Grant A recipient had,.a remain7
ing need, of $1,622 1980-81. Four years later, this remailping need had
increased to $2,889, or nearly 45 ,percent of total.' college 'costs.

,

At the University, the average remaining need of new recipients: increased
from'-$1,374 in 198081 to $2,474 in 1983-84, .although it varied: widely iA
both years depending on the recipients' family income. Since a Cal Grant A
award covers a portion of 'required fees and generally Aloes' not vary much
within a segment depending-on a recipient's financial needt,recipients0from
low-income families live greater average' remaining need than recipients from
middle- income families," even after their larger average Pell Grant .is taken
into account.' The reason is that average parental and, student contributions
increase as disposable family' income increases, and unmet need thus -tends to
vary inversely with family income., For example in 1983-84, the average
remaining need of a new Cal Grant A recipient at the University whose family
had au income between $6,000 and $11,999 was $i,971 after subtracting family
contributions of $824, a $1,173 Pell Grant, and a $876 Cal Grant A award.

contrast, the average remaining need of a 'similar recipient from a gamily
With an income between $24,000 and $29,999 was $1,756,. niter, subtracting
family antrutions of $3,049, a $240 Pell Grant, and a $846 Cal Grant A

. award. This phenomenon , occurs in all four 'segments ,Aind reflects the fact
tIptat family contributions and ,Pell Giants have progressive features while
Yhe size of Cal Grant A awardi does nat.

1 ...

Nowhere are the reaults of the failure of fail ,income, Cal Grants, and
Pell Grants to keep pace with .rising. college costs more 'evident than among

: Cal, Grant A recipients at independent institutions. In 1980-81, the average
i)remaining need of a new independent college 'or university recipient was
$2,124, but .it jumped' to $4;320 by 1983-84. While a Guaranteed Student Loan
could have provided the funds-to cover this recipient's remaining need at
the start of this period, it could not do so by 1983-84. The maximum loan

', available from that program was $2,500 and left, Cal Grant A recipients at

some other source B 'bort Wing the *maxilamm amount -allowed by the Guaran-
in4ePendent inatitnOmna wi at least $1,820 .in college costs to cover from,

-teed, StUdent Loan program to help meet their remaining need, these students
would have an .aggregate indebtedness of At least $10,000 by the time they
graduated.

Other SoUrces of Financial Ai

At this time, no one knows how current Cale Gr nt A recip ents tend to meet
the 'substantial and growing levels of remaining need -the face if they want
to attend college. Among recipients from low-income families who often face
the highest levels of remaining need far the _reasons, outlined earlier,"
institutional egrant funds, federal campus-based grants like Supplemental



,Educational Opportunity Grants, Programs like' College Wc54-Study, 4nd Guaran-

,teed §tudent Loins probably make up the difference between their college

costs and family contributions, Cal -Grant A awards 1 and Pell Grants. For

many middle -'and upper-middle-income recipients, however, the only sources

. of additional aid are loans, institutional grants, and outside employment.

'Despite lower average remaining need levels , only a small percentage of

theSe recipients are eligible for Pell. Grants, and most cannot qualify for

fideral campus-based grant funds or the Collige Work-Study program.

# , 4

In the late 1970s,..the failure of the Cal Oant ptograms to expand either

the number or size of their awards was partially, offset by the rapid expan-

sion of federal financial aid programs and the extension of eligibility- to

middle- as well as low-income iitudents. Since 1981-42, however, the failure'

of the State .to expand its programs at ,the same time that college costs were

rising rapidly and federal aid was being cut back,' forced both public and

indePendent institutions to rely more heavily than ever on institutional

grant aid to assist financially needy students.
'#

The fee .xicreases in the public segments since 1981-82 and, other riseiag

.
college costs stemming. from inflationary pressures would ,have produced

enrollment losses or shifts had not additional financial aid been available

for needy students. In the case, of the State University, the Legislature

appropriated $3.4 million dollars to provide additional finantial aid to Cal,..

Grant ie'cipients and other State Dniversitl, students with demonstrated

finandial need. This additional aid was designed to help cover the costs of -

the $100-fee increase in 1982-83, but in 1983-84, the increase in- State

University fees from $505 to $692 was not accompanied by any increase in

financial- aid funds from the State._ As a "result, the $11.6 million in .

additional aid funds required .to offset the fee increase was generated from

student fee revenues. In essence, stildents at the State University were

called- on to provide finahcial aid for their less affluent fellow students

when the State failed'for one year to provide the needed 'ds.

-,......_

Student-supported finauci-al aid has a much longer historY in the University

and at independent institutions, where for decades a significant portion of

the revenues from fee increases has been used to 'fund financial aid- for

other students with demonstrated need. In 1978.19, for example, University

-students provided $30.5 iiillion in financial aid for their 'fellow students,

compared to only $12.8 million from all the Cal Grant prpgrami combined. By

1982-83 -- the last year for which complete figures. Ae ,available-- Univer-
sity students were providing over $51.5 .million in financial aid. to fellow

students, while the Cal Grant progrmas- contri uted $17.4 million Not onlyihave University students contribut nearly ree ti:ies as much as the State

for financial aid for their e low students, ut student-supported financial

aid for needy University students has increased more rapidly than financial

aid from State General Funds.

Amon.vindependeut, iustitutionsA the link- between rising tuition and fees and

increased institution-fuuded financial aid has been a particularly vicious

'.circle. Sharp increasex in fees and other college, costs not only increase

the amount of financial aid needed by students already receiving it, but,
force others to apply for aid as.: well Cutbacks in '/federal aid and the

ilhre of the State to increase maximum grants appreciably has led to 'a

stantial increase in remaining need .among Cal Grant A recipients at



ti

independent institutions and placed additional pressures on these institu-
tions to.increase institutional grant funds! Furthermore, the number of Cal
Grant A recipients attending these institutions has dropped-considerably-in
the lasCfour years, while the number of their undergraduates requiring
financial assistance has grown. The results haye been annual increases in
tuition to "cover-inflationary cost increases aneadditional demand for more
financiai-.aid. These, in turn, have increased further the,need for additional
financial aid and, the upward pressure on tuition. News Uories suggest that.
.independent institutions are becoming concerned about the .rate at

ontuition has increased -in recent years and aboit possible limits on t e
willingness of their stud its to pay for substantial amounts of finan al

'aid for fellow students. Inlealifornia, a number' of independent institu ons-,

revised their planned tuition increases downward in 1983-84, and th r /

representatives have expressed concern about theik institutions' capaci to

continue to make ip for federal financial aid cutbacks and the loss of Cal
Grant A awards by increasing the amount of institutional grant funds-they
generate through donations and student tuition increases.

RENEWAL OF CAL GRANT A AWARDS

Recipients of new Cal Grant A awards are eligible to renew their awards for
three additional years or until they graduate, whichever cbies first. To be
eligible to renew their grant, they must continue to demonstrate financial.
need and meet their institution's standards for satisfactory academic progress.
Up until 1982-83, -reneWal applicants also had to meet income and asset
ceilings that-eliminated some from continue eligibility regardless of their
financial nerd or academic performance:

.

As Table 20 shows the losses in neCal Grant A recipients that independent
institutions have-e drienced have also contributed to a sharp decline in

9/11
the number of renal recipients in that segment. The State University and
the University on the other handy, have liSd more renewal recipients each,
year. 1

Comparing the change in the number of renewal reCipients in each segment
from one year to the next with the change in the number of first-time recip
ients during the prior year provides one way of estimating the extent to
which shifts in first7time awards help explain changes in renewal patterns.
Such a comparison shows that in the late 1970s, increases or decreases in
the number of renewals exceeded shiftS in the prior year's new awards and

. suggests that the renewal income ceiling was an important factor in preventing
award winners in all segments from renewing. In 198o4aa add the following
year; the numIder of- renewal recipients at the University and State University
increased over the prior year and did so at a rate that exceeded the prior

-year's growth in. neia.awards.

Among independent initiations, however, the,number of renewal recipients
.

continued :a persistent decline at a rate that exceeded by nearly two -to, one
the prior year's loss in new award winners. The elimination of the renewal

income ceding in 1982-83 did nothing to revIrse'this decline in the number
of renewal recipients at these institutions, but it did reduce their losses

-48-:



1980-81 1981-82 1982-83
er Number . NumberSegment

State Univ.

University

Independent

Proprietary

6,076

7,211 7,790

11,171 10,171

285 '301

6,291

8,608

9-,575

284'

Change.
1983-84 1980-81 to 1983-84''''.

Number Number Percent

6,472 +1,327 +25.7%

.9,131 +1,920

8,869. -2,302

Source: CSAC Research, -October 191V Agenda,

for t4e,first time to levels thike. could largely be explained by prior year's

losses in new recipients. These patterns continued in all segments in

1983-844.

Table 21 shows the different factors aside from the income ceiling that have

affected overall renewal rates during the past four years. The number of

eligible studenti who renew each year excluded -the '1,200 to 1,700 recipients

who drop out clueing the year and the 8,500 to le,500 graduating seniors.

While there have been some changes in the importance, of the various factors

from year to yea", the remarkable thing about the information,in Table 21 is

the. general in the renerl.rates and in the relative imporpnce of

TABLE 21 Cal Gran

Item

Renewed

ACidemically
Ineligible

Lack of Academic
Progress

Lack of
Financial Need 1,629 5.5.

_Self_Withdrasai_______11.172._.

Did Not Reapply'

To CC Reserve

To Deferment

A Renewal and Los.$ Ratest 1980 -81 to 1$83-84

1980-81
,#

/
23,271 79.3%

207 0.9

1981-82

# .

23,679 79.8%

203 0.7

1982-83 1983 -84

#

3,608 80 9%

# %

22,432 76.9%

61 0.2 96 0.3

406 1.4 380 1.3

1,425 4..8 1,270 4.4 1,876:, 6.4

896 3.0 851 2.9 748; 2.6

2,955 10.0 3,288 11.1

147 0.5 169 0.6

o 0.0 1 0.0

Source: CSAC Research, October 198 i ,Agenda

2 890

108

'1

9.9 .3,533:.?.. 12.1

105A: 0.4

0.0



the factors associated with nonrenewal. Furthermore, it shows the high
-degree of"persistence in the prograM among regular Ca; Grant, A recipients.

COMMUNITY C9LLEGE RESERVE PORTION3-
OF THE CAL GRANT A PROGRAM

Community College students have not been eligible to participate directly in

the Cal Grant A program ostensibly because thesrants cover a portion of

tuition and required fees and, thesencolleges have dot charged required fees

as a condition for enrollment. Nevertheless;- the Cal Grant A program con-

tains two features that are potentially significant for high ability Community

College transfer students with demonstrated financial need. The first is
the provisi9A-discussed earlier that perasits Community College as well as

four-year college students who have not yetpcompleted their junior year to
apply for'e new Cal Grant A award, The second is the Community College
reserve portion of the program that provides reserve awards for successful ,

applicants who plan to attend a Community College before transferring to a

participating four-year college or university.

The Community College reserve program, unlike the regula Cal Grant A award

process, does not have statutory limitations on the ber of new awards.

fvet the last four years, between 2,034 and 2,939 serve recipients were

selected aanually, and. 1,260 to 1,S60 .prior-yea reserve winners renewed

. their awards. The number of new recipients each year is determiU4d by the

numberofsCommUnity College reserve applicants who meet or exceed the grade-

point Cutoffs for the yegular part of the program. These winners can then

rejaiii.their reserve awards if they continue
.to demonstrate financial'need

and make satisfactory academieprogress. When they transfer, they receive

the same size gont as regular Cal Grant A recipients in that segment.

ti

Characterittics of Reserve. Winners

'Camunity-College reserve winners designate at the time: they apply the

Consaunit/ College they plan to attend --and the four-year institution and

segment to Which they hope to transfer. The largest ntimbir of new reserve

winners, like the majority of-all Community C'o'llege transfer students, plau,

to' attend the State Vniversity,.yet as Table422 shows, major shifts have

occurred over the past four years in the segment new reserve winners plan to

attend)
from 956 to 1,713 in these years and increased fro 7.0 to 58.3
The number planning to transfer to a State University campus nearly

double
percent of all new reserve winners. The-number plaalling.to transfer to the

University increased from 517 'to 775, but the proportion did not change

.mach- .031 the nt:.hex hand. the itultP.cacat experienced. OA a drop_ -
_in this portion of the program as they did in the regular part of the Cal

Grant A program: from 534 to 399, representing a sharp decline from 26.4 to

13.6 percent of all new reserve awards.
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nitv Col2ege Reserve Wianers by Se tent,
a 1983-84

1980-81 1981-8t 1982-83 1983-84

Segment. Number -% 'Number % .Number lg Number -%

State
-University

University

Inaependent

Proprietary

956, 47..g%

511 25.1

5,34 26.2

33 1.6

1,224

678

2474

.28

50.9%

28.2

19.7

1.2

1 402 53.2% 1, "713 58.-3%

754 28..6 775 :26.4H.

448 17.0_ 399 13.6:

az 1.2 5Z.: 1.*

Source: MC: Applicant/Recipient Data Tapes.

Aca.demie Level of Reserve,Winners.

The same provisions governing eligibility 'for regular Cal. Grant Aiawards

apply to the Community -College ,reserve portion of the program, including

unit limits, the income ceiling, and need requirements. As expected, the

largest percentage of reserve winners are either prefreshmen or freshmen at

the,time they apply. Moreover, increasing numbers of new,reserve'recipients

were already enrolled in college at the time they applied -- a trend that

was also evident among 'regular Cal Grant, A, applicants and recipients. For

instance, in 1980 -'81, 70.2 percent of new reserve winners 'were high schooi

seniors, compared to on1y445-2 perc 't by 1983-84. At thi same time, the

proportion of freshman winners ros .19.5 to 33.9 percent, and that of

sophomore winners more than doubled', ova poa to 18.5 percent. These latter

. two groups of reserve recipients were already enrolled at a Community College'

at the time they applied.

Other Characteristics oReserve Winners

ft

Row do Community College reserve. winners who meet the same high academic
standards as regular winners differ from the regular winners? Do economic

circumstances alone prompt them to attend a Community College,first?

An examination of the family-iacomedistribution of dependent reserve winners

shows that it was not markedly' ilifferent from that of regular recipients.

For the three major_segments1 as Table 23 shows, the percefitageof reterve

and °regular willneri from families with .incomes under $12400-werequite-
close and changed dhly slightly over the past four years. Moreover,"the

proportion of*regulNr winners from families witVincomes under $24,000 in

the State University and Univeriity was somewhat greater than that of reserve,1

winners and um:independent institutions the figures for the two groups were

identical.
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TABLE 23' Percentage of Community College Reserve and Regular
Cal Gra& A Recipients with, Family racbmes Below.
$22, 000, 2989-82 to 483-84 I

Segment

State
University

University

Independent'

1980-81
Regu- CCC

lar Reserve

20% . 18%

17 17

18 13

1981-82
Regu- CCC

lar Reserve

1982-83 1983-84
Regu- 'CCC Reg47. CCC

lar Reserve lar Reserve

16%, . 16V 14% 17% 15%. -19%

'-15 17

15 15

14 16 15 17

CSAC Applicant Recipient Data Tapes,

If the family-income distribution of dependent Community College reserve
winners was not different from that of regular new Cal Grant A recipients,
the proportion who were e-ietlf supporting 'was. As Table 24'shows, the percen-
tage of self - supporting reserve recipients in all three segments exceeded,
the percentage among egular winners in 1980-81. Further, the proportion of
financially indepeadat reserve winners increased in all segients,-- esp
cially atthe' Univeility,- where it more than doubled, and .at the State
University, Where it more than tripled. By 1983-84, nearly three times as
large a proportion of Community College reserve recipients as new Cal Grant
A recipients-planning to attend the University were self tiupporting. In t

State University, the liroportion of. independent recipients increased in both
groups, but the percentage among reserve winners exceeded that among regular
winners,by 50 percent.

TABLE 24. Perc'entage of Self Supporting community College Reserve
Winners Compared to Regular Cal Grant A Recipients

Segment

State
TJniversity' -.

--15%' 1% e 7 -16%^-23%-- 22%' -23%-- 35%

298(382. to 19$3-8.4

1980-81 1981-82 '1982-83 1983-84

RegU7 CCC Regu- CCC CDC 'Regu- CCC

1ar7 Rederve tar: Reserve 7 Tar Reserve lar Reserve

9t

University 11 15 11 19

Independent & . 8 14

26 31'

Source: CSAC Applicant/Recipient Data Taps,
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More work remains to be done on the similarit4es and ,differences between

reserve apd regular Cal Grant A winners. Untit then, the large and rising

proportion of Community College reserve recipients who are independent. ways

be as important factor in their decision to first attend a Community College,-

but the vast majority of reserve, winners were still dependent students from
families whose ineomes were quite similar to those of ,regular Cal Grant A
winners.

Re,newal Paiter'ns of dommunity College Reserve Winners

The idea of, guaranteeing a grant to financially needy high-ability Community
College students so they can transfer to four-year institu ions is very (

appealing. By promising to help cover a portion of tuition.an required fee

costs after transfer, the reserve portion of the Cal Grant A pro ram provides/

an incentive to transfer and the promise of easing the financial ransition

from Community Colleges to four-year institutions:

How' well does' it work? The, published information can the,Commuaity liege

-program renewal rates* is useful in answeiring this question, but not en irely

satisfactory for three reasons. First,\iti. includes both new and retie al

recipienti and thus constitutes an average of conceivably very differe t
renewal patterns: Second, it covers the whole program and does not delinea e
possible differences in the renewall'and transfer patterns among recipients
planning to transfer to different segments. Third, there' is a regular and

apparently-sizable two-way .flow between the.reserve and regular portions of
the. Cal Grant A progra0 that romplicates the computation of persistence and

transfer rates. For example, over the last three years, about 400 to 50O
Community College reserve recipients left the reserve program for the four-
year regular program during each academic year, while 650 to 700 Cal Grant A

recipients shifted from, regular to reserve,statua during the year.

To explore the question of renewal and transfer rates within the reserve
program, Commission staff tracked new Commanity College reserve winners in
1980-81 over the next three years to see how many renewed their awards, how

many transferred to four-year institutions and converted their reserve to a

regular award, and-how many did not reneileft the program for one reason,
or another. The patterns of pre-freshman and freshman winners were examined

separately, and their. renewal and transfer rates compared.

Overall-, there were 1,432 new pre-freshman Community College reserve winners

in ""1980.81. By the following year, 639 or 44.6 percent of them failed to
renew their awards or. withdrew; 81 or 5.6 percent were no longer able to
demonstrate financial need; 525 or 36.7:perceni renewed their reserve awards;

and 187 or 13 percent transferred to a four-year institution and beCame.

-regular -Cal-Grant-A-renewal-winners: In other-ifords-,--slightly-less-thin-----
half.of'the new pre-freshman reserve recipients in 1980-81' were,still in the

:program. just one year-later.

Of tile 712 reserve, or regular
their reserie awards spiv' in

renewal rec*pients left in 1981-82030 renewed
1982-83, 387 transferred to four-year institu-



tions,, and the other 195 either not renew (`107) or were no longer able'
to demonstrate need (88). The 517 remaining in the program were further
reduced by 1983-84- Only 14 remained. as Cosimunity College reserve renewals,
and 382 were transfer renewal recipients.

s'rAmong the 1,296 freshmen who were Community College reserve 'ecipieuts in
1980-81, 397 were new winners' and .899 were renewal recipients. By 1981-82,
244 or 18.8 per*cent were renewal recipients,- 540 or 41.7 percent were trans-

-, fir recipients, 56 were no longer financially needy; and 456 or 35.2 percent
had no4renewed their awards. In this year, over 60 percent of the freshman
resery winners were still in the program one year later, compared to the
less than half of the pre-freshman winners. The greater percentage of
freshman reserve winners who renewed or transferred with their award the
second year was partly the result of the large percentage of 'renewal, winne
.in this group.

The Commission also carried out* its analysis :4°6C the 1980-81 pre-freshman
Co mmunity' College reserve winners' and their al, transfer, and disapiaear-
ance rates, for each of. the segments . The n t changes in these rates from
year to year varied considerably -withoreserve recipients planning to transfer
to State University campuses -more likely to renew theirreserve awaids and
transfer within the next two years than those planning to transfer to the
University or to independent institutions. In the State University , 54.4
percnt of its pre-freshaian Community College reserve winners in 1980-81
were still in the program one year later, and 43.4 percent were participating
in 1982-83. In, the Usiversity, the figures w;re- 50.6 percent tale_ second
year and 36.3 percent the third; Among new reserve winners planning to
transfer to independent institutions, however., these percentages were only

artfl 22.1 percent. One factor behind the State University's higher
renewal and transfer rates of reserve winners, of course,' is its lower- price
of attendance compared to other universities and its historical role as the
primary destination for Community'College transfer students-.

Linking the.records of the new reserve winners in 1980-81 with subsequent
year's f4es shows that seime reserve winners changed their minds _about where
they planned to transfer. Some selected 4ore expensive institutions, but
the majority, of those who c' ged their minds switched to less expensive
transte.x instiffutions. Someti s, however, -these reserve winners lost
eligibility "betausie they could longer 'demonstrate financial need at their
new institution. .Each,,, year, about 2.5 to 3.0 percent of the giants of

preserve winners who transfer are not renewed:on the grounds of insufficient
financial need and so ere 2 to 3 percent of .those who remain at a Community,

ccurs more often in a switch from independent to State Univer- -
College,a cond year and.try to renew their reserve award This loss of
eligibility
sity campuses, It can occur in other instances as well

4 ,

The overall perceage of Community College eserve winners whop renew their'`,.
awards and eventually -transfer- with -anaward -is -quite low -considering the
high level of prior academic achievement among reserve, winners: less than
50 percent' compared to over 77 percent for pr_ e-freshman regular Cal .Grant A
recipient's in 1.181.82. Further analysis of his topic is needed before a
f1111, explanation a s possible. Perhaps'. the time lag between selection and



actual tfanifer and use of the reserve award is a factor in the difference,

()
perhaps the large number of self-supporting students in the Community

College reserve program face particular problems in financing their educa--
A

tions that have not been adequately recognized or dealt with For instanci,

the failure to fully fund State University Cal Grant A awards 1983-84 so

that only $257 of the $692 required fees were covered, may have made' the
size of these awards unattractive :compared to the potential earnings from a'

;full- on, part-time job, even if employment led to enrolling part time instead
of full time as expedted by the Cal Grant A program.

Whatever the full explanation, 6.5 to, 7.5 percent of all Commueity College
reserve winners'in recent years have-dropped out of the program\during their
first year in college, an additional 4 to 5 percent have withdraWn from the
program after starting the renewal process, and between 30 and 35 percent

simply have not reapplied the second year.

At least 2.5 percent of reserve winners transferred each year but could mot'

show financial need afterwards so it is conceivable that other-talented
Community College reserve winners transfer eventually without assistadte
from thia,program. That leaves about-1,100 to 1,200, or 28 to 35 percent, of..,,

7 the reserve winners who renew their awards each year and anether 28 to 30

percent who transfer to a participating institution with a Community College

reserve grant. Yet; in each of"the'3ast,three years, more reserve winners
did not reapply for their-award than actually renewed them, and as many
failed to reapply as transferred with assistance from one of, these awards.

Such results are disaillpointin4, especially since the losses 'involve a small
but academically talented porti,on ,of the Community Colleges enrollment;
students who have clear transfer objectives and the capability to succeed.

In its final report in this series, the Commiss'ion will examine further the

causes for-this.low renewal and transfer rate ,sand explore possible solutions

to it, but sevetal_steps could be taken immediately to improve the situation.

The greatest attrition in the :Community College reserve program occurs among
pre-freshmau/recipients.in the4.r first year in college, as it typically does

among all first-year college students; Those who re-enroll their second
year, or in this instance renew their Commuhity College reserve awards,
persist in greater numbers in subsequent years. Consequently, if the number

of these awards were by statute, the substantial first-year attrition

rate would suggest delaying identification of recipients until the spphomore

year or on the eve of transfer. The number of new awards are not restricted,

however, and depend-only on thenumber of qualified applicants who meet the

grade-point cutoff of the regular program.

It seems that the advantage of earlyidentification of these potential.-

.., transfer students is lost even though Community College reserve winners-are
-made--knowe -to-;tpth -the- Community-Colleges they attend initially ..and-the
zntitutions to which they want:to transfer. Privady laws or other factors
do not appear to discourage the identification of these students, but so far
the process used .of identification has proved/ineffective. At least two

points seem, clear:



The cUrrent process of, providing, Community College presidents with a list
of reserve winners attending their, institution and designating Community
College reserve winners with asterisks on the list of new recipients sent
to the financial aid offices at four-year .institutions has clearly not
worked. For same reason the lists are not being used effctively because
the information is not -reaching those who might better inforin these
potential about the '-ransfer process and their chosen
four-year institut a' acarlettic expectations, costs of attendance,
financial aid program, and other pertinent, information.

If the. CoMmunity College reserve application form had a simple waiver
that the students could sign giving the Student kid Coassission-auth9rity
to inform the recipients' Community Colleges that they were reserve
inners and inform the institutions that these stildents identified as

'their transfer choices, the. needed academic and financial Founseling for

these promising-studenta could be made available at\ both the Community
College level and through personal outreach.efforts .hy the chosen four-

.-
year institutions.

To the extent that the problems preventing the Community College reserve
program from fully realizing its potential stem from inadetaite information

on academic and financial aid questions or the lack of adequate links between

these prospective transfer students And the,* Lour-year institutions, the
steps outlinedA,here could help and would be relatively easy,/ to implement,



The Cal Grant B Program,1*stablished as the California Opportunity Grant
program in 1968-69, assistsSklow-income disadvantaged students by providing,

vgrants to help cover subsistence costs, immediately and then, tuition and
required fee! costs after the first year Designed to enable students from
groupsyho have been underrepresented historically in higher education to
attain a baccalaureateedegree, the Cal Grant B prograi'selectssrecipients
using a' complex scoring system that considers not only high school ,or college
grade point averages, hat family income, level of parental education,
family siie, and a series of respontes,to question's about the applicant's
life.and career goals.. The program provides some degree of,choice among
different .colleges and'universities but requires that 51 percent of all new
recipients initia ly attend a Community College.

The program has expanded over the years from 4,761 total awards in 1973-74
to 20,070 in 1979-80 and then leveled off. T total number of authorized
new awards peaked in 1980-81 at 6,995 and teen was reduced to 6,425 in
subsequent years. Funding for the progravalso peaked in-1980-81,at $30.6
million, and then declined steadily to $28.0 million in 1983-84.

APPLICATION' PATTERNS AND -CHARACTERISTICS OF APPLICANTS

The total number of applicants for first-time Cal Grant B awards increased
dramatically between 1978-79 and 1983-84, but thii increase was uneven, as
it was in the Cal Grant. A program. From 34,951 applicants in 1978-79, the
number rose fo,,,,35,806.in 1979-80, increased to 41,437 in 1980-81, jumped to
58,065 in 1481-82, dropped to 56.,029 in 1982-83, and then rose slightly to
56,082 in 1983-84. The most,striking change was the sharp increase in
1981-82, followed by relative stability-since .then. This is the same trend
and timing pattern exhibited by applicants to the Cal Grant A program as
well, suggesting that the surge in applications in 1981-82 stemmed from the
same general forces fears of sharp cutbacks in'federal financial aid
along with the first of a series, of marked fee increases at public four-year
institutions and continued tuition increases, at independent institutions in
the State. 4L,

_$ot_ all_aPPIAcants to the gal Grant_ji program .ompleted ,their applications.
This was true of the Cal Grant A program as well, but in the Cal Grant B.,
program the problem was more serious. ,In 1980-81, ,only 25t011, or ,60.3

perent, of.the 41,437 who started the applicationproceis actually completed
Aithe required forms; in 1981-82 only 29,934, or 51.6 percent, ao, and by

1983-84, 33,346; or 59.4 percent, of st.. a 56,082 completed their applications.

The corresponding figures for t2e.Ca37Brant-A program, were 72.5,.70.7, and



1/4

73.4 percent, respectively. This comparison suggests that high achieving
students frodt- either loli-income or more advantaged backgrounds have less
difficulty than do disadvantaged students completing all ;the forms- and
paperwork required to apply for financial aid Althougl----numerous efforts
have been made in recent years to simplify the application process, these
data suggest that there is still room for considerable improVement.

Jo the sections that follow, only those who completed their applications, and
for whom complete informati,on exists are analyzed.

Applicants Choice of Insitution

The overall growth( of more than 33 per,cent in the number of eligible first-
, time appli4ants between 198V-81 and 1983-84 was not distributed evenly. among

the Community Colleges and he four-year segments,. as Table 25 shows; Among
the major participants in the program, the Community Colleges: experienced ,
the greatest relative and absolute increase in applicants: 3,956 additional
applicants for an increase of more than 44 percent. Nearly half-of this Y

iincrease occurred in 1981-82.

Similar, but less dramatic, increases occurred at the State University and
the University -- an increase of 1,720 applicants or 25.4 percent at the
State University, and 1,397 or .36.5 percent at the University. Again, the
greatest part of these increases occurred in 1981-82.

Independent institutions, however, increased the size of their applicant
pool at a much more modest rate.- Their number of new C,1 Grant .B applicants

TABLE 25 liwnber of Cal Grant 8 Applicants by
2980-82 to 1983-84

Segment

C 041111Wli ty

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83

Number 4 t 'Number 'umber t

Colleges 8,895 35.6%''10,,750 35.9% 11,693

State'
University 6,7591 27.0 7,829

Univessity 3'029 15.3 4,809 ,. 16.1

Indepeiident- 4 883 ,19.5 5,631 18.8

proprietary
and Other 6 4 5

..
91 -3.0 -1

26.2

/-
371% 12 851 38.5% +3,956.

, '1983-84

Number:'

1980-81 to 1983-84
NuTber Pewrcent

8 308 26.,,4 8;470 .254 _ +1 720 425.4

5,070 16.1 '5,226 F 15..7 .41 397' +36.5

5,367 17.0 5,510 16.5 627 +12.8

All
Segments 25011 100.0% 29,934 '100.0%31,509 100'.0% 33,346 100.0% -48,335 -433:3%"

"'

Source: C\SAC Applicant/Recipient Data Tapes.



increased by 748' in 1981-82, but then dropped by more >than 100 ov r the next

two year Overall, the independent institutions' pool, increase by- only

627 or 12 8 ercent, over this our-year period
. .

Proprietary and other private institutions enrolled no more than 3.6 percent
of applicants over these yea s, but they increased their number of applicants

by almost as much 'as the inde endent institutions -- 551 compared to h27.
and by 85.4.percent.

c;As a result of these widely var ed growth rates, the segmental stribution

changed in important, ways., but e shifts in the Cal Grant B p ogram were ,

not nearly as, dramatic- as thiy re it the Cal Grant A program. Community.

'College applicants accounted for .6.percent of all eligible applicants in
'1980-81 and for 38.5 percent in 983784. ,At no time, however, .did the
,proportion of.applicants from these institutions approach 51 percent of the
total.-- the proportion of new aw rds'that program resulitions require
Community College students receive. In ontrast to the pWitantial increases
in the absolute and relative share of l' Grant kapplicants at the State

University, the number of Cal" Grant B app icants increased by 1,720 but its
share actually declined'from 27.0 percent to 25.4 perdent. The University's

, :share increased slightly as.did that of'p opriet and other private insti-.
tutions, while'independent institutions'.applican s deLined from 19,5 to
16.5 percent of the total -- a drop of more than 15 ercent.

The Deparidency Status of Applicants

_There was a slight increase in the ratio of,financially dependent to independent

applicants during these four 'years, although the number of financially
independent applicants increased at asubstantially fast ate -- 102.9 to

N
28.6 ,percent -- as Table- 26' shows, Overall, the perten f independent

students applying to this program has been onllabout b.al as a'crge as amongV

Aft& 'rti
tCal.-Grant A applicants, in part'hecause eligibility f.or t.al G an B awards

is:Aimited to, high school seniors or students who have commie less than
-16 units df college level work.

.CoiimunityColleges, the number- of 'independent or self upporting-
applicants more this. doutled.,' increasing by -1,321 over 1980-81 I els and by

more 'than, all other,,segments -combined.. Atproprietary and oth private

institutioni,:,the'rate of Increase woo-also substantial, although e numbers
",,involved were loWer.. The percentage of independent applicanti in ese_ two

segments greatly exceeded those in the four-year 'institutions and "& creased

from 10.4 to 17.5 percent and from 9.0 to 12.0 percent of all Co
Callege and proprietary institution applicants, respectively.

In the State University, the number of independent applicants increased at a
faster rate than dependent applicants, but self-supporting applicants
accounted for no more than 6.0 percent of total State applicants:

At -both-the tiniversity'and independent institUtions, `self-; -pporting

cants increased by only 8 and 22, respectively. koreover, self-supporting
applicanti declined from 3.9 to 3.0 percent of all applicants at the Univer-

;sity and remained at just 3.4 perCent'at independent institutions.



TABLE 26 ,Deizz2d8e2n -Status of 'C`a1 Grant B Applican
1983-84

Segment 1980 81 1981=82 1982-83 1983-84

and Status Number Number Number Number

Community Colleges
Dependent
Independent

State University
Dependent
Independent

University
Dependent
Independent.

Independent
Dependent
Independent

Proprietary arid

Other Private
Dependent
Independent

All Segments
Dependent 4,

Independent

7,972 9,375 ,9 986
`923 1,375 1,701.7

s by Segment,

Change 1980-81
to 1983-84,

Numbeiz Percent

10,605- +2,633 + 33.0%
2,244 +1,321 +143.1

6,456 7,485 7 879
303 - 344 429

7 968 +1,512 + 23.4
511. .+ 208 ± 68.6.

5 068 +.1,399 + 38.1
127. 158 + 8. 5.3

4,119 5,431
164 200

,324
186'

605 + 12.8
22 + 13.4

-

587 772 934 1,136 k 549 + 93.3
58 143 137 144 + 86 +148.3

23,413 27,745 2&-,931 30,103 +6,690 '+ 28.6
1,598'. 2,189 2,578 3,243 +1,645 '.+102.9

Source:' CSAC Applicant /Recipient Data Tapes

As noted above, more than 80 percent of all Cal. Grant B applicants in _each
segment depend on their parents ,for?: financial support, and in the public and
independent four-year institutions this percentage exceeds 94 percent.
Table 27 ows bow the family...income distribution, of these' applicants has
changed er the.past four years.

While segmenral differences 'ill*the ffimily-income distribution of these
applicants reflect differences. in the Ifamily-income distribution of 'all
their undergraduates and the substantiag differences in.their cost of attendance,

y also reflect -the stroll& focus of the Cal Grant B program on applicants
with very __low, incomes from disadvantaged backgrounds. For example, over 90
percent of these .applicants in the Community tollegia cime frOm families
with incomes of less than $24,000. in 1980-81, as did nearly 84 percent in
1983-84.. The Community. also`bso" had the highest percentage of these
low-income applicants with family incoilk below $12,900, At the more expen-
sive,' but low-priced State University, 83.3 percent of its dependent
applicants came from families_ with !incomes below $24,000 in 1980781, as did



',TABLE 27 Faraily income-Distribution of Financially Depez2dent
Cal Graz2t Ei Applicants .by Segment, 1980-81 to 1983-84

Segmdnt and
4ncomg in
Thousands

1980-81 to
1980-81' 1981-82 1982-83 '1983-84' . 1983-84

Community;Colleses

$0-11.999 4.,767

12-17.999. 1,684
18-23.999 827,,

588
36-41.999 76

42 and Up 39

State University

$6-11.999 2,802
12-17.999 1,543
18-23.999 1,030

24-35.999 864
'36-41.999 .136
42 and Up 81

59.7% 4,822
21.1 1,969
10.4 1,250
7.4 1,042
1.0 143

0.3 149

51.5% 4,980.

21.0 2,136
13. 1,282
11.1 1,167
1. 202
1.61 219

49.8%.5,479
21.4 2,122
12.8 1;254
11.6 1,240
2.0 226

284

51.7%
20.0
11.8
11.7
2.1
2.7

.+712 14:9%
+438 * 26.0
+427 +., 51.6
+652 +110.9
+150 +197.4

+254

43.4 2,834 32.6 2,846 36.1 2,852
23.9 1,670 22.3 1,735 22.0 1,632
16.0 1,187 15.8 1,225 15.5 1,298
13.4 1,355 18.1 1,413 17.9 1,418
2.1 242 3.,2 307 3.9 326
1.2 197 2.6 353. 4.5 442

University '

$0-11.999 1,255
12-17.999 840
18-23.999 662
24-35.999 679

36-41.999 452
42 and-Up 91

Independenzt

$0-'11.999 1,399
12-17.999 1,078
14-23.999 841

24-35.999 999
36-41.999 213
.42 and-Up 189

34.2 1,315 28.1.
22.9' 1,031 22.0
18.0 783 16.7
1.8.5. 947 20.3'
44. 1 ,287 6.1
2.t 319 6.8

29.7
22.8
17.8

21.1
4.5
4.0

35.7 + 50 +
+89 +,5.8

16.3 +268 + 26.0

17.8 +554 + 644
4.1 +190 +139.7
5.5 +361

1,239 25.1 1,346 26.5 +'91 ± 7.2
976 19.4 962 19-.0 +122 + 14.5

838 17.0 828 16.3 +166 '+ 25.1
1,07'3 21,7 1,063 21.0 +384 -k 56.6

333 6.7 .320 6.3. +168 "+110.5
477 9.7 549 10.8 +458 --

1,380, 25.4 1,152

1,126 20.7' 1,013
903 16.6 41P9

1,271 23.4 1 7241
340 6.3. 341.

411 7.6 550

Proprietary and Other Private
'

22.2
19.5
17.3
23.9
6.6
10.6

1,146 2i.5
991 18.6
827- 15.5

1,247 23.4
407 7.6 +194
706 13.3.: +517

-253
87

- 14

+248.

$0- 11.9.99 223 38.0 298 38.6
12-17-999 __141 _24-0 _

18-23.999 93 15.8 109 14.1

24-35.999 92 15.7 152 19.6
36-41.999 25 4.,2 42 5.4
42 4nd Up 13 2.2 28 3.6

301 32.2
168 _ 18._0
148 15.8
204 21.9'
48' 5.1
65 7.0

Sourte: CSAC Applicant /Recipient Data Tapes

375 33.0
_213 _18.8
174 15.3
210 18.4

66 5'8
98 8.6

+152 + 68.2
_+_51,.1_

+ 81 + 87.1
+118 +128.3
+ 41 +164.0
I- 85 -



72.5 percent in 1983-84, At both the higher. priced Uniirersity and' independent

institutions, nearly 70 percent came fram families with incomes below this

level at the .sta4 of the period, but by 1983-84 the percentages declined to

61.8 and 55.6 percent, respectively. .

The number of applicants,from families with incomes below $12,000 or between
$12,000 and $18,000 increased-very slowly or modestly at the. State University

and University, but-the most striking changes occurred in the family-income

distribution of dependent applicants at independent institutions. The

number fross families with incomes below $24,000 declined by 354/ Losses in

the "Under $12,000 category *exceeded 18 percent, and those in the "$12,000-

, $17,999" category were over 8'percent. The only increases were in the
family-income categories above $24,000, with those in the "$36,000 to $41,990'

and "$42,d00 'and Up" categories more than doubling. In other words? the

entire increase in the dependent applicant pool at independent institutions

occurred among stlidents whose families had incomes that exceeded the Cal

Grant B program's income levels for .eligibility', often by a substantial

margin. 4-similar trend occurred among their' "Cal Gralit A applicant pool as

well.

Again, the decline in the percentage of dependent applicants from families

With incomes-below $24,000' and the marked increase,in the percentage of

applicants from families with 'incomes above $36,000 stewed in part from the

impact of inflation(during this period. Table 28 shows the income distribu-;

tit::1 in both i980 -81 and 1983-84 in terms of 1980 dollars and includes `.an

index based on the relative size of each income grolip.

Theie income.patterns appear quite different'from those in Table 27. Of

particular note is the marked increase in the proportion of applicants at,
bath ends of the income spectrum and the relative and absolute decline in

the size of ,the Idwer-middle and middle-income groups, especially those with

1980-e4uivalent itcpmet, between $24,000, and $35,999. This trend is evident

in every segment, al.thoUgh at Community, Colleges the relative size 'of the

lowest income category did not increase as rapidly as it did in the four'.

year institutions because a larger number and` proportion of low- income
students attended the two-rear "colleges from the very beginning. .The overall

number of applicanti in the $24,000'to $35,999 range dropped- by 939. The

relative size of this group was only 50 to 58 percent as large as ithad
been faux years earlier, although all; applicants in.. this and higher income

categories were above tWe,progrius'a permitted income: levels at both the

star and end of the period. At the upper-income levels, a quaked increase

occuI'ed in applicants from families, with 1980-equivalent incomes of $36,000

and above in 403-84. More applicants fram such families wanted to attend

four-year i titutions at both the sttrt and end `of this period, but the

relative siz of this grouRincreased most rapidly in the. Community Colleges.

The most significant fact about the family-income distribution of Cal Grant

apilicants -is - not _apparent_ fraat _Table 21 or _Table 2.$. Stated simply,..

considerably more low-income applicants at four-year institutions app,iy for

Cal Grant A awards than for Cal Grant/B awards. ,For example, 5,433 "State

University dependent applicants from families with incomes below $12,000 in

1980-81 applied for Cal Grant A awards, but, only 2,802 appliCants from

,
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TABLE* 28, Famdlv Income Distribution, of Financially' Dependent
Ca2 Grant B Applicants bv Segment, 2980-62 and 2983-84,
in Constant 2980Do11ars

1980-81
Segment and Inome Number Percikt

1983-84
Number

Community Colleges

`$011,999 4,767 59.7 6,646

$12,000-17,999 1,684 21.1T 1,989

$180000-23,999 .827 10.4' 1,085

$24,000-35099 588 7.4 459

$36,000-41'099 76 .1.0 239
,-*

...,, $42,000 and Up 30 0.3 186
.

.

State .-University

$0-11,000 , 2,802 43.4

$1'2,000-17,999 1,543 23.9
$18,000-23,999 1,030 16.0

$24,000-35,999 864 13.4

$36,000-41,999 136 2.1

$42,000 and lip 81 1.2

University

$12,000-17,999
$18,0D023,999
$24,000-35;999
$36,000-41,999"
$42,000 and Up

Independent

3,750
1,805
1,159

608
353
292

Percent plange

, 62.7 +1 879
' 18.8 + 305

10.2 + 258'
4.3, - 129

2.2 + 163

1-.8 + 156

Index

47.1 9018

22.6 4- .262

14.5 + _.1294
7.6 - 256
4.4 + 217

3.7 + 211

1,255- 34.2 1,875 37.0 620

840 22.9 1,116 22.0 -276

662 18.0 821 16.2 + 159

679 ' 18.5 507 10.0 172

152 4.:1 348 6.9 196

91 2.5 401 7..9 310

$0-11,999- 1,399 29.7 1,691 31.8 + 292

$12,000-17,999' 1,078 22.8 1 128 21.2 -4-- 50 .9.3

$180000-23,999 841 17,4 936 17.6 95 99

$24,000-'35,999 .999 21.1 619 11.6 `380,

$36,000-41,999 213 4.5 451 8.5 238w

$42 000 and Up, 189 4.0 509 ,9.6 :f 320

105
89

98
58
225
504

108

95
91

57,

211
305

108'
96'
88'

54

167

-316

Proprietary and Otber Privaie

$0-11,999 223 38.0 492 43.3 + 269
s

114

$12,000-17,999 141 24.0 239 21.0 + 88 88

$18,000-23,999 93 15.8 175 15.4 82 97

$24.,000-35099 92 15.7 90 7.0 2 ` 50

$36,000-41,999, ---25 4.2 -77 -, 6;8- -4 -52 - 1-61-

$42 000 and Up 13 2.2 62 5.4 49 248

7,f

Source CSAC -Applicant/Recipient



similar families applied for B awards. In 1983-84, the margin ,was even
greacer,,with 6,757 low-income Cal Grant A applicants in.theState University,

compared to 2,852 Cal'Grant B applicants in thelowest income, range. In the

other four-year segments, a similar pattern prevailed throughout these four

years -- less than half as many low-income.dependent students applied for

Cal Grant B awards in each segment as applied for Cal Grant:A awards.

The eligibility of students already enrolled in college to apply for Cal

Grant A awards does not explain this-substantial, discrepancy in- numbers.

Instead,'it appears that the absence%of tuition and fee coverage for new Cal
Grant B recipients during the first yeaitreates a substantial disincentive.

for those seeking to attend fouryear institutions -- despite the,prov4,sion

_between 1980-81 and 1983-84 of $1,1*grants for living costs in.the fir4t

and.all .subsequent years. The originS1 program designers were aware of
this,-but incorporated the-no-fee provision for the first year to.encourage

at leastlialf of the.Cal Grant B recipients toattend Community Colleges

initially. However, soon after the program's .inception a legal ruling,

.01iminated the need to.continue theino-fee'provision when it concluded that

51' percent of all new awards must be made to Colmunity College students. As'

it low. stands, only a minority of the loWest-income applicants far Stete
grant aid apply for assistance frdm the program designed expressly to serve

them-- the Cal Grant B program.

, Income Distribution of Financially Independ.eit ApOcants,

The' income of financially indepeadent.or self-supporti4 applicahts.inci.nde's
both taxable and non-taxable earnings of-the applicants themselves addl.:in

the case of married applicants, t'he earnings of .their spouses. Table 29 on

page 65 shows the income distribution of these applicants lot each segment.

The Community Colleges bad the largest number of self-supportilig applicants

and experienceda greater increase in these ,applicantstthan all other seg

meats wombined. The State University experienced the next most substantial*,

increase, with r number more than doubling. The ,number 'of self-suppor-

xng applicants `fr proprietary institutions also more than doubled, but

the overall number rom these institutidas remained quite small. On the

other hand, the number of self-supporting applicants at the University and

independent institutions barely increased-at

Overall, the greatest increase in the number of self-supporting applicants

occurred among those with incomes of than $5,000 per year The only
signifiCant gro#th in self-supporting applicants with incomes above that

y 'level occurred in the Communiq- Colleges.

High School Grade-Point Distribution *of Applicants

,

High school grade-point averages are only one of the criteria used in'the

complex Cal. Grant B scoring/system to allocate new awards. Nevertheless,

they remain an important criterion for_,selection to he program. As Table
C4,.50, on page 66 Shows, sizable differences exist in the gr e-loolnt distribution

Of applicants among to segments'.

-64-



TABLE 29 Studept ape Spouse Income of FinanCially Independent
Cal Grant B APPlits 2)V '"Segment', 298Q -82 to 1983-84

Segment and
-Income in 1

Thousand

Community Colleges

0.81 -1981-82 1982-83
#

$0-2.999
3-5.999

.6-8.999
9-11.999
12 and Up

499

320
77.

IT
10

$tate University

$0-2.999
3-5.999
6-8.999

9-11.999
12 and Up

University

$0=2.999
3-5.999
6-8.999
9-11.999,

, 12 and Up

Independent

$0-2.999
3-5.999
6-8.999 4*

9-11.999
12 and Up

54.1% 742 54.0% ,023

34.7 399 29.0 343

8.3 167 12.1 239
1.8 49 3.6 67

1.1 18 1.3 35

204 67.3

k 27.7
13 4.3
0 0.0
2 0.7

229 66.6
76 22.1
23 6.7
10 2.9

6 1.7

101 67.3

38 25.3
7. 4.7
4 2.7
0 0,0

106. 64,6

43w 26.2
11 6.7

2 1.2
2 1.2

- *
Proporietary and Other

84 66.1

37 29.1
4 3.1

0. 0.0

2 1.6

121 60.5

56 28.0
14 7.0
4- 2.0
5 2.5

Private

$0-2.999 25 43.1 55 38.5.

3-5#999 22 37.9 49 34.3

6-8.999 5 8.6 * 20 14.0

9-1/.4199 5 8.6 7 4.9

12 and UP 1 1.7 -.12 .8.4

1.983-'84

Change
1980 -83 to 1983-84.

59.9% 1,417 63.1% +918 +184.0%

20.1 461 20.5 +141 + 44.1,

14.0 .267 11.9 +190 +246.8
3.9 72 ,3.2 + 55 +323.5
2.0 '27 1.2 + 17 +170.0

338 78.8

.59 13.8
21 4.9
8 1.9

3 0.7

109 81.3

18 13.4
6 4.5
1 0.7
0 o.q-

104 60.8

36 21.0

18 10.5

5 2.9
8 4.7

391 76.5 +187 + 91.7

88 17.2 + .4 + 4.8

21 4.1 + 8 + 61.5
4 07.8 + 4 --

7 1.4 '+ 5 +250.0

123 77.8 + 22.+ 21.8(
28 17.7 10 - 26.3

5 3.2 2 - 28.6
1 0.6 .3 - 75.0

1 0.6 + 1

114 61.3 + 8

344 23.6 + 1

17 9.1 + "6
5 *2.7 + 3

6 3.2 + 4

56 40.9 58 40.3 + 33

29 21.2 47 32.6 + 25

30 21.9 19- 13.2 + 14
14 10.2 .13 9.0\ + 8

8 5.8 7 4.9 + 6

Source: CSAC Appicant/Recipient Data Tapes

+ 7.5
2.3 .

+ 54.5
+150.0'
+200.0

+132.0
+113.6
+280.0
+160.0
+600.0

In part, these differences are a clear reflection of the academic selectivity

of 'each segment. The open-Ooor admissions policy of the Community Colleges
is gyident an the large, percentage of its Cal Grant ,B applicants with grade-

.point averages below -Z.5. Nearlyt.:half of\its applicant's high school grades
'fkl below this level in 1980-81; and while the relakivie Lize of this group
declined slightly, their number increased by 1,860 to 6,199 by 1983-84.
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TABLE 30 Grade-Point Distri2aut2on.ot Cal Grant B Applicants by

Change
1981-82 -1982-83 1983-84 1 80-81.to 1983-84Segment and

grade- Point

SeyMeilt, 2980,782 to 2983-84

- 1980-81
7J77-77%.-

Community Colleges

Under 2.5 4,339

2.5-2.79 1,505

2.8-2.99 834

3.0-3.39 1 408
3.4 and Up 809

State University

Under 2,5 (14802
2:5-2.79 1,255

'2.8-2.99 -812

3.0-3.39 1,664
3;4 and Up 1,226

48.8% 5,301
16.9 1,753
9.4 968
15.9 1,682
9.1 1%043

26.7 1,986

18.6 1,376
12.0 976
24.6 1,997
18.1 1,495

49.3 %'5,805 49.6% 6,199

16.3 1,906 16.3 2,125

9.0 1,001 8.6 1,236

15.6 1,819 15.6 1,912

9.7 1,162 ,10.0 1,299

. %

48.2% +1,860
16.5 + 620
9.6 + 4e2

14.9 + 54'
10.1 + 490

25.4 2,040 24.6 2,100 24.8. + 298

17.6 1 485 17.9 1,436 16.9 +' 181

12.5 1,021 12.3 1,032 12.2 + 220

25.5 2,090 25. 2,179 25.,7 +, 515

19.1 1,672 20.1 1,732 20.4 +' 506

42.9%
'41.2.

48.2
35.8

'60.6

16.5

14.4
27.1

30.9
41.3

University

:Under°2.5
2.5-2.79
2.8-2.99
3,0-3.39
5:4 and Up

241- 16.3 283 5.9 258

218 5.7 '318 6.6. -304

284 7.4 339 7.0 341

1,110 29.0 1,421 29.5 1,487

1,976 5+:6 2,448 50.9 2,680

independent

2.5 and Up 713 14.6

2.5-2.79 .575 11.8

2,8-2.99 472. 9.7

3.0-3.39 1,251 25.6

.

933 16.6. 937
740 13.1 670
525 9.3 523

1,371 24.3. 1,326
3.4.44d Up 1 882 38.5 2,062 36.6 1,915

Proprietary and Other private

`Under 2.5 264 40.9

*2.5-2.79 126 19.5

2.8-2.99 78 12.1

3.0-3.39 113 17'.5

3.4 and Up 64' 9.9

5.1 330

6.0 313
6.7 364

29:3 1,457
52.8 2,762

17.4 997

12.5 682
9.7 553,

24.7 1,309'
35.7. 1,971

435 47.5' 519 48.4

165 18-0 190 17.7

95 10.4 9,9 9.2
141 15.4 178 16.6

'79 8.6 85 7.9

Source: CSAC Applicant/Recipient Data

ft

Files

6.3
6.0
7.0

27.9
52.8

18.1

12.3

10.0
23.7
35.8

89 36.9

95 443.6'
80. 28.2

347 31.3
786 39.8

284 39.8'

105 18.3

81 17.2

58 4.61
89 4.7 .

671. 56.1
198 16.6

119 9.9

217.18.1
75 6.3

407 154.2 -'

72 57.1
41 52.6.

104 92.0
11 17.2

They experienced even more rapid increases in Cal Grant B applicants with

grade point averages of 3.0 or more, but by 1983-84 these applicants still

accounted for one-fourth ,P1of the Community Colleges total applicants.



Proprietary school applicants
to that of the CommunitY Col
lower end, of the grade-point

ad a grade-point distribution that wassimilar).
ges with large numbers of applicants at the

pectrum. 'Unlike the Community Colleges which

enerienced increases in applicants at both ends of the spectrum, two-thirds
of the increase inlproprietary school applicants came from prospective j,

students with grades/below 2,5..

The State University had affroximately one-fourth of its Cal Grant B appli-
cants with grades at, the bottom of the grade-point spectrum and-about one in

five at the topt but its greatest growth occurred among applicantswho had
at least a 3.0 average;

The independent institutions had a considerably smaller proportiOn of their

applicants thanthe State Universityyith averagei below 2.5 and substantially
more with at .least a, 3.,4 average, but between 1980-81 and 1983 .84 most of

their modest growth in applicants occurred among those with lowirradepoint
averages.1

Finally, just- 3 percent of the I.Jiversity's Cal Grant B appli r,s had

grades below 2,5`h,More than; 80 percent had grade-point averages of :O.or

above and more than half, had averages of 3,4 or higher. The small number of
applicants with.low grades is understandable at the University with its high

admissio s 'st dards since such applicants could. enroll only if granded
special admissio status.

Overall, a sub al part of the increase in Cal= Grant B applicants occur-

red at the lower end of the grade-point-sPectrUm, There were 2,900 more
applicants with grade-point averagei below 2.5 by 1916-84 than in "1980

Applicants with such averages secured Cal Grant B awards throughout this

period, but-increased competition for the limited number of new grants made

these applicants less competitive than before. Morebvert their 4eavy concen-

tration in the Community College& had important implications for their

future eligibility to, transfer eventually to four-year institutions to -

compltte their baccalaureate.

The number of applicants with gr e-point averages above. 3.0 increased even

more substantially -- up 1-,528 or those_vith grade averages of 3.0 to 3.39,

and.1,882.for those with average of 3.4 oe above. By 1983-84, over 14,900

applicants with averages of 3.0 r better, including '7,839 with averages of

3.4 or mere; were competing for only 6,825 new awards: Not all of these

applicants were able to score-high on theindicies of disadvintagement,
however, and many others were from families with incomes tooPhig4 to qualAy

regardless of their family size.

,

The, number of applicants at public inStitutions with averages of 3.0 or

better increased by 3,148, while the numberof such applicants at independent

institutions grew, by only 147. Further, a large proportion of independent
institutions' applicants with high averages came from families. witkincomes
too high to qualify, and an increasing number.of those who remained' had'

grade'point averageS that made them less,competitive,.



PROGRAM. PROVISIONS AFFECTING
THE DISTRIBUTION OF. NEW CAL GRANT. 8 AW4RDS

15

Changes in the Cal Grant B applicant pool had an impact on the distribution

of new aWards among students and 'segments. Yetcat least aurprogram provi-

sions and featurea had an even more dramatic impact'on this distribution:,

(1) the assistance only for sUbsistence costs. the first year, (2) the require-

meat that 51 percent of all new awards must go to Community College students,

(3) statutory limits on the number of new awards, and (4) the elements in

the Cal'Grant B scoring system forkllocating awards. The following para

graphs examine each of these provisio in turn and evaluate its impact.

Assistance Only Toward Subsistence Costs the First Year

Since its inception, the Cil Grant B program's grants.for first-year recipients

have helped cover only subsistence costs. As noted earlier, the original

purpose of this' provision, was to encourage at least half of all Cal Grant B

recipients to attend Camkunity 'Colleges initially, but it is no longer

required for that purpose. Its major impact now seems to be to discourage

applications from low-income applicants who want to tJA4 these awards attend.,

four-year institutions, and to increase significantly the level of Unmet need.

of new low-income grant'recipients. The impact of this provision on reci-

piepisi unmet need levels will be examined more fully later in is chapter,

au7 its possible effect on renewal rates assessed.

\

Allocating 51 Percent of New Awards to Community College Stildents

This program provisiqn was imp ied in the origGal legislation'creating the

CaI;Grant B program and.made.4plicit in a aubsequent legal ruling. while

the Community Colleges had more applicants than any other segment and expe/i-
enced the largest increase in applicants by 1983-84, they at no, time h4d

more than 38.5 percent'of all Cal Grant B applicants. Yet, these'colleges

have always served lirgenumbers of,low-income disadvantaged-students,

including many from ethnic minorities, and in 1983-84 they had 69..2 percent

of all self-supporting applicants and 4.9 percent of, all dependent applicants

from families with incomes below $12/,000. While the 51 percent provision

has guaranteed these institutions at least hallitof,allnew.Cal Grant B

recipients, no evidence was uncovered during thisirstudy to suggest that, they

received a disproportionate share of these grants, considering the size and

characteristics of their applicant pooh:.

At the same time, one of the major Purposes of the Cal Grant B program has

been to provide needed financial aid to, disadvantaged students so t4ey could

attend. college fud.sucQessikaly complete,-.at least a baccalaureateaegree.'

The major remaining question abOnt the 51 percent provision is what its

impact has been on fulfilling this important program goal. In `ether words,

how' effective have the Community Colleges been in preparing their Cal Grant

B recipients and other disadvantaged students,for eventual transfer to four-.

year institutions?



As is the. Cal Grant A grogram, the number of first-time, awards' is fixed by

statute. In .1980-81 a special adjustment permitted the distribution rof

6,995 awards that year, but in subsequent years the number of new awards

returned to' the 6,825 permitted in statute. This represents slightly More
than half the number of new grants provided by the Cal Grant A program. w.

Again, no discussion of the implications of changing any of the other major,
progr4am provisions .would be complete without reference to this limitation on

the number of new awards.. The constant number of awards makes the competi-

tion fornew awards -a "zero-sum game," since the inclusion of newly elisible

groups or the exclusion of once eligible groups, results, in some applicants-
. who used to receive awards losing out tO other newly eligible applicants

The, most serious problem with the fixed number of new awards,' however, is
that it has forced the program to turn down. increasingly large numbers of
low-income applicants with considerable financial need. Further, most of
the needy, eligibles in the Cal Grant. B program are desperately needy, and,
the Jailure to ,provide sufficient numbers of new awards almost certainly

weans that many of these a-pplicantl will not bp able to afford to attend

college at all. Because of this goat effect' on opportunity and access, the'
need" t9 increase new awards in the Cali Grant B program deserves the highest
,priority.

The Elemex'4.s in .the Cal -Grant.B Scorihd System

, . ",.. .
There . are five parts to the complex Cal ,Grant B scoring:, system used- t6
allocate new grants. 1` While all five ,parts are important in determining

. applicants'-'final scores and their eligibility for a granp, each is ,Issigned

a different we4ght.,' with the last three parts -worth 85 of the 100 possib e
.,

total points.

The first of the fire elements involves'the level of education attained by,

s each applicant's parents. The maximum score of .10 is assigned to those

whose parents have virtually no formal education,' and a scare of zero is
received if the applicants' parents have both completed high school or
attended-college

The second element assigns from zero to five points depending on whether or
not the applicant comes frolic a single-parent home.

The third element,, worth a maximum of 30 points, consists of two sets of 19

statements about the applicint's life and soaks., The ,first eight consist of
responses/to the phrase, "I want to attend college in order:" with such
Options.as._"To _I-Q11,QW.thrOngit:141:th my zoilk and gain a better perspectisie on
life," "To make my coraratulity a better place in which to live," and "To get

.raore -education so- that I may earn more money- to, help my famil.." The second
set focuses on how the applicant describes himself or herself, and the
eleven ,possible responses include' such statements as "r come from a family,t
of migratory farm workers," "My family gets help from welfare or social
security," "I do' .not speak °English at home," "I do well inmost classes',"



and can ot -attend college Without financial help." Tie applicant's score
for this element depends on how many responses, are circled. While the
obvious .purpose of the statements is to, try t.o determine 'the level of disad-
vantage of each applicant . and something about his or her -aspirations the
sta nts are. naturally subjective and somewhat redundant. -Unfortunately,
t more precise applicants are in descr.ibing their situation,, the feVer
responses they will check and the lower their sciire will be. The suhjec-
tiveness of these questions and possibl, misunderstandings by applicants
suggests that this important part of the scoring system should be carefully.
reviewed to determine its appropriateness in 'measuring disadvantagemeat and

inAluence on, the distribution of awards.

The fourth pait of the scoring system assigns 20 to 35 'possible ,points to
apirlicantidepending on their high school gradefpoint average. The:Minimum
,-score of -20 points is awarded if the applicant's giades are anreported or
below 2.0, while increasing points are-assigned fore higher grades up,'to a
maximum of 35 points. Unlike the Cal Grant A' program where grade point
cutoffs are used to determine new gra!#,-,recipients,. Cal Grant, kapplidants
with grades from below 2.0 up to 4.,0 receive points in this part of the

scoring system and can still receive awards if their scores in other sections
are high enough. The fixed number of new awards, and the marked, increase in
_eligible applicanti during recent years, have ,made the grade- point averages
of applicants from otherwise similir to income, disadvantaged families :,

relatively more important.

The .final part of the scoring system is a income-family 'size 'AnatriX -'that

assignsbetween zero and 20, points to applicants depending upon where- they

fall, within the matrix.. Anyone scoring below four' points in this par,,

however, is considered ineligible to receive an award no, matter- wtiat they

score on the other four parts, In that sense, it operates iu a Mintier that ".
gs lomewhat similar to the income ceiling in the. Cal Grant A I:irogram; aLtiigugh
.the jncome-family size matrix does,not establish a single cutoff point':

A ;closer examination i:of the': income-family size iiatrix suggests that :`it-

places too grant an emphasis on income in its scoring and not enough`nough.weightl.
on family size: For instance, a. single self-supporting student with an
income under $5.,000' from a household of one receives 18 out ,of a possible tO
points -- the same score as a dependent student from a family of 14-with.. an -
income of $7,000 to $7,999. Likewise, a dependent or independent stuFlent.,
from.a family of three.with an income of $10,000 to $10,999 receives 9fOtit
of 20, pOssible points, -- the same score as one from family of 14,with an
income of' -$13,500 to $14,999. Finally, applicants 'fiom. family of Six With'
an income of just $20,500 would score 'less, than the atiniium,..required;four
points and so do applicants froni-fiiiiaTis of 11 orlitote-when-tireft.--itrcomes-----
exceed $22,500. These 'Comparisons' are not \made to suggest that anOne....

currently receiving a Cal Grant B award cannot demonstrate significant
financial heed as well as other evidence of disadvantagement or that any
grants_ are gain to_ lapplicants who do not .desperately need them if they are
to_attend college. Our _review of the income-fah3ily size matrix, however,
does suggest. that sizable numbers,of similarly needy, disadvantaged applicants
are being turned down -because their incomes exceed an arbitrary level on a
matrix that does not adequately reflect the financial circumstances of
applicants from large families..



DISTRIBUTION AND,\CHARAC EmsTics OF NEW CAL GRANT B RECIPIENTS

As a result of the fixed numberlof first-time Cal Grant B awards and the
increased competition for theM, there have been some important shifts in the
distribution and characteristiesof new recipients.

Ntmther of New Recipients

Table 31.)blfgage 72 sumiarizes.the shifts that haVe occurred in the segmenta
distribution of new award winners since 1980-81. In that year,, 3,579 recipients

attended Community Colleges, 1,790 wit red the State University, 927 went to
the University-, $27 enrolled at indep ndent institutions, and 77 attended ,..

`proprietar? institutions. Beginning ink'_ 1981-82, however, the number of new
awards was reduced-from 6,995 to its traditional- 6,825 and remained at that
level for the next two years. Between 1980-81 and 1983-84, the number r-of

new recipients at Community Colleges increased by 92 to 3,671; the number at

the State University declined b 45 to '1,745; those at the University and at

.or y near y 26 percent, to 367. The 51-
:proprietary institutions'.increas d very lightly; and the number at independent

institutions dropped by 160, 5l- percent

provision that guarantees Community Colleges more than half of all new
awards left them largly unaffected by changes in the number of,Cal Grant B
applicants or the program's other provisions. The four -year institutio

were not so fortunate, and independent institutions were ,the*most adverse
t

affected.

The Dependency Status of New Recipien±.§-

Table 32 on page 72;show4 the marked shift that has occurred in the number
,of financially independent or self-supporting students receiving new Cal
Grant B awards. The ,increase in independent recipient's is similar to, but

more substantial than, the increase ia such, applicants. A similar trend was
evident in the Cal Grant A program, but in the Cal Grant B, program the
.greater success of independent orself-supporting ,applicants apparently
stemmed fram features of the family itmomp7family size matrix scoring system\
and the large number with extremely low personill incomes. iS noted earlier,

that matrix weights income much more heavilyllumfamily.sizel so independent
students, are treated generously by-the scoring system. Overall, there was a,

decrease of 803 dependent, recipients 'and an inciease of 626 intippendent or
self-,supporting recipients OR these four years.

Income Level of New Recipients
0

___Tabl`e--33 on p tage -74-shows tha. atajor *.shifts have. -oc-curred the... income

distribution of dependent Cal Grant recipientS since 1980-81. The most

siga.ificant was a deckine of recipients from families" with incomes below

$12,0611glike the Cal Grant A .prokram where the , drop in low-income
recipients occurcgd only at indepewleAt institutiOniftbg losses among



Segment

Community
Colleges .3 579

State,
University 1,790 1,595

University, 927 870

Independent ,627 630

Number of New Cal Grant B Recipients by $egriaezati

2980-81 to 2983-84
'Change

1980-81 to 1983-84
Number Percent
.1Nommwfw.

92 25.7V

1980...81

Number
1981-82
Number

and Other 77 N,126

All SegmentS 0,495 6,825

Source: Enclosuie 1-1, CSAC Agenda

1,745

.939

367

110 103

6,825 6,825.

October 1983.

Number of First-Time Cal Grant B Recipients by
\'$,egment and Dependency Status, 2980-82 to 2983-84

N.

SegMent \\1980-81 1981-82

and .Status.Number Number

Community College

Dependent 3,049
Indeiendel4t, 530

State University

Dependent.
Independent

University

Dependent '842 804

85 66

1982-83 1983-84
Number Number

2,863
741

2,728 2;643
842 1,028

1,612
178

Independent

Independent

Dependent
--7--IndeRendent-

810
r82

1,42

406
4. 498

*.160

841 1

98 15.3

562 547 403 320 - 242 43.1

65 58 47 _ -23,7 _

Proprietary and Other Private

Dependent
IndependeaC

6,1

16:,
89

37

Source: CSAC Applicant/Recipient Data Tapes.
0

-72-

83 69 8 + 13.1
27 34: 18 +112.5



dependent low-income Cal Grant B recipients occurred in every se ment.and
stemmed from more self- supporting appliCants receiving new awards, not from

an increase in dependent recipients from higher income famili.es,
a

The substantial decline in the ntiWber of dependent low-income recipients in
the Cal Grant B program and the shift toward more independent or self-sup-.
-porting recipients is a sou of,co era. While everyone who receives a

new grant under this progra e unlikely to able to attend 110111ege

without financial assistance, the increasing -number of low-income dependeht

`.applicants who are being turned)away without grants so directly affects
access to,postsecondary education and educational-opwrtunity in California

;;that steps will need to be takep to remedy the situation.

Grade-Point Distribution of New Recipients.

The heightened cOmpetiti n for new. Cal Grant B awards led to increases in

the grade-point averages ong successful applicants, but.unlike the Cal

Grant A program there e no grade-point cutoffs-in the B program, and

because of the complex scoring system the applicants with averages from the

very lowest tolthe highest can and do still, receive new Cal Graft B awards.

Nevertheless, as Take 34 on page 75 shows,'there-have'been major declines
in the, number of new recipients with slow grade-point averages, particulakly-
adong those with averages below 2.5. In the Community Colleges,.for example;
466 fewer new awardswent to applicants with grade-point4averages below 2.5,

as did 197 fewer 4ikn the State Uniyersity, 18 yin theniversity, a 39 at

independent institutions. The-greatest increases in, new 'recipients occ ed

among those with grade-point averagesof 3.0 and above, except at indepen-
dent colleges where there were fewer new recipients in every single grade-
point.cate ory by 1983-84.

Most of the line in. Black, Chicano, and white re ts in the Community
Colleges -- and of slack and white recipients at the Stat University --
involved.those whose grade - point` averages ranked them near the bottom:of the

scale of 'prioroacademic achievement, but the use of gade-point,averages in

the scoring system was not the only factor behind the ethnic shifts that

occurred. The large number of new Cal Grant B recipients in the Community
Colleges and State University with grade averages below 2.5 indicate that

low grades'by. themselves were, insufficient to disqualify an otherwise eligible-
applicant. Moreov'er, there :were very minor changes -in tal7e 44s
grade-po'int distribution during these four years, and yet the its

Asian and Hispanic recipienteActreased markedly, while Blic and white.

recipients declined.



TABLE 3a Income Distribution of Dependent C I Grant B Recipients
by Segment, 1980-82 TO 1983-84

Segment and 980-81 1981-82

Income Levp1 ; Number Number

Community Colleges

1982-83 1983-84
Number Number

Change

1980-81 to 1963-84-
Ndmber Percent

st.

Under $ 2,000:.: 2;806 . 24.614 '2 426 2;,399 407

$12;000-174999 243 235 279 '.220 : 23

$18,000.23,999 0 14 .23 '!.22. 22

$24,000 and Up. 0 0: 0 ., 2 c+. '2

Total Dependent 3,049 2 863,. 02,728 2,643.. .406 - 13;1

Independent 530 : 741 842 1,028 : + 498:., +14.0:.

14.5%
9.5

State 'University
Under $12,000 .1 434 1,236 1,328 1,234 200 - ,13.9

$12,000-17,999 /178 166 204 196 ..+ 18 + 10.1

$18,000-23,999 0 80. 6 21 + 21

$24,000 and Up 0 0 0 1- + 1
MOP /

.TOtal Dependent 1,612 1,416 1,538 1,452 .- 160 -°13.9

Independent 178 185. 254 293 115 + 64.6.

University

Under $12,000 712..

$12,000-17;999,.: 130'..

$18,0007234999 0

$*40007andtp 0

Total-..Dependent - 842

Independent

endent
.

.

Under $12,000 '483 462 334

$12,000-17,999 °.79 .84 67

$18,000-23,999 , . 0 1 2

$24,000 and Up , 0 . 0 0

Total Dependent 562 547 403

Indepeadint 65 83 58

ProprLietary and Other Privatg

Under $12',\000 a 58 86 77 .61 3 5.2

$12,000-17,999 . 3 .4 5 8 ..- + 5 +166.7

$18,0023,999 , 0 .0 1 0 0 ,,p . 0

'
0-$

2 4 , 0 00 and Up 0 0 O 0 0 0-.0

Total 61 , 89 83 69 8 + 13.1

Ipdependent 16 37 27. -34 -+ 18 912-.5 ------
I

25 3.5

141 8.5
13 +

0'

841

0.0
0.1

9S 13 + 15.3'

263

49

220
30
8

0 0 0.0
320 242 - 43.1

47 18 .- 27.7

Source: CSAC Applicant/Recipient Data Tapes



TABLE 34 Gracie-Point Distribgtion Of New 'Cal Grant B Recipients
by ,Segpeiit, 2980-82.to 1983-84'4'

Change'

Segftient. and .1980-81 1981-82 1982-83. 1983-84 1980-'81 to-1983-84
.4.--.,'Grade Point Number Number , -Number Number, NOMber

Community ,Colleges

Under 2.5" ' 1,644

2.50-2.79 '641!

2,.80-2.99 361

.43.00-3.39 606
3.40 am* 14), 328.

State University

1,472 1,285 1,178 - 466

593 627 639

396 366 429 69

707. 790 82i + 215
436 512 a .604 + 276

Under 2.50 409 300 292 212

2.50-2.79 327 262 265 .241

2.80-2.99 229. 206. 218 201

3.00-3.39 457 468 520 552

3.40 and Up 31#,',, 359. 497 539

tiniversitY
Under 2.50 46

2,50-2.79 54.

2;80-2.99 .73 .

3.00-.3-.39 265

3.40 and. Up 489

Independent

Under 2,50 83

2.50-2.79 85 ( 83

2.80-2.99 '64 k 71

23 '28
N 45 42
62 55 61

261, 276 271
462 493 537

3,00-3.39 169 189.

3.40 and Up 220 204

Proprietary. and Other Private

Under. .50 37 53

2.50:-2.79. 16 25

2.80-2..99 10 9

3.00-3.39 10 25

3.40 and. Up 4 14

. -

Source: CSAC Applicaat/Recilient Data
, 4

69
.61
44

133
154



Ethnic Composition of New. Recipients

The' primary purpose of the Cal Grant B program is to assist low-incothe

disadvaataged- students attend the..college-or university of their choice.

Throughout the program's history it hes provided grant assistance to many

ethnic minority students, yet the ethnic composition_ of new Cal Grant B

recipients h S shifted significantly in recent years. As Table 35 shows,

subspntial y fiWer Black and'white students and considerably more Asian

studknts ha e received. ew Ca]. Grant B awards, particularly in the public

two anti four-year insti tions.

The University has always enrolled alligher ptrcentage of Asian students
than any of the other segments. Even ii 1980-81, it had more than twice as

high a proportion o them among its Cal Grant B recipients as any other

segment -- 26.7 percent, compared to 8.2 percent in the CommaQity Colleges,

13.0 percent at the State University, and 11.2 percent at independent institu-

tions./ By 198384, the percentage,of Asian recipients at the University

increased to 38.1 perEent, and thewaccouuted for 36.4 percent of all new

Cal Grant' B.recipients'in the Community Colleges.and 34.2 percent-in the

State University. At independent institutions; however, the proportion of

Wan recipients increased only'slightly, ,and4they. have,never cOMprised a-'

sizable p*aportion of ,recipienti at proptietary,institutiorts.

.11

.

The number of Black firSt-time Cal' Grant B recipients dropped.sharply in all

three public segments -- plunging at the Community Colleges from 1,154 in.

1980-81' to 526 in 1983-84 and dropping by 486 among the Stati.University,

the .University, and, independent institutions, At the same time, their

percentage.of new awards dropped substantially --arom 26.2 to *13.0 percent

Zi the Comminaity Colleges, from 30.4 to 15.7 percent in the State University,

from 21.5 to 14.0 percent in the University, and ;from 27.6 to 20,6 at udepen-

dent institutions.
.

f

Low-.income 'whites'experieuced theinext most sizable loss of'new.awards 4.n

the Cal Grant t program. In 1980-81, they accounted for between 16 and 24

percent of all new recipients,,ba both their nuMber and proportions dropped
,

.. . over the next thiee years. 'Their number declined.from 703 to:475 in the

r ,

Community Colleges, from 330 to 213 ii the State University, from-214 to 136

1,. at the University,. andlrom 182 to 97 in independent institutions-.

On the other hand, both the number and proportion of, new Hispanic Cal Grant,

. ,

B recipients remained fairly steady in every segment except in the Community

CollegeS and independent institutions, where they declined from 1,825 to

1,144 and from 199 to 97, respectivety. ' ' t

The reasons for-this pronounced shift in the _et. w

Grant ,B recipients can not be'fully analyzed at this time because of limiita;-

%ions in the data -- notably the large number,of new apPlicants.whOse ethnicity

is unknown.. Neverthelesi, several factors apl)ear to be partly responsible.-

.First, the increased competition for new awards stemming from ,the increase

in applicants and the drop,in the number of niw,awardslas "made every elemen

in the Cal Grant B scoring system more important, including.the four indicies



TALE .35 Nuinber of Nevi Cal Grant B Recipients .,b}' Artimicily and.
Segraent, 190-82 and 2983-84

1983-84
and Ethnicity Number ')Percent Number Percent
Segment . 1980-81

Com4anity College's

Blacks
Hispanic.
Filipino
Asian
Am. Indian.
White
Other
Unknown

State University

Hispanic
Filipino
Asian-
Am. Indian
White
.Other

Unknown
University.

Black 215

Hispanic , 212
Filipino

'06"

16

Asian 465
Am. Indian 7

White 214
0thip 606p
Unknown 4

Independent
Black 202
Hispanic , 199

Filipino
`Asian 83

.Am. Indian 5

White 182.

Other 49

Alicp,own 5

Proprietary add Other Private
, Black' 36
.111spanic'

iFlipino
Asian
Am. Indian
White
Other'
iliapown 1

1,154
1,825

56

459,
24

703
237
43

599:

604
28 .

255
20

330
115

16'

26-2% 526
41.5 1,144
-1.3 32

8.2 1,472
0.5 29

16.0 475

5.4 88
1.0 r- 275

30.4
30.-7

1.4
13.0
1.0

16.8

5.$
0.8

21.5-
21.3'
1.6

26 ,.7

.0.7

21.6
6.0
0.4

27.6
27.1
1.1

11.3
0.5

24.1
6.3
0.7

24
38.7
25.8
0.0
4.3

1.1

22.6

6.4
1.1

13:0%
28.3

Change
1980-81 to 1981-84

Number

- 62"8.

- 681

6.8

0.8 ,
36.4

0-7
10.4
2.2

24-

+1,1413

+ 5
- 228
- 14.9

233

143 .14.0
269 26.4

15. 1.5

388 4 38.1,k.

8 0.8.

s 136 13.4
26 2.0
39 3.8

97
165

3
66

3
97
17
23

'290- 15.7
571 430.9
13 0-7

633 34.2

10 0,5

213 11-:5

46 2.5
73 3.9

20.6
35.0
0.6
14.0

0.6
20.6

3/.6

4.9

29 2.0
40 34.5

.0.9

60.
1 0.9

26
7 \ 6.0
5 4.3

Source: OSAC Applicant/Recipient Data Tapes

309
33
15

378
10.
117

69
+ 57

72
.57

10.
+ 123
+ 1.

78
.40'.
35

ONO 105
34

5
17
2

85

32
18

I



f disadvantagemeut used in the scoring system -- family size,4parents'

education, single family households, and income. Among Cal Grant.,*B applicants,

I no one ethnic-group appears to score ,consistently better th'an any other. on

these indicies, since almost wall applicants come from impoverished families

.1w,here parents often have little formal education. But the apparAot advantage

that single self-supporting applicants with very'low incomes, have in the

program's scoring system ovar dependent applicants from large families with,

slightly higher, but still low, incomes may be partly responsible for these

changes. Second, questions about the life goals and objectives- of applicants

and their grade-point averages appear to take on added significance in

allocating, the ,limited number of new Awards. Although the data do not

permit a full analysis for systematiC differences among ethnic groups in

their life goals and objectives, Asian applicants appear to be outscoring

both Black and, white applicants in-the grade-point compet'ition.

CAL GRANT B RECIPIENTS, PELL^ GRANTS, AND REMAINING NEED

In providing a limited number of extreme eedy, disadvantaged undergraduates

with assistance in meeting subsistence costs for up to four 021*.ind

tuition and fee atd after the first year, the Cal Grant B program was designed

to complement and supplement federal financial Aid programs, especially the

Pell Grant :program, which focuses, on similar types of students. Consequently,

the following assessment of program effectiveness includes an examination of

(1) the degree to which its awards cover .recipients' tuition and required

fees after. the first year, (2) its interaction with the federal Pell Grant

program, and (3) the extent to which these two sou4ces of 'grant aid meet the

financial needs of. Cal Grant B recipients.

Coverage of Tuition and Fees

Originally, Cal Grant B awards covered $1:100 of noninsfAuctional or living

costs and, after the first year, either tuition and' required fees, unmet

need, or a specified maximum emoun.t, whichever was less. The $1,100 subsis-

tence portion of the grant did not increase between 1980-81 and 1983-84, 'and

the tuition and fee port4on for renewal recipi4-nts has failed since 1981-82

to'-keep pace with .rapidly rising tuition 'and fee levels at both public and

indep4ndent institutions. If anything, adjustments to reflect higher tuition

and fee costs or) inflation in the Cal Grant B program have occurred more

slowly than in the Cal Grant .A prekram, but the declining level of coverage

shOwn in Table 19', on page 44 adequately describes the deterioration that has

occurred in Cul Grant; B awards as well

Pell Grants and Cal Gants

The restrictions in federal Pell Grant eligibility after. 1982-83, which had

such impOrtant effects on. Cal Grant A recipients' eligibility 'for these

awards, did not have A major effect of Cal Grant B recipients. Both- the

Pell Grant and Cal Grant B programs target their grant aid to financially

needy students with incomekbelow $20,000, so there is considerable overlap
4 ,
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in program eligibility even though that eligibility is determined by entirely
different methods. in 198Q -81, between 95 and 98 percent of all new Cal
'Grant B recipients alsoreceived Pell Grants, depending on the segment, as
did between 96 and 98, percent in 1 83-84.

Costs, Contributions, Grant Levels, and Remaining Need 4

As everyon knows, the costs of attending college have increased substantially
during the ast'four years. In 1980-81, the average cost of attendance for
dependent Cal Grant B recipients ,(including tuition and fees and the expenses
of room, board, books, supplies, and other items) was approximately $3,600
at a Community College,.0,800 at a State University, $4,400 at the University,
$8,100 at independent institutions, and $6,S00 at proprietary'institutions.
,By 1983-84, this cost remained $3,600 at a CoMmunity College,butihad climbed

' to $4,700 at a.State University, $6,10040 the University, $10,600' at independent

.institutions, ,and $8,500 at proprietary institutions.

CalGrant B recipients come from families with such low incomes that the
need-Analysis system judges most of them unable to contribute financially
tiward they children's college costs. In 1980-84 for example, the tyPical
expected parental ccintritution for niw recipients in all segments' was less

than $150, an it did-not increase.appreniably over the next'four yeari.

At both the beginning and ,end of this period, almost all -Cal" Grant B,recipi7

'en received Pell, Grants, and most received close to the maximum amount

lalfowable'under theprogram'for:.stndents attend4aginstitutions,with costs
like theirs:, Xor instance, the. typical Cal Grant"B recipient in 1980r81
received a $A70 Pell Grant at a:CommnnityCollegei $962 at a State University,

$1,331 at the .University, $71,500at independent: institntions,' and $1,450 at
proprietary institutions-.. These amounts_ increased in the four year iastitu
tions by 1983 -84, partially offsetting. rising tuition and fees. The average

Pell Grant was $1,158-for new Cal Grant B recipients at the State,University,
$1,505 at the University, $1,560.'at independent inatitntions, and. $1,576 at'

proprietary institutions. However, none of these increases offset a signi-
ficant portion of the rising: college costs faced' by thee needrstudenta.,

The ability of the Cal Grant. B program itself to .offset rising costs was

limited fortwO reasons:- Ki*rat,-there was, no increase in :the' subsistence'
portion of'the grant in this petibd, so that it covered a fixed.; bi.itShrinking

portion of recipients' rising:costs. Second, first-year students received

iio fee ,coverage, and renewal recipients has only.alimited.portion of Increased

tuition and,fee-costs covered by their. gra4t.,
.

,

The -nel-result..was a pattern of sharp:increases in tuition anti fees and

other college toasts, virtually no increase in parent And:student contribu--
-tionsT -very .. I iltle: -paprovisaint.....in :grant sinpport .from _either. -Cal, Grant .1 . 01:_.. L... _

Pellt,Grant. programs-,N and a snbstantial increase-in remaining-. need -- the ,.

amount left- to throughlinstitutional aid funds,_termrtiMe. employMent,o;
, .

borrowing.. Unlike t,!4e CAl 'Grant A program, the:level of reMaininineed did,
not vary significantly With-the recipients' family incoMe, although self-

supporting recipients typicallY had higher levela:ofreMaining:need than did
dependent recipients. This pattern occured in all fourSegments and reflects

the fact tha;...esl Grant B recipients' families have such limited incomes
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that they are, unable to contribute much toward financing their childrens'

education and that most recipients already receive close to the :maximum

level Pell Grant and Cal Grant permitted, at their institutions.

In the State 'University* the average new Cal Grant B recipient had a remain-

ing need of $1,100 1980-81, while the average renewal recipient had a
remaining need of $940, since $160 of required fees were covered by

grant after the first year Four years later, this remaining need had more

than doubled to $2,175 for first-year' recipients and $1,960 for renewal

recipients.

At the University, the average remaining need of new recipients increased

from $1,310 in 1980781 to $2,860 in 1983-84, and for renewal recipients rose

from $895 to $2,184.
s

Nowhere were the results of the failure of family income, Cal Grants, and

Pell grants to keep pace with rising college costs more evident than among

Cal Grant B recipients, at independent inatitutions. In 1980-81, the average

remaining need of new dependent recipient at such an institution was

$4,890, but it j umnd to $7,460 ilt 1983-84. At these same Astitutions, the
average remaining need of a dependent renewal recipient grew from $1,785 to

$4,120. While a Guaranteed Student Loan, could have ,provided the funds to

cover 'the remaining need of renewal recipients at the: start of this period,

if not foi new recipients, it could not do so by 1983-84. Unless institutional

grant funds were sufficient to make up sizable portions of these impoverished

recipients remaining financial need, all of thim would likely haVe an

aggregate indebtedness of at least $10,000 by the time they graduated.

The subseantial differences in remaining need levels between new and renewal

Cal Grant B recipients in all segments, but partiCularly at the'Uaivegsity

and at independent institutions, =1,raise_ fUndamental questions about the

equity and advisability of confronting 'extremely low-income, first-year

recipients in the four-year institutions with higher tnuaet nerd their initial

year than they are likely to experience in subsequent years. These students

face substantial personal and financial obstacles to securing a college

e4pcation that the no -fee provision only compounds4 their sinatitution

can, make up the difference:between new and renewal award levels as well as

cover -some of the substant4a1 remaining need with their on grant funds,

then the new Cal Grant B recipient may well persist. ,However, as we shall

see liter in this report, first-year renewal rates,, especially at higher
priced.four-year institutions, raise, doubtsabout.-the success and ilsdom of

failing4to cover fees during the first year in _this program.

Other Sourc.fs of Financjal Aid
A

At -this2 time , -no one know; -how -current --Cal -Grapt -B -recip-ieu,ts tend to -meet`
the .substutial and, growing levels of -remaining ieed they face they warat
to .attend college. Among these recipients from very low-income families,

institutional grant ,,funds, federal campus-based grants like Supplemental.

conomic Opportunity Grants, programs like College Itiork-Study, and Guaranteed
Student Loans probably make up the difference between their college costs
and family contributions, Cal Grant B awards, and Pell grant's... but for
first-year recipients, the packaging process in no doubt complex., ?iokeover,

-80-



the failure if the State to expand its programs at, the same time that college

cost were' rising rapidly and federal aid was being cut back forced both.
public and independent institutions to rely more heavilY on institUtion41

grant aid to assist financially needy st:Udents. Further, for many of the
same reasons outlined on pages 46-48 of this report, this response to insuffi-
cient State and federal.grant aid ha, important limitations and is ,unlikly

to prove a permanent-solption.

RENEWAL OF CAL GRANT B AWARDS

Recipients of new Cal Grant B awards are eligible to renew. their awards for
three additional years, and those starting their higher education at Community
Colleges can transfer to four-year institutions with their grant-continuing f

to hOp with their subsistence costs asLyell as some of their highertuition
or fees: To be eligible to renew their grants, they^nu continueto..0emonstrate
financial need andmiet their institution's staadardsvf satisfactory academic
progress or ti e.ac-addmic standards of the institntiOn to which they seek to

transfer..

As TA 36 on, page 82 shows; only the Comma*. Colleges and the propiietary
institutions experienced increpes in'the number, of renewal recipients

between 1980-81 aid 1983.84, despite the fact that most of these increases
were at two-year inktitutions, ,where the rising number of new Cal.Grant B

recipients were eligible- t.0 renew for just, one -additional year: All the

'four-year institutions experience0 losses in the'number of renewal recipients

that were greater than ,icould-be explained by prior years' changes.in the

J dumber of new recipients. In the case 'o the State University, there Was a
slight 'decline'cf 45 new recipients but a drop of 406 renewal recipients,
In the University, first-time recipiints.increased by just 12, while renewal

recipients declined by 446. -

As was so often the case, independent institutions experienced the greatest
decli e, with the loss of 160 now Cal Grant B recipients apd 542 renewal

red. Tents. With fewer renewal recipients by 1983-84 than four yeaFs earlier,

th asses at independent'inatitultions and those at public fbur-year,initi-e

" tutions invIved more than simply a:-drop 4n the number of potential renewal

recipients: They suggest that there are not large numbers Of Cal. Grant B
recipients transferring from the Community .Colleges _to these institutions.

Table 37 on page 82 shows the differentsFactors that have affected overall
Cal,Grant B renewal rates during the past four years and incel.ades Cal Grant
B recipients who Zithdrew during the a.Cademic year as well as these who

graduated. The overall renewal rate has remained reMarkably steady during
this _period., but the data fillQW _ttiat Vae nAinber of_lecipients who withdraw
from school during the yea'r doubled between 1980-81 and,1981-82 and remained

at the higher drop-nnt level for the next two years. Roughly t one out

every ten recipients decided not to apply to renew theili grants, 2,4 to 3.6
percent did not follOw through on' their plans and actually, enroll,:and

another 1.1 to 1.6'peicentwithOrew before cOmpleting the renewal, proceas,



TA LE' 36 iNuzpber of Cal Grant_
2980 -82. to 2983%84

c".

Sept
Community
dollege 4,269 4,764 5,136

State
University 5,162. 4,733 4,593 4,"76 406 7.9

University 2,870 2,517 466 2,424 446 - 15.5

Independent 1 615 1078 1 282 1,103- 512 - 31.7

Proprietary 138 '374 176' 22 '±15.3

Source: CSAC Research, October 1983 Agenda.

RaneKal Redipier2ts by Segment,

Change
1983-84 1980-81 to 1983-84 1
Number .NuMber Percent

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83
Number Number Nam,ber

4 99.3 4. 724 17.0%

2'ABLE 37

Item.

Cat; Grant B R.i2ew4.Z and LOss Rates, 198Q -81 to 2983-84.

1080-81
#

Renewed 14,420 71.8%

Graduated: 1,549. 7.7

Academically.

.

'Lack of
Finaricial Need

1981-82 1982-83 -1983-84

# # #

13,530 63.2 ;13,651 67.1 13,452 66.3,

, 1,642 7.7 1,578 7.7 1,626 8,0

0.4 93 0.4- 46 0.2 ''55 0.2

241 1.2

Self Withdrawal 212 1.1

Did Not. Reapply

Withdrawn
During Year

1'089 ;
99

Failed to Pick

UV Checks 2-4Aa.f1---

11'

286 . 176 ' 0.9; 256 1`.3.
288. 320 1.6 278' 1.4,

2,509" 11.8. 2,143 10.5 1,733 8.6

1,080 5.4 2,417 11.3 1,653 8.1 2,122 10,5

:735 3.6. 658 3,4

149 0.7
53 0.3 57 0.3

21,415 100.0% 20,355 100 .0% 20 77 100.0%



Very few Cal Grant B renewal applicanfS were actually diSq lified for
failure to make satisfactory academic progress, although an unknown. number
of thoie who withdrew during the year or did not reapply may have
experienced-academic probleils

Despite the general Istability in the renewal rates after 1980-§1 and apparent
consistency in the relative 'importance of-most factors leading to non-renewal
overall, the declining number of renewal recipients at four-year institutions
deserves further scrutiny. To explore the ques,tion, COmmission staff tracked
new Cal. Grant B winners, in 1980-81 over the next, three years sto see how many
renewed- their awards and examine _.the net changes in renewal rates from
segment. to segment. Table 38 below showi the results for all segments
except the proprietary institutions, which had few redipients in 1980-81.

Considering- the circumstances of so most new Cal Grant B recipients and the

poor academic p/reparation of many, their overall persistence rates the .first
year were impressive. 'They compar4d' quite favorably, for instance, to the

first-year persistence rate of approximately 70 percent reported by the'
State University several years ago and were, markedly better than the persis
tence rate of special,admittance students at.the same` time (California State

University 1979, pp. 3, 11).

The Community Colleges had the loweit first-year resaeilial rate of any of the
segments, but this result was not -surprising considering that nearly half of
their Cal Gra* B recipients in 1980-81 entered with gracle-point _averages of
less than 2.5, and .nearly 16 percent entered with less than 2.0 .

The persiStence rates during the first year at the State University and the .

University were exceptionally high -- 76.6 and 88.2 percent, ,respectively
and suggest ,that in addition to financiar aid, their Cal Grant B recipients-

received other needed 'support sez-vices. These rates also suggest that the

failure to cover fees, during the firit year at the State University was not

as critical in the early.years_of this period when fees were low than it may

.

TABLE 38 Persistence Pates Among Nek 1980-81 Cal Grant
Recipients bg Segment, 1980-81 to 1983-84

a

1982-83
9egment

Commuuity.

Colleges

State
-University-

1980-81 198182_
nypltr % Number %

3 579 10010% 2,174 -,60.7%,

- -1 790_ ,10CL.11

University.

Independent .

Source:

927 100.0

627 100.0

_1;372. _76-6

818' 88.2

407 64.9

CSAC Applicant/Recipient Data Tapes

-83-

1983434"
umber % Nu_mber %

1:082 30,2% 424 11.8%

.1,218_68AL 1,2321 68.8--. -

729 78:6 6?1 .72.4

338. 53.9 319 50.8



be now,that its fees have nearly tripled. Likewise, they suggests that the

failure to cover fees is being fUlly offset for University students from the

University's own student-funded financial -aid.

The first-year renewal rate of nearly 65 percent at independent institutions,

while: quite good, is considerably lbwer th"an at the public four-year institu-
tions." For their. Cal Grant B recipients, thq failure to cover fees _the

first year means a difference of $3,400 in grant support that Juay be wore
difficult for the institutions themselVes to,*provide. While the relatively
high persistence rate suggests that many of these schools are managing to do

so, the failure of the Cal Grant B program to cover, tuition and fees the

first year may represent a genuine hardship for some recipients and adversely

affect their ability to continue with their educations.

Without being able to link individual recipient's records from one year to
the next, it is impossible to speak with assurance, about two critical persis-

tence issues in the second and third years. In both of the public four-year
institutions, the number of Cal Grant B recipients enrolled was 89 percent
of the total *umber of new recipients they encolled'in 1980-81, and the
figure far the independent institutions was 83. percent. HoQever, those
enrolled in 1982-81 may not have been the same individuals, because others

transferred into these segments from the Community Colleges. The slight

increase in recipients at the State University between x1982 -83 and 1983-84

clearly suggests that some students were%transferring there from the Commu-

nity Colleges with Cal-Grant B awards, as does the sharp drop in, the number

of Cal Grant B.recipients remaining enrolled in the Community Colleges in

both 1962-83 and 1983-84.' Unfortunately,the exact number of Cal Grant B
recipients who begin their collegiate education in a Community College and

then successfully transfer to a four-year institution is not known. Since

they were not required to convert their awards when they trausferred,-as

Community College reserve winners under the Cal Grant A prograi had to, do,

they cannot be traced,



FOUR t

CM. GRANTC APPLICANTS AND AECIPINTS

The Cal Grant C program, - .established in 1973-74 as the Occupational Training

Grant Program provides.gi.ant assistance fof vocation 1 training to students
from low- and middle-income families. To be eligibl , au.licants must,be
enrolled in 4 vocational program of from four months to two-years' 'duration

at a Community C011ege, independent institution, postsecondary vocational-

technical school, or in a thre-yeir hospital-based registered nursing pFogram.

The,Cal Grant. C program is aimed specifically itlyocationally rather than
academically oriented students and is designed to providestraining for them
in asnpower.short areas.

The Cal Grant .0 program has not expanded significantly suet its inception.
The -1,054 new grants authorized in 1975-76 were increased to 1,337 the

following year but have not been increased since The manpower shortage
areas were, defined by the 4tudent Aid Commission in 1974-75 and have remained

essentially aged since their. B;th the $2,000maximum tuition grant and

the $500 gtint.ror training-related costs have never been adjusted for
inflation. And total program funding increased from $1.31 million in 1975-76
to a high of $3.29 million'in1979-80, before declining to $2.89 million by

1983-84.

APPLICATION PATTERNS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF APPLICANTS

As in the other two major State grant programs, the total number of applicants
for first-time Cal Grant C awards increaseddramatically frirs 14,934 in

1980-81 to 21,972 in 1983-84.. While the biggest jump :in applicants occurred
between 1980-81 and 1981-82, the number of applicants, continued to increase
through 1983-84 rather than level off.

Moreover, is in the Cal Grant 13 program, sUbstantial numbers of 'people who.
began the Cal Grant C application process failed to complete theit applica
tions. ;In all, only 8,77e or 58.8 percent of the 14,934 people who began
'the pro.cess in 1980-81 completed it, and 13,988 or 63.7 percent of the

21,972 who started in 1983 -84 did so. If, is the characteristics of-these

completers that are analyzed in the sections that follow.:

Applicantsi_thoice_ofinstiViinTL,_

The overall growth of more than 59.4 percent in the number of eligible
first-time applicants between 1980-81 and 1983-84 was not even, as Table 39

on page86 shows. Among the major segmental participants in the program,
the Community Colleges had the greatest increase: 3,672 additional applicants

Lfor an increase of 0.0 percent. Proprietary and other private institutions,



TABLE 39 NuMberoir:Cal Grant C Applicants bg Segment,.
2980-'82:to 2983-84

1980-81 1981-82 , 1982-83 1983-84. .1980-81 to'1983-84.
SeOment- 'NuMber NuMber " % Number NuMber Number Percent

Community'
Colleges 5,489 62.2% 7,973 67.9% .8,827: 68.6.% 9,167 65.7% +3 678 +67.0%

it.

Irldependent .796 9.0 1,047 8.9*. 1, 014 '1 040' +...,:244 +30.6

ProTirietarY and
and Private,,2,546- .28 8 2,721 23'.2 3,020 .23.5 3,745

Change

8,776 100.0 11,741 100.0 12,861.100.0 13,988 100.0 +5,212 :59.4

Source: CSAC Appliant/ReciPien Data Tapes

Iincluding hospitals offeri registered curse-training
Y
,programst increased

by 1,205 applicants or by 4 percent. Finally, the applicant ..pool at

participating independent institutions increased by only 244 applicants for
a more modest growth rate of 30.6 percent.

ti

Academic Level of Applicaitts

Unlike the Cal Qrant A program, where' most applicants are either'high"school
seniors or students-already enrolled in college, or the 'Cal Grant B program;
whose applicants- were either* high school 'seniors or others who had not yet
begat. -timir p6-stsecondary educations, the Cal Grant C program attractird-ithi

older and more diverse group of applicants: While 34.7: percent of iits
recipients were 18 or 19 year olds, another 18.5 percent were intheir late
20s, and 21.4 percent' were at -least 30 Years of age.

The varied ages and educational baekgrounds of Cal' drain C applicants' are

reflected in their educational levels, as Table 40 shows., In 1980-81, ;12.9
pereent had no postsecondary education or training and were seeking gents
for their first year of vocational training. At least half of this group
were probably high school seniors, while the others were oider individuals
seeking vocational training or retraining after having wo'rked,for a number
of ...Oars. The other 2,1.1 percent were already enrolled in their training
program or had completed some college,work' elsewhere in an acaaemic program. ,

By 1983-84, 3,063 more 4pplicants than in4-1980-81 were already earollig
vocational, schobls or who had prior collegiate course work,' and they no
accounted for nearly four 'out. of every ten applicapts*. _There were also
2085 more b.' school "` seniors Applying, but they now constituted only 61
perCent of the tote ared to 73tercent four yetap earlier..



Nutber dr Cal Grant C. Applicakl
Segment,, 198Q-81 to 2983-84

Segment 1980-81 1981
and_l_evfl #

Coniatinity Colleges
Level 1_ 4,073 74:2% 5,435
Level 2 1 043 19.0 1,824
Level 3 292,. 5.3 541
Level 4 81. 1.5 173

Indpendent
LATel 1 596, 74.9 747
Level 2 :110 1 8 158
Level 3 59 .4 109
Le'rel 4 " 31 3 33

Proprietary and Other PriVate

Level 1 1,764
Level 2 541
Level 3 17.0
Level 4 65

All Segments
Level 1 6,440
Level 2 1,697
Level 3 522
'"Levl 4 177

82'

68.2%
22.9
6.8
2.2

-'71.3
15.1,
10.4
3.2

69.4 1,871,
21.3 614
6.7 172
2.6 64

72.9. 8,'064

19.2. 2,600
5.9
2.0

798
272.

1982-83

Change.

1983 -84' 1980-81 to 1983-7k
% Number 'Percent

5,781 .65.5% 5,457
2,258 25.6 2,683

618 7.0 765
170 1.9 222

60.0% .4-1 424 + 35.0%
29.3 +1,640 ,+157.2
8°.3 + *473 +162.0
2.4 + 141 +174.1

740 73.0 733 70.5
171 16.9 205 19.7
78 7.7 77 7.4
25 2.5 25 2.4

68.8, -2,060 68.2 2,272
22.6 656 21.7 1,100
.6.3 233 7.7 286
2.4 71 2.4 87

68.6
22.1
6.8
2.3

8,587 66.7
a,086 24.0

. 931 7.2'
267 2.1

60.7 +
29.4 +

7.6

2.3

137 + 23,0
95 + 86.4
'18 + 30.5
6- - 19.4 -

508. '+ 28.8

559 +103.3
116 + 68,2
22.* +23.1

8.535 61.0
3,999 28.6
1,132- 8.1

328 r 2.3

+2,085 + 32.4
+2,302 .4-135.6

t 610 +116.9
'+: 151" ± 85.3

Note: Level .1 is high school seniors or others who have not yet begun
postsecondary education; 2, postsecondary students who have not yet
completed 24 semester units; 3, postsecoudarY students who have
completed. from 24 to 60 units; and 4.., those who have 'completed more
than 60 semester =its of aicademic or vocational. edikation-at a
postsecOndary institution. v

k

Source;- CSAC Applicant/Recipient Data Tapes

____ a
.--

.__ _______,_____ (:ale,most pronouoceo. shift in._the. prop:aril= of_high...school seaior.s_ convred______

'o those with prior academic pr vocational education occurred in the Commu-
%nity; Colleges and at proprietary and other private institution N., At the

Co unity Colleges, the percentage:of all applicauts who were high schocsl
sep"ors dropped sharpDj from 74 to 60 percent, and at proprietary institutions

: it d dined from 73 to 61 'percent . A s-imilar trend was evident at indegehdeut
institutions, but the shift was less pronounced. and the numbers involved
were much smaller..



The Dependency Status of 'Applicants

The increasing' number df older'applicants produced/ a marked` shift in the

ratio of financially dependent, to independent applicants,as T4ble 41 shows.

In 198041, nearly 70 pertent of all applicants were younger students dependent-

, on their, parents for help in meeting the cost of attendance. By 1983-84 the

number.of dependent applicants had increased by 39.2 percent but qley,now.'

comprised only 62.4 percent of the total. .

The rapid growth in numbers of'independent or self-supporting applicants was

particularly striking in the Community Colleges, where in four years they

increased, by 2,324, or by 139.3 percent. Thegrowthlof independent applicants

in these colleges accounted for 84.4 percent of the overalldincrease in such

applicants, I o other segment was the ir growth as rapid or signifiCant.

Fafaly Income of Dependent Applicantp-:

Table 42 on page 89 shows how the, family-income distribution of financially

dependent applicants has. changed over-the'past four years. -Nearly,half of

all dependent Compunity College applicants come from families with incomes

below $12,000, as did nearly 31? percent of-all applicants at indel;endent.aad

proprietary institutions. All 'three segments had even larger concentrations

of applicants in the lower-middle-income range.

TABLE 41 Dependency Status pf-C 2 Grant C App2icarits by Segment,
198Q-82 tq Z983-84\

Segment
and Status/

Community Colleges

Dependent 3 821

Independent. . 1,668

Change

1980 -81 1981-8i; 1982-A3 1983-84 1980-81 to :1983 -84

Nuilber Number Number Number ^Number Percent

Independent

Dependent'
'Independent.

613
183

Proprietdy and Other Private

Dependent _`1,962

Independent 655 750'

4,940 5,163 5,169 + 1;348 + 35.3%

3033 1 3,664 '3,992 + 2,324- + 139,4

807 808 834. + 221 + 36.0

240 205 266 + 12.6'

All Segments..

2,127 2 '096: 865

t 8$9 -7198:" 7+7-0 ;8

.Dependent. 6269' 7,723 8;106°'

Indefiendesit- 1,507 4,032, j 4,761

'Sour'Ces: CSAC APplicant/Recipient Data Tapes--

8,728 . + 39.2

5 260 + 2,753 + 109 8



TABLE 42 income pistribution of Financially D6iendent
-Cat Grant C Applicants by- Segment, 2980 -81 to 1983-84

Seimenti\
AdftIncome. 1988 -81 .

ousands.

Co unity Colleges

$12-23,999
$24-35,999
$36-4.1999
$42 audtP

1981-82
# .

Un r $12 1,902, 49.8% 2 292
1,401 36.6 1 718

440 11.5 744

53 1.4 104

25 0.7 a 82

Iddependent
Under $12 201 32.8

$12- 23,999 219 35.7

$24r35,999 148 24.1

$36-41,999 31 5.0
$42 and Up '14 2.2.

Proprietary and
Other Private

Change

1982-83 1983-84 1980-81 to 1983 -84

# 74 % Number 'Percent-

6.4% 2,1+42' 47,3% 2,429
35.8 1,748 33,9 '1,719

15.0 115 .13.8 728

2.1 .125 2.4 147

1.7 133 t 2.'6 146

),

265 32.9 249 30.8

192 36.1 264 .32.6.

188 23.3 205 25.4
38 4.7 r 45 '5.6

30 3.7" ;45 5.6

46.9% + 527'
33..3 +'318
14.1 4-'288

2.8 + 94
2.,8 4' 121

27.4%
4 22.7

65.,4

4 -177.4

+484.0

226 27.1
268 321.1
203 24;3 +

70 4.4 +
67 8.0 +

Under $12 621 34.0'. 606 30.8 .630 29.7 804

'$12-23,999 686 37.6 67.5:1.34.4 695 32.7 876

$24-35,999 380 20.8 465 23.7 447 21.0 585

$36-41-,999 80 4.4 419 6.1 162 7.6 168

$42 and Up 58 3.1 97 5.0 193 9.1 249

Source: CSAC Applicant/Re'cipient Data Tapes

25
49
55
39
53

29.9 + 183
32.5 +.190
21.8 + 205
:6.2' + 88
11.2 +, 191

4.4

+ 12 4
+- 22.4

7.2.
+125.8
+378.6'

+ 29.5-
+ 27.7.
+ 53.9 .
+1.10.0
+32913

Although' the Cal Grant C program uses the same income ceiling for eligibility
as the Cal Grant A program, considerably fewer of its applicints have ifad
incomes above . the ceiling. The 'lumber of dependent applicants fron families
with incomeS over $42,000 increased in this period, but it z4v4er exceeded 3.;
percent in the Community Colleges, 8 percept in itdependent Astitutions,

\and 11 perceit among,proprietaryand other, private institutions.

Income Diatribution of Financially Independent Applicants

Tfie Community' Colleges had the largest number of self-supporting applicants
and experienced, a greater increase in these applicants than the other two

,participating segments combined, as Table 43 on page 90 shoWS. The number
of self- supportieg Community College applicants with incomes below $.3,000
doubled between 1980-81 and 1983-84; the number with incomes between $3,00,0,
and $6,000'increased by 74 percent; and those in higher income levels increased
befween titre!. and four fold.



Segment
and Income
in Thousands

Student and Spouse income of Financially,Independent
Cal Grant C ApNican'ts bw Segmentf 2980-82 to 2983 -84.

1980'-81

Tcommunqy Metes

Under $3 855

$3-5,999 . .560
$6-8,999 . 164
$9-11,9994 57
$12 and Up ' 32

4 independent

$3

,

82

- $3-5,999 51

$6-8,999 . ;4
$9-11,999 .M
$12 'and Up 6

1981-82
#.

51.2% 1,424

33.6 848

- 9,78 .501
3.4 - 160
1.9 100

.
1.,

44.8 109
27.9 72

13.1 30

5.'5 15

3,3 14

Proprietary and Other 15rivate

Under $3 292 44.6 * 302 '46.3 356 40.0 381 36.2 + 89 + 30,5

Change

1982 -83 1983-84 1980-81 to 1983-84

# S Number Percent

\\.

47.0% 1 558 , 42.5% 1,709 42\8% +854 + 99.9%

26.0 9094 24.8 976 24.4,, +416 + 74.3
18.5' 739 20.2 798 20.0 \ +634 +386.6
5.3 280 7.6 335 8.4 +278 +487.7
3.3 182 5.0 174 4.4 +142 +443f.8

1

4

45.4 98 47.6 98 47,6 + 16 + v.5
30.0 57 27.7 54 26.2 + 3 +25.9
12.5 25 12.1* 30 14.6 + '6 + 25.0
6.2 15 7.3' 1Z 5.8 + 2 + 20.d

5.8 10 4.8 12 5..8 + 6 +100.0
4 4

A

$3-5,999 209 31.9 234 31.2 237 26.6 307 29.2 + 98 + 46.9

$6-8',999 74 1 1 .a 98 13.1 180 20:2 193 18:3 +119 +160.8
$9-11,999 29 4.4* 49 6.5 58 6. 84 ""8.0 + 55 '+189.6

- \- $12 and Up 47 7.2 67 8.9 58 6.f 88 8.4 + 41% + 87,2
4

Source: CSAC Applicant/Recipient Data Tapes

u

There were 173 -self-supporting appliants at independent institutions in

194p-81 and 206 four years later. Nevertheless, their *income distribution'

did tot change significantly. The number of self-5upporting applicants were

larger at ,proprietary institutions, but again no draiatic shift* occurred in

their income distribution.

PROGRAM PRQVISIONS AFFECiTING
THE DISTRIBUTION' OF -NEW-CAL -GRANT---AWARDS.

a

No aajor seginental shifts took place in the diitribution of Cal Grant C

awards, yet four program provisions affected the selection process: (1)

methods- for 'setting' and .adfusting the family income ceiling;' (2) statutory ,

limits on the -number of new awards; (3) designation of occupational fields

with labor market akortages; and ,.(4) the six elements in the Cal Grant C

scoring system. Each is examined in ene,folloWing.sections

1.



Setting and Adjusting the,Family Income Ceiling

Throughout this periodi_eligibility for the Cal Grant C program was based on
financial need and the same -variable 'income ceiling used by, the Cal Grant A
program. Since 19,131 -82, that ceiling Igs.not-been adjusted for inflation.
This has made, some applicants who were Acp eligible for the Ca/ C

program ineligible Simply because of, the impact of inflation on their families'

incomes. 'The number of \such" applicants has increased, particularly at
independent and proprietaftr institutions, where they accoutted_for 8 and 11
percent of,all dependent applicants, respectively, by 198314. As a resqlt,
the adverse .affect of inflation on eligibility has,been lesesevere for Cal
Grant C-applicants tha or many in the Cal Grant'A program because a greater
percentage of Cal Gr t C applicants are self supporting and fewer are from
families with incomes near the ceiling., A.

Statutory,Limits_on the Numbet of New Awards

The number of new Cal Grant ,C awards set by statute at 1,337 a year and,
with the exception of 197940 and 1980-81, has remained at that level since
1975-76. This number is leis than one-tenth the number of new grants in the
Cal Grant A progrtm and lead than.one-fifth the authorized number in the Cal
Grant Bprosraa.

As eAylier pages'have shown, the ausiber of needy eligible applicants has
-Incrnsed in 'all three grant programs whtte the number of 'authorized new
awards has not. Moreover, the ratio of needy eligible Cal Grant C applicants
to awards was already high at five to one in 1980-81, but increased more
'rapidYy gran in any other program, over thenext four years. By 1983-84 it
reached cork than nine to one, meaning that eight students applied for anew
Cal Grant C' and were turned down for every one who' received a new grant..
This rejection rate was more thathlouble that in either of the other .two
progfams.

Designation of Occupations.with Labor Market Shortages
1.

The enabling legislation creating the Cal Grant C. program stated that it

would provide "grants in vocational-technical fields in which there. were
labor market shortages. Following the creation of the,program in 14 73-74,
the Student Aid Commission established a list of occupational training
programs in fields that were faced with such shortages and required' that
applicants 'lust be seeking training in'one of these fields to be eligible
for consiperation for-a grant. Since that time, however, the list of eligible

-occupati6nal-traiaing -areas has not been updated, and-y0t-the- labor market .

shortage areas of the early 1970s are unlikely to be, the same`' as those

ekistidg now or anticipated in the latter 1980s. The Auditor General%appar-
ently agreed and issued an opinion earlier this year directing the Student
Aid Commission to revise- its procedures for designating such fields and to
develop a new list. 'A consultpnt was hired and his report adopted at the
.Student Aid Commission's October 1985 meeting; but it wil4 no be until next-

year before advisory'committees can ,meet' to establiih the new ist, In the

interim, the-piiginal list of eligible programs continues to be used.

Nvt-



.rawilents in the Cal Gi'ant C Scoring System

'There axe six elements in the Col Grant Cscoring System designed to assess

applicantP prior preparation and course work, their employment history,

invol5.ftment in vocationally-related clubs .or activities, their reasons for

selecting the proposed training program, and a teacher or employer recommen-

dation. Each is weighted separately, and then they are totaled to determine

the applicant's final score, with 100 points as the maximum.

The applicant's high school grade-point average counts for a maximum of 15

points. It is weighted less heavily in the'Cal Grant C program than in the

other two grant programs because sank- Cal, Grant C applicants left high ,

school many years prior tq 'applying for these grants and becauie much of

their high school course work is not likely to relate directly to the training

program they hope to undertake.

The applicalit's educational hiltory in
counts for up to ten additional points.

vocational-technical course work

A work history is required,, listing all the jobs he applicant has held,

whether or dot related to the proposed course of study, and it counts for up

to addtional ten points. So does the listing of other quatifications,
including clubs, hobbies, or other vocationally related activities.

'An applicant is also require.d to- explain reasons foi selecting the
particular program by responding to ten questions'. These subjective quistip,ns
about motives count for up to 30 points in the final score.

finally, the applicant must submit .a teacher 'or employer recommendation
evaluating his or her skills, vocational-technical competence, and potential.
This last important part of the 'scoring system can receive up to 25 points.

DISTRIBUTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF NEW CAL GRANT C 'RECIPIENTS

As, a result of the fixed number of first-time Cal. Grant C awards and the

sharply increased competition for them; the dj.stribution and characteristics

of new recipients have shifted over,the,past four years. 4-

Number of New Retip ents

-Tabl. -44 on --page -93-summarizes the minor-shifts that have occurred -in the--

segmental, distribution of new award winners 'since 1980-81. In that year:,
.673 new recipients attended CommunitY 'Colleges, 166 went to independent
institutions, and 535 enrolled at proprietary institutions, including 18 at
hospital schools offering registered nursing programs. The following year,-
the number of Community College_ recipients increased by 87 but then began a
two-year decline ihat left these colleges with 37 fewer recipients in 1983-84
than they had had four years, tarlier despite an increase, of 3,372 additional

applicants. The independent' institutions experienced a Alight dpcline of 16



neW.;recipAents between 198Or81 and 1983 -84, while proprietary institutions
posted a small increase.

t 4%

Academic Level of New Recipients

As noted earlier, the Cal Grant C program experienced a marked increase in
older applicants, including some seeking grants for job retraining, others
switching to vocational programM after beginning academic, programs elsewheie,
and still others seeking grants to help them finance their-second year of
training. This substantial increase In older applicants is reflected in
Table 45 on'plige 94 the increase of new recipients at Level 2 or abOve; The

number of Level 1 recipients high school seniors and others who/had no *

prior postsecondary education declined by 117 overall., while those at
level 2 or above rose. 4

N4.

Dependency and Income Level of New. Rer4pients

Table 46 on page 95 shows the two shifts that have occurred in,the past four
years in the number of financidlLy dependent and independent recipients and

TABLE 44 Nizinber of New Cal GrantC Recipients by Segment,
2980-81 to 2983-8

Segment

Community
Colleges

Independent '

Proprietary and
Other Private

-AI1 Segments

,Change

1980-81 1981-8 1982-83 1983-84 1980-81-to 1983-84
Number Number Nuibe Number 'Number. Percent

imOmwm.t. wwwwnlow m.....m.

613 ,-766'

166 138

535 433

1,374 1,337

036 37

150 - 16

.488' 549 14 +2.6

,337- 1037 37 217-

Note: In 1983184; twojirst-time recipients attended a State University,
campus. ,ThiS was the first tiie that any State University or Univer-

sity campuses participated in the program.

Source CSACJ Qctober 1983 Agenda, Tab S.



TABLE 45

Segment
and Level

I

Community

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level .4

AkaWNer of blew 0442 Grant C. Recipietts.by knadeinic
Level and Segment, 1980-81 to 1983-84

Change

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983 -84' 1980-81 to' 1983-84

Number % Number 16 Number V Number %, Number 'Percent..,.. wr, 1411...

Independent
'Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4'

eleges
`336 49.9% 382
223 33.1 244

74 11.0 101
40 5.9 . '39

49.9% X81
31.8 268
13.2 106
5.1 45

40.1% 223.

38.3 253
15.1 110
6.4 50

354%
39.8
17.3.
7.9

113. 7 33,6%
+ 30 + 13.4

+ 36". +,.48'.6'
.+ 10

+125.0

122 73.5 109 78.9 106 71.1 96 64.0 - 26 - 21.3
19 11.4 12 8.7 18 12,1 26 17.3 + 7 + 36.8
13 7.8 8 5,8 10 6.7 17 11.3 4 '+ 30.8
12 7.2 9 6.5 15 10.1 11 7.33 1 8.3

Proprietary and
Other Private

Level 1 316
Level 2 134
Level 3 51
Level .4 34

All Segments
Level 1
Level 2,
Level 3
Level 4

Note:

59.1
25.0.
9.5
6.4

259 59.8
117 27.0
.35 8.1
22 5-1

265
.122

,60
41

54.3 307 56.9

25.0 147.

12.3 55 9.8 +

8,4 40 6.8

744, 56.3 750 56.1 652 48.8 627 46.9

376 27.4 373 27.9 408 30.5 427 31.9

138 10.0 144 10.8 176 13.2 182 13.6

86 6.3 70 5.2 101 7.5 101 7.6

11.
4
6

4.4
+ 8.2
+ 7.8
+ 17.6

15.7
+ 13.6
+ 31.9
+ 17.4

Level 1. is high school seniors or others who have 'not yet begun
postsecondary education; 2 y postsecondary student t who have not yet
completed 24 ser)ester units; 3, postaecondary students who have
completed from 24 to 60 units; and 4, those who have completed more
than 60 semester units of academic or vocational education at a
postsecondary institution.

Source: CSAC, October 1983 Agenda, Tab S. /

in the familY-income, distribution of, dependent re ipients. The first was an
increase in the number of indepenclept o,sr self-sup orting recipients in every
segment.
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TABLE 46 _Income Distribution of Einai2cial1y Dependent iCa1 Grant C
Recipients by Segment, 2980-81 to 1983 -84

Change

Segment and ,1980-81 19131-82 1982783 1983-84 1980-81 to 198314

licome Level Number Number Number Number Number Perceiht

Community Colleges

Under $12,000 112 103 110 83 w 29, - 25.9%.

$12,000 23,999 170 '156 141 107 - 63 - 37.0

$24,000735,999 38 ,68 51 V3 5.. - 13.2

$36,000-41,999 0 3 1 8 + 8 + 21.0

$42,000 and Up 0 0 a 0 0 ......

Total Dependent 320 330 303' 1:31 - 99 --30.9

Independent 353 436 397 405 + 52 + 14.7
c

Independent

Under $12,000. 36 30' 39 32, - 4

$12,000723,999' 58' .44 38 46 12'

$24,000-35,999 39 38 43' . 31 8
WA.

$36,000-41,999 f1' 2 , 8 :4 4

$42,000 and Up 0 0 .0 0 , 0

Total 'Dependent 133 114 '128 113 20

Independent - ,33 . 24 2.1... 37 + 4

Proprietary and Other Private

Undef $12,000 137 84

$12,000-24,999 166 126.

$24,000-35,999-4 81 .73

$36,000-41,999 0 13

$42,000'and Up 0

Total ..Dependent 297

Independent 0,151 136

.109

144:

97

19,

0

369
119

Source: CSAC Applicant /Recipi.mit Data Tapes

99

148
98
16
0

361
188

= 38
+ 18-

t 17
4. 16

0

- 23
+ 37.

- 11.1

20.7
- 20.5

Ow Am

diM

15.3
12.1

27.7'
+ 10.8
+ 21%0

- 6.0
+ 24.5

While this shift was a product of the masked increase in olOer, self-sup-

porting applicants, including some with prior pcistsecoadary education; the

Grailt-C awaids.wexe_distributed_ga the laisia of the Rr9grAm'*

scoring system without'regard to the applicant's -age Wr educationAevii.

Second, the increase of.self-supportiug recipients led to a decreasela the

number of dependent recipitnts.- Most of thest, losses occurred among those

from families with incomes helow $24,000.

Ethnic Composition of New Recipients

The Cal Grant C program provides a limited number of vocational training

grants for financially needy talented applicants, including many ethnic

-95-
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minority students; Table'47 btlow ihowi the ethnic composition of new .reci-

pients in this program; which differed.from that.of both. Cal Gr'ant 'A 5nd B

recipients. Althdugh their numbers wege smaller, there was a greater peycen-.

tage of Black and Hispanic recipients and a substantilly lower,percentage of

Asians in the Cal Grant. C program- than in the Cal Grant A program. And

although the 'percentage of Black recipients in the Cal Grant Ban C programs

were similar in 1981-84, the percentage of Hispanics and of A aus were

considerably lowe'r and the percentage,of whites substantially gher in cite

Cal Grant C program than in Cal Grant B.
,

CAL GRANT C RECIPIENTS., ?,*LI, QRANTS, AND REMAINING NEED

Theituition-grant portion of Cal .grant C awards,for recipients attending

independent and proprietar* institutions has not increask since the vrograies

inception in 1973-.74', As a result, the grants' coverage of tuition and

required fees has declined even more rapidly than in the Commission's other

two programs and now covers lefs than 45 percene,ef awrage'tnition and fees

for its recipients:, Furthermore, the maximum $2,000 tuition grant iri,the Cal

Grant C program is considerably less than the maximum 81,400 grants in the

'other two programs.

The $500Tortion of the Cal Grant C award that covers educationilly-related

costs has also never been increased. 'While he relationship between this

amount and actual training-related costs varies widely, depending on the

type of vocational-technical training progitam undertOcent it covers a smaller

proportion of those costs no than it did four years ago.

TABLE, 47 Ethnic Composition of New Cal Grant C Recipients,
2980- in to 1983-84'
, .

1980-81 1 81-82 1982-83 -1983-84 1980-81 to 1983-84

Ethnicity Number % umber Number % -Kober it NuMber

American
,

Indiin 21 1.5% 20 ,1.5% 20 1.5% 13 1.!01,
.

8

Black - 468 12.2 140 10.5 169 12.6 159 11.9 - 9

Hispanic 247 18.0 202 15.1 242 18.1 231 17..3 -16 1

Filipino 15 1.1 15 -1.1 20 , '1.5 26 1.9 . +11 %

Asian 37 2.7 43 3 . 2. -67 \ 5.0 57 4 :3 +20 --- - .

White 756 55.0, 846 63.3 791 59.2 696 52.0 -60

Other 67 4.9 . 1 .0 12 +10.9 33 2.5

Unkhown 63 4.6 58 4.3 1'6 , 1.2 122 9.1.

Source: CSAC, October -193 Agenda, Tab .1
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Costs for vocationa-technical training programi have risen in,recent years
`as-they havekthroughout postsecondaty,education:, These students are often

eligible for Pell/GrantS-, Guaranteed Student Loans, acid ,sometimes fedtral

campus-baied ai-d, depending on the institution attended, but Cougunitr:
College and proPrietaty. institutions often participates in awmore limitAd

range bf aid priOgrams thin most four-year institutions, have less fully-staffed
financial ail/offices, and rarely have significant amounts of institutional

.
grant funds to assist their,,needy vocational students

/ 7

The short/duration otemoit vocational-technical training programs has_ often

made th r students depend heavily on.loans.to helli,finance their education.

The fa. ure of the Cal Grant .0 program to evanil the,humberiof' w grants at

.a t' when vocational students were,increaging rapidly or to e the size

of s grints in the face of higher tuition, fees, and other training costs
hays` meant that the progr;iM served a shrinking'portion.of financially needy.
vocational students statewide.' Furthermore, even- those who secured .caa .

Grant ''C awards had an ever-shrinking portion, of theif school costs covered

by this grant.

RENEWAL OF CAI. GRANT C AWARDS

4
s

The only: vocational training
.

program of-more than two years duration thit is

t9.igible for Cal Gra t C coverage is hos 'tal-based registered hulse training
110st of-the other e igible training bra range from as little as four to
sixl months duration to as long as two years,' so the typical Cal Grant C

recipient is eligible,to renew his or her grant only for one additional
year:

Table 48 below shows the number of renewal vesipients between 1980-81-and

1983-84. There were slight declines in the number of renewal recipients iri-

all except the-Community College's, where their number increased slightly.

Of more interest was the general relationship between the number of new,and

renewal r

TABLE 48 litinaber of Cal 'ilz-ant
1980-81- to 2983.-84

Segment

Community Colleges

Independent

Proprietary and
Other. Private

All Segments

C. Reniliwal Recipients by Segment,-

Changp

1980-81 1181-82 1982-83 198384 1980-81 to 1983-84

,Number Numbe Number Number Number Percent

,62- . 62

, 200

931 946... 911

598 5-98 e 14 +: 2. 4%,

53 39 23 - 37 1

Source:: CSAC, Octbber'1983-.Agen4, Tab J

- 11.6

42' 4.5,
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recipients. in the three segments. In the-Community Caleges, the nuMbet% of
renewal recipients nearly equalled the number of new recipients the pri'Or
year, showing that most Cal. Grant C recipients in these colleges were enrolled
in two -year training programs,and.normalay renewed their grants for a secqpd
year.; At ifidependent and proprietary inititutions, on the other: hand, them
were roughly half as .many renewal'as new recipients,\suggesting that more
recipients enrolled in single-year programs or that their renewal rates were
somewhat lower:
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